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War Dep’t Office Chief Signal j
Officer, Washington, D. C.
i
JuueU, 1 A. M.
For New England,
cooler, clearing and fair weather, northerly
to westerly winds and higher barometer.

up Their Minds.

A Jiifflit’s Abstiuuuce from Whiskey ami
its Consequence.

BY

USING

SCHLOTTERBECK’S

Corn, Wart & Bunion Solvent.

Entirely harmless; is not a caustic.
It removes Corns, Warts, Bunion*
without leaving a blemish.
Brush for applying in each bottle.

and Callous

EBFA CURE IS G UARAXTEED.mJ£$
Price 45 cento.
For Male by all DrngtfiMto.
TJrv it and you will be convinced like thousands
who have used it and now testify to its value.
A«k for NchlotterbcckVi Corn and Wart
Kolvrnt and take no other.

Thursday.

MAINE.

.

WIND AND RAIN.
Damage in Kansas.
Valley Palls, Kan., June 13.—A severe
wind storm Monday night did considerable
damage here. Marion Lewis’s livery stable
was unroofed and the walls partly blown down;

the Methodist church was unroofed and the
west walls ate partly down; the Baptist .'church
was unroofed, and a new block in process of
erection was blown down.
A large number of
other buildings were also more ur less damaged.
About six miles west of this town the Allen
House and two farm houses were blown to

Maine Farmer Crop Estimates.
Augusta, .Tuue 13.—From reports to Maine
Farmer it api>ears that plowiug ami sowing
were promptly done although rains have somewhat interfered. The hay out will lie heavy.
Very little grass was winter killed. There is
increased acreage of mcst crops. The outlook for apples is nut Mattering. Pears, plums
and cherries are very promising. While too
an

early to predict what the harvest will be the
ontlook thus early in the seasou is better than

pieces.

last year.

Severe Storm in New Hamyshire-Considerable Damage Done.
Salmon Falls, June 13 —The severest rain
and wind storm ever experienced here passed
over this section this afternoon.
A large new
barn at Rollinsford owned by J. M. Brown
was carried three or four
feet causing damage
of $400. Large trees and chimneys here and at
South Berwick were blown down. Telegraph
and telephone wires were also blown down .cutting off all telegraph communication west of

Attorney tor Washington County.
Edward E. Livermore of Eastport has been
appointed county attorney for Washington
county.

here.

Destructive Tornado in Missouri—Loss of
Life.
Chillicothk, Juno 13.—A tornado visited
this city and district yesterday, doing considerable damage. Milbank 's engine room and J.
L. Myer’s barn were unroofed.
Dennis Wolf
was killed and his residence demolished.
His
family was carried through the air abont 5CJ
feet and Mrs. Wolf’s skull badly cut.
At Utica near here, the Baptist brick church was demolished. At Sumner C’ty, 18 miles southwest
of here, eleven buildings were
destroyed.
Thousands of trees were uprooted and threefourths of the apple crop destroyed.

MASSACHUSETTS.
The

Farmers' Almanac Association.

Augusta, June 13.—The annual meeting of
the Maine Farmers’ Almanac Association was
held in this city tc-day. About 35 members
were in attendance from different parts of the
State.
Volney A. Spragne of Dexter was
chosen president and Aiden Chase vice president. It was a very successful meeting
MARINE NEWS.
Thomaston Schooner Ashore.
Washington, June 13.—The signal corps
station at Point Judith, R. I., reports schooner
Thcmas R. Pillsbury, owned at Thomaston,
A

Me., from New York for Boston, with 790 tons
of coal, came ashore in a dense fog one mile
west of the station at 11.30 a.
Vessel lies easy.

m.

Surf

light.

Continental

Guards Welcomed to
Boston.
Boston, June 13.—The Continental Guards
of New Orleans arrived this morning by the
Old Colony line, and were received by the
National Lancers and Charlestown Cadets,
while a laige crowd surrounded the depot. A
salute was tired, and after the usual courtesies
the companies marched to City Hall, where
Mayor Palmer welcomed the visitors to Boston.
A response was made by Judge George H.
Braughn. The Continental Guards, after the
mayor’s reception, marched to the Lancers’
armory, partook of breakfast, and then went
to the Revere House.
Verdict of $12,000 Against the Fitchburg
Railroad.
Tc-day, in the Superior Civil Court, a verdict of $12,000 was returned for plaintiff in the
suit of Charles A. Harris vs. the Fitchburg
R. R. Co., for personal injury sustained by
plaintiff in October, 1882, at East Deerfield, by
a collision of trains.

NEW

YORK.

James Gordon Bennett Sued for $100,000
New York, Jane 13.—Norman L. Mnnro, a
publisher of newspapers and periodicals, has
brought suit in the Supreme Court against
James Gordon Bennett, to recover $100,003 for
having caused his wife to be estrayed from him
by reason of an alleged libelons publication in
the Herald, which be says stained his character.

Generous Gift.
Troy, June 13.—Mrs. Howard Hart has
given the Ransselaer Polytechnic Institute
$60,000 to endow a professorship to bear the
name of her late husband.

RETRIBUTION.
Dukes, the Murderer, Shot by the Son of
His Victim.
Unioxtown, Pa., June 13.—James Nutt, son
of State Treasurer Capt. A. C. Nutt, deceased,
shot and killed N. L. Dubes, his father's murderer, this evening, at half-past 7 o’clock. He
shot fonr times, all the balls taking effect.
Dukes died instantly.
Dnkes had been frequently warned of his danger in remaining in
Uniontown, and be lately said that be wonld
either stay there or in the cemetery. To-day
James Nutt was seen practicing with a revolver at his home, and
this evening, about 7.30
o’clock, he was standing near the poet office
Dukes
came
when
along. As Dukes was passing he tamed his head and noticed yonng Nntt
who just as he stepped from the doorway fired
a shot,
taking effect in Dukes’ side. Dukes
started to ri^p, when Nntt followed and shot
again.
By this time Dukes was on the post
office steps, when he received another shot and
fell inside the door.
Nntt followed and fired
two more shots into bis prostrate body, one
taking effect in his neck. Dukes was dead before aDy one could get to him. The revolver
that did the work is the same that Capt. Nutt
carried on the morning of his death.
Young
Nutt gave himself np and is now in jail.
The
is
now
Excitement
coroner’s jury
here
sitting.
is running high.

THE ISTHMUB.
Arms

for Rebels Captured by the Government.

Panama, Jane 13.—The American schooner
Ounalaska recently arrived at Acajntta with a
load of munitions of war shipped by Mr. I.
Gntt of San Francisco for revolutionary purposes. On landing the captain was joyfully
received by the authorities w bo declared themselves to be rebels and tbe arms were at once
When 1000 rifles, 400 cases of carunloaded.
tridges, 2 cases of sabres and 10 cases of bayonets had been disembarked the captain was informed there was no revolution in the country,
and that his vessel and cargo were seized and
he and his crew were prisoners. The arms are
now in the service of the regniar appointed
constitutional government of which President
Zuldmar is at the bead.
Dedication of a Soldiers Monument—Eighteen Men Injured While Firing a Salute.
Mystic Bbidoe, Ct, Jane 13.—About 5000
people met here today to witness the ceremonies attending ithe dedication of the soldiers
monument, which is a granite shaft 20 feet
high surmounted by the figure of a soldier. Literary exercises were delayed till afternoon on
account of the non-arrival the train carrying
the Governor’s staff and a portion of the military. The Governor was received with an appropriate salute and escorted to the grounds
by a battalion of the Connecticut National
The
Guard and several Grand Army Posts.
local management of the affair in many reThe literary
epects was a complete failure.
exercises were under the charge of Williams
Post, G. A. B., and consisted of Scripture reading, prayer, singing of patriotic hymns and oration by Gen. Joseph It. Hawley, which was
It occnpied
the leading feature of the day.
about 45 minutes in delivery and was received
with marked attention.
While the salute was being fired in honot of
the Governor by a battery of artillery from
Fort Trumbull, Williams and Sedgwick Posts,
G. A. It., which were passing at the time, received the contents of two of the guns in their
ranks. The first discharge was received by
Williams Post, which was acting as escort to
Sedgwick Post, but the second, which was
more serious In results, waB receivec by Sedgwick Post. Eighteen men were injured more
or less seriously.
Arrest of a Murderer.
Cincinnati, June 13.—The publication is
made to-day of the arrest Monday afternoon at
Coiambus, Ohio, of Wm. Direly, a negro,
charged with tbe murder of the Gibbon children at Ashland, Kentucky, Dec. 24th, 1881.
Nannie and Robbie Gibbons, and Emma Carico were found dead in a burning
The
bouse.
Three men were argirls had been outraged.
rested—George Ellis, William Neai and Ellis
Craft. Ellis made a confession, upon which he
was convicted and sentenced
to be|hung, but
was lynched by a mob
Neal and Craft were
also sentenced to be hang, and now await the
decision of the governor as to the day of execution. Evidence has bean procured, which
leaves no doubt that Direly was the real murderer.
Floods on the Arkansas River.
Little Rock, Ark., June 13.—The Arkansas river at Ibis point has risen two feet in 24
honrf and is still rising at the rate of an inch
per hour. At dark it stood 22 feet 0 inches.
Farmers are throwing up temporary levees to
protect the growing cotton. Another rise is
expected owing to more rain in the Indian nation. The banks are caviDg in at several
points about Little Kock.
MINOR TELEGRAMS.
eu the west coast of,British Columbia is a failure otfing to rough weatbi r.
ludiaus report 50 lives lost bv the upsetting ol
canoes during the season while hunting.
Gov. Butler has again rejected the nomination ol Edward Hamilton to be Commissioner
of Charities.
The Massachusetts Senate yesterday, by a
vote ol d5 to l, killed the bill to increase tbo
salaries of legislators 50 per cent.

Seal fishery

THE POPE ALARMED
By the Ungracious

Reception

of

His Letter to Irish Bishops.
Cardinal Simeoni Elaborately Explains the Document.
It Does Not Mean to Interfere with
Politics.
New York, Jane 12.—The Rone e correspondent of the Herald had an interview yestetday .with Cardinal Simeoni, who made the
following statement: “The letter to the Irish
Bishops had no political aim or purpose. Into
political [questions the Holy Father has himself said, and, the Osssrvatove Romano has
since repeated, he cannot and does not enter.
The letter was disciplinary and written in the
interests of morality and discipline only. It
could matter nothing or very little to the Holy
Father whether Mr. Parnell received a testimonial of 10,000, or 100,000 or a million lire.
Mr. Parnell was personally not in the mind of
the Holy Father or the propaganda when the
letter was issued, bat behind Mr. Parnell and
sheltered under tbe prestige of his name are
many agitators,Irish and American,wuose conduct is immoral and revolutionary, tending to
sow dissension between nations and to create a
breach between priests and people.” "This
very morning,” continued Cardinal Simeoni,
“the Holy Father said to me, the Irish have
always been led by the priests, and it is to be
hoped that tbe priests and the people will always be nnited in Ireland.
Moreover, the
Holy Father said to me, and appeared gratified
by the fact, that agitation in Ireland is snrelv
subsiding. Tbe letter of the propaganda is being implicitly obeyed, both by the bishops and
the people. I should willingly see a cessation
ef angry discussion with all who suffer as tbe
Irish suffer.
Tbe Holy. Father warmly expressed his best wishes for Ireland, and said to
us:
‘I fee! now and shall ever continue to
feel the deepest sympatby with tbe Irish peoand
ple,
especially with the Irish tenants, and
so long as tbe
Irish or any nationality take
moral means, such as the law permits, of adtheir
vancing
patriotic cause, I should never
for a moment think it necessary to interfere.’
The Cardinal continued: “The progaganda’s
letter was not even intended as a rebuke or reproach to tbe bishops. It was simply issued as
a fatherly warning, .showing them
into what
pitfalls they might be led by some who, under
cover of a testimonial snbscription, seemed to
be fostering possibly murder, bat certainly unlawful agitation and in’erfering with individual liberty. Yes, interfering with liberty,for,
as I lately
remarked in a conversation with
Archbishop Croke, whom we have not rebaked
in the letter of his propaganda anv more than
the rest of the bishops, yon said, Monsignore,
in a recent address, something to this effect,
‘Give to this fund, and by the measure of
yonr liberality shall your patriotism be judged.’
By acting in this way nndne pressure is
brongbt to bear upon individuals.”
“The discussion created by the letter of the
propaganda,” continued the Cardinal, “did
not forbid agitation at public meetings nor forbid the priests from attending and voting at
meetings, so long as they made no violent
speeches, bat used their infiaence to calm the
angry passions which rage at Bach gatherings.
They are not forbidden by the propaganda, nor
does tbe holy father forbid them to attend
meetings. The question is far broader, higher
and simpler than has been stated. With persons and politics tbe holy father has nothing to
do, bat it was his dnty to show the way of true
morality to those who were in danger of forsaking it. The letter of the propaganda applies to all Catholics, irrespective of nationality. it may be studied by Americans, Australians and Irish with eqnal profit. I mav add
that tbe Holy Father said to me, “In tbe matter of tbe letter of tbe propaganda, it would lie
well to make it clear to all Catholics that the
Holy See neither has acted, nor will act, under the pressure of any foreign Government
whatever.” In further conversation tbe Cardinal said it coaid be inferred that Mr. Errington has assumed
imaginary importance in
making it appear that he had been influential
in bringing about the issuing of tbe letter, and
bat for tbe indiscretion of tbe person
wbo
made the letter public, it would have remained

private.
Tbe

Cardinal stated that tbe American
Archbishops have been summoned to Romo
bat on no political business, nor noon anything
in connection with the letter of the propaganda. Tbe American Archbishops are expected
at Rome in November.
They will probably
It was stated
stay at tbo American College.
by an ecclesiastic at the Vatican that the Pope
yesterday refused to grant Sir. Errington a
farewell andienca, and Errington has left
Rome.
In an interview wiih Cardinal Jacobin), Secretary of State, the Cardinal stated that he wus
happy to see that the violent passions aroused
by the letter of the propaganda were calming
down. He also, in reference to the interview
held recently with President Sullivau of the
Irish National League, expressed ranch gratification at Mr. Sullivan's submissive attitude,
and promised to bring the matter to the notice
of the Pope.
In reference to the Ecclesiastical bill, now
before th*German Landtag, Cardinal Jacobini
said the bill was donbtlees a step toward the
satisfaction which the church had hoped and
prayed for. But it was only a stop, and it
could hardly be expected that
the
church
would be content until tbe oppressive laws of
are
“The
added
the
May
repealed.
church,”
Cardinal, “has show Dias much good will, and
has given such ready help to the various Governments of the world that it may
reasonably
hope that its patience will be sooner or later
rewarded.”

TEWKbBURY ALMSHOUSE.
Continuation

of the

Testimony of Dr
Lathrop.

Boston, June 13.—In Ihe Tewksbury hearing to-day Dr.Lathrop continued his testimony.
The insane asylum is not considered a part of
He considered he had
the
the hospital

icsponsihility for the insane but that of their
ordinary care, for their cleanliness, comfort
and food devolved upon the superintendent.
The insane have no special treatment as they
When witness
wanted to
are incurable.
known wiiat a man died of be would send to
to
them
information
as to
Harvard asking
give
what cause of the death was discovered upon
dissection instead of making an autopsy himself. Knew of Walter J. Winning boxing an
insane patient's ear. He was suspended and
afterward
left
EinmmiB
the
institution.
French, another aitendant, had knocked an
insane woman down but claimed he acted iu
self defence
Ho was not discharged. Thos.
J. Marsh, Jr., had been
greatly interested in
and
absented
politics
himself a good deal from
Tewksbury dunug the sessions of the legiala
ture.

Adjourned

till

Friday.

a Powder

Ex-

John Bright

on

Further Instructions Given by the
Judge

Washington, June 13.—Tim recess taken by
the criminal oourt expired at 10 o’clock this
morning, and a number of spectators, including several jurors in the former trial, assembled to hear the report of the jury in the Star
Mrs. S. W. Dorsey aud hot sister,
route trial.
Mrs Peck, were also in attendance.
Shortly after 10 o'clock Judge Wylie directed the oourt crier Donaldson to go to the jury
aud enquire if they had agreed upon a verdict.
The erierjweut on his mission.
Mr. Bliss stated to the court that Juror Vernon had been uuwell during the night, but was
now better.
Judge Wylie instructed the proper officers to
care for Mr. Vernon.
The crier soon returned aud informed the
court that the jury was not ready to report.
One jurtr, ltowever.wished to come iuto.oourt.
Judge Wvlie thereupon sent word that if
an) (one of them desired instructions upon poiuts
of law lie was entitled to it, and that the juiy
would be permitted to oome into court lor that
purpose.
The message was delivered and the crier answered lor the jury that the juror iu question
believed that his difficulty arose from a question of law, but that the foreman regarded it
as a question of faot.
Judge Wylie sent for the jury and iu a few
minutes they cauiejiuto court. Before the fortman liad reached Ills seat, Jnror
Vernon, who
presented a wild and disordered appearance,
uttered several convulsive shouts, sprang into
the air and fell upon tbe tloor in a til. A scene
of confusion; folio wed. Tbe counsel hurried to
the assistance of the nufortnuate juror, who
had struck his head heavily agaiust a chair in
falling, and it was some time before order was
restored. Judge Wylie bade the other jurors
to retire aud plaoed Vernon under the care of
a doctor.
Judge Wylie refused Mr. Davidge’s request
for a recess until the resalt of the accident
coaid be learned.
In a short time, Deputy Marshall Fassett reported that Vernon was all right, aud atl.05
the jury came in.
“Your honor, one of
Foreman Crane said:
the jurors desires to ask a question of the
court. To the most of us it seems a question
of fact, but we prefer to let Horrigan speak
for himself.”
Judge Wylie—The court will hear his question, and if it be a question of faot will not undertake to pass upon it.
Jnror Horrigan then arose, aud in a confused manner, pnt a (question to the court of an
almost unintelligible character, which seemed
dates of certain orders made by
to relate to
Brady, and to the notice of "a stumbling
block” which Brady said he found In his wayJudge Wylie—Those are questions of fact
and not of law, and it is not for the court to instruct you in that connection.
Now, gentlemen, you have had a sick member of the jury
with you, aud a disagreeable accident happenHe seems in a measure reed this forenoon.
stored, and I hope will be able now to perform
I
don’t
duties.
his
propose to discharge this
juror very easily. This is the second time this
I don’t wish to put any
case has been tried.
undue stress upon your miuds, but the court
thinks yoa ought to agree on a verdict of some
kind. Von can retire again.
The Foreman—Your honor, we have not
agreed upon the qneetion of conspiracy. In
case we should agree upon the guilt of any one
of the parties I wish to know if we can report
to yon.
The Judge—No; you mast report a verdict
as to the whole.
The foreman—Some of the jury think
The Court—You have no right to say what
they think.
The foreman—My mind is in some doubt on
the question of conspiracy.
The Court—The crime is conspiracy followed
by overt acts,
The foreman—Suppose we don't agree as to
conspiracy can we vote upon tbe question of
the guilt or innocence of any of the parlies?
Judge Wylie—The Court will not interfere
with the order of your proceedings. It will not
attempt to direct yonr discussions. According
to my instructions you can decide upon any
point in the indictment in any order or time,
bnt the verdict when reported mast be complete, a verdict not based upon a part of the
indictment bnt upon the whole.
The Court took a recess until 10 o’clock tomorrow, with tbe understanding that it wonld
meet to receive llie verdict if the jnry should
agree on one before the honr.
Vernon's tit was entirely due to the fact that
he is a heavy drinker and had been deprived
for some hoars of his supplies. This was not
only clear from the statement of Judge Wylie
but from tbe concurrent testimony of those who
knew the jnror. A little air aud more whisky speedily revived the juror. Judge Wylie
gave instructions that the “medicine" prescribed by the physician might continue to bo takAssent was apparently given
en by this jnror.
to this propoeition by the lawyers both for the
Government and the defence.
No one claims to know what the exact eitnationin the jury room is. There is one report
that two or three of the jury are banging for
Some
the acquittal of both tbe Dorseys.
think that whichever way the jury is inclined
two
of a
ten
to
either
in
favor
about
it stands
conviction or an acquittal, as to some of the defendants.
Mr Merrick does not claim to have any intimation as to the opinion of the jurors, bnt Is
confident that no vote has yet been taken upon
any subject. Another lawyer for the defence
says the jury evidently wanted the judge to instruct them that they most find ae to the conspiracy first and then as to the persons who
might be connected with it, if a conspiracy
should be found. This the jadge declined to
do. He declared that he would give them no
instrnctions as to the order iu which they
should find their verdict; that it would be
enough if they shonld simply return a verdict
of gnilty or not gnilty as indicted. It will be
remembered that on the former trial the jury
first voted that there was no conspiracy, aud
then returned a verdict of gnilty as to Miner
and Berdeli.
ATROCIOUS

MURDERS.

Three of a Family Silled by a Negro
Without Provocation.
Columbus, Ua., Jane 13.—Rsports of one of
the most atrocious murders ever konwnlin Ala
bama, reached this city today On Tuesday at
Itockiord, Coosa county, a negro named Jordan
Corbin entered the house of a citizen named
Benjamin Corden and shot him while he was
lying on his bed. His wife jumped up and the
negro shot her down. Corden’s son started to
the door to give an alarm when he also was
Mr.
shot. All three were Instantly killed.
Ccd#en’s daughter about 14 years of age made
the
Ther
e
alarm.
was
no
her escape and gave
provocation for the murder and it is thought
the negro intended to outrago the girl. Koouting parties are hunting the country for the
murderer.
_

WASHINGTON.
Claims Court.
Washington, June 13.—In tho Court of
Commissioners of Alabama claims, 'judgments
were announced as follows:
No. 706—John Boyce, 81,710: Henry Boyce,
81,319: Peter Boyce, 81,979; Frederick Boyce,
8600; Mary D. Scull, 8009; (Jacob Chamberlain, 8689; Enoch Carderry, 81,319; Jonathan
Babcock, 8660; John W. Dunham and Wm.
A. Dunham, executors of the estate of Jonas
Dunham, deceased, 81,979, with Interest from
Alabama

Ang. 11,1804.
Nd. 1,682—Arthur S. Huntington, administrator of the estate of Charles Ward, deceased,
8527, with interest from Dec. 3,1863.
No. 931—Wm. Iteed, 8134, with interest
*
from April 17,1803.
No. 795—Eben Sears, executor at the estate
of Richard W. Sears, deceased, 81,343, with
Interest from Dec. 21,1803.
No. 790—Stephen W. Marston, 8428, with Interest from .June 1, 1863.
No. 798—George 0. Mutiroe, surviving member of the firm of G. O. & W. J. Monroe,
81,905, with interest from March 23, 1804.
No. 700.—Janies Baker, $2,213; Sidney Baker, $8,082, wiili interest from August, 1801.
POLITICAL
Tho Ohio Greenback Remnant.
Columbus, June 13.—The State Convention
of the Greenback Labor party met here to-day
witli about forty deiegates In attendance. The
platform contains the usual Greenback sentiment, insists that railroads he required to reduce their present extortionate rales; declares
that all men have a right to a part of the laud
and that, general prices depend upon ltie
amount of currency In circulation, and calls
for temperance reformation and the abolition
of the convict contract system.
Charlas Jenkins was nominated for governor
Chinamen Buying Real Estate In British
Columbia.
Victoria, B. 0., June 13.—Chinese firms

thelTariff Question

are

quietly buying

or

leasing

a

large quantity

London, June 13,—Tho trial ol the dynamite conspirators was resumed this morning In
London.
Kvidenoo was given by witnesses to show
connection between Ausburg and Dr. Gallagher. It was proved that the latter introduced
the former at Charing Gross hotel as Mr. Gallagher in order that he might obtain letters
and a telegram addressed to that name. The
police Insneotor of Glasgow testified that be
visited Bernard Gallagher while he was In
prisou there. Gallagher stated that he knew
the other prisoners but said lie was not connected with the dynamite schools In New York,
lie said he knew that O’Donovan Uossa presided over one of the schools.
Mr. Ma]endie, a government inspector, testified that he examined the contents of Whitehead's factory in Ledsara street, Birmingham,
which comprised 200 pounds of nitro glycerine,
COO pounds of nitric acid, and 700 pounds of
sulphuric acid. He also stated that he had examined the portion of the local government
board oilicee,which was wrecked by explosives'
and gave it as his opiulou that 20 pounds of
nitre-glycerine had caused the damage.
The case for the prosecution was then declared closed, and Mr. Clark, Q. O,, bo; -u his
argument on behalf of Dr. Gallagher. He
declared that there was no occasion to defend
the prisoner against the charge of levying war
against tho government, as no evidence had
hocn adduced to show that he was guilty of
that offence.
Mr. Bright on the American Tariff.
Bight lion. John Bright delivered an address at Biugley Hall, Bermington, yesterday
before an audience of over 110,Cll persons,
more than 150 addresses of
congratulation
from various liberal associations were presented
to him.
Great enthusiasm prevailed.
Mr.
Bright in his speech reviewed the events of the
last 50 years and laid stress upon the enormous
advantages conferred npon the conutry by the
repeal of the corn laws. Referring to America Mr. Bright said:
Permit me to address a word to the artisan
classes of the United States. I am no enemy
of the United States. I fought her battle iu
this country. (Cheers.)
I sympathize with
her as mnch now as I did then, almost as much
as if born upon her soil.
I believe the question
In the United States between a protective and
simply a revenue tariff is weaving Its solution.
The opinion is growing that irresistible economic facts are offering themselves for consideration of statesmen and every intelligent
man iu the great republic.
An extra ordinary
condition of things exist there.
No country of any aga ever experienced or
dreamed of an actual surplus of revenue of
thirty million sterling. This fact is fatal to a
high protection party. The government does
not well know wbat to do with it.
After an
eloquent allusion to the war which abolished
Mr.
said:
"I
believe
the next
slavery,
Bright
election of President will be fonght on free
trade lines. The great people of the United
States will declare it to be the inalienable
right of every American citizen to spend his
money iu the world’s cheapest market.”
Sentences of Nihilists Commuted.
St. Pbtbbsbvbo, Jane 13.—The Czar hag
commuted the death sentences of the Nihilists
Bogonovitch, Telolf and Bontzitch to neual
servitude for an indefinite period, reduced the
life sentence of Stefanovitoh to eight years
peual servitude, aud the sentences of the
women Llzofskaya aud Pribylena to four years
penal servitude.
He has also mitigated other
sentences.

Balloon Rescued in the North Sea.

Boulogne, June 13.—The balloon in which
the aeronaut L Uoste left Boulogne Saturday
was recovered iu the North Sea the same day
by a French lugger bound for Antwerp. M,

»
VHcste was also rescued.
German Politics.
Beaus, Jane 13.—In relation to the retirement from political life of Herr Von Benningsen, it is stated that after the receipt of the
last note addressed to Prnssia by the Vatican,
Bismarck wag undecided as to whether he
should break off negotiations with the Vatican.
He therefore sonnded Herr Von Benningseu
on
the subject of effecting a compromise
with tbo latter's party—the National Liberals.
The interview convinced both that common
policy was impossible and Bismarck decided
to rely on the clerical aud conservative major-

ity.

In the debate yesterday on the church bill
iu the lower house of the Land-tag,
Herr
Wiudthorst, the ultramontane leader, reiterated the hope that the Government and the
Convervatives would unite and improve the
bill by accepting the amendments proposed
If they did not accept
by the centre party.
thorn be said the centre would reject the whole
measure.

The special committee of
the Reichstag
which was appointed to consider the workmens accidens
insurance bill, recommended
that Parliament decline to accept the proposals of the Government and demand a new bill
allowing rural laborers to share the benefits of
insurance against accidents.
.Mind Reading.
London, Jane 13.—Mr. Lobouchere, M. P.i
recently challenged Irving Bishop, the thought
reader, to tell the number ol a bank note
known only to Mr. Labouchere and to Mr.
Firth, M. P., the latter to hold the bank note.
Mr. Labouchere put np £1000 against £100, the
proceeds to be devoted to charity. Three
thoDgand persons were present at St. James'
Hall last eveniug to see the result, but owing
to disputes concerning the conditions neither
Mr. Labonchere nor Mr. Firth was present.
However, a note belonging to one of the audience was placed in the hands of Col. Stratham
and Bishop guessed the number at the first
attempt. He now claims that he won the
£1000. The audience was disorderly.
Conversion of n Mussulman to Chris-

tianity.
Cairo, Jane 13.—Some excitement has been
caused here on account of the conversion of a
yonng Mahommedau by American missionaries.
Arab fanatics attempted to maltreat the convert, but Sir Kdward Malet, the British Consal General, interfered and protected him. It
is probable that be will be sent to Cyprus for

safety.

Queen Victoria's Health.
London, .Jane 13.—This afternoon Truth
states that the Qaeen has quite recovered from
the injur; to her knee.
The depression of Her
Majesty’s spirits is, however, said to canse
some anxiety, owing to its influence on her
geteral health. It is the intention of the
Qaeen to leave Scotland ou the 20th inst.., and
arrangements for her departure are now being

made.
The Murder of Lord Mouutmorria.
Dublin, June 13.—An inquiry into the murder of Lord Monntmotris has heon in progress
at Clcnbur dnring the past week.
It is expected that a number of other arrests will be
made of persons suspected of connection with
the murder.
A Parnelllte Elected to the Commons.
Dublin, June 13.—Mr. Small, Parnelllte,
has been elected without opposition to a seat
la the House of Commons for connty Wexford
made vacant by the resignation of Mr. Byrne,
home rater.
One Hundred and Fifty Persons Killed by
a Powder Explosion.
London, June 13.—Later accounts regarding
the explosion of the powder magazine at Bcntari, state that 150 persons were killed and 53
wounded. Two hundred barrels of gunpowder
and 0,0C0 cartridges were destroyed.
Threatening Condition of Affairs at
Shanghai.
The Standard’s Shanghai dispatch dated
the
sitnation is becoming very
Monday, says
serious.
Chinese troops are massing around
A very uneasy feeling prevails
the city.
among fotelgners with regard to the unprotected condition of foreign settlements.
Powder Explosion—Ten Men Crushed to
Death.
St. Petersburg, Juno 13.—An explosion
look place today in tho gun powder factory at
Oclita, one mile east of this city. No details
have jot been received.
Throe stories of the
barracks at Kaluga, In the government of the
same name, fell in today, killing ten persons
and Injuring many rnnro.
Foreign Notes.
La Llberte says two envoys from the Annamite King have arrived at Saigan and protested against the action of the Frenoli at
llonai. They said the King desired a peaceful
solution of the present difficulty,
It Is reported from Congo River that Henry
M. Stanley has arrived at Brazzaville with
1000 men. M. De. Brazza has a force of 200
men and has made but little progress.
According to tho Diarlo official at Lima,
the Arequi pa Congress has continued the appointment of Honor Calderon as President,
(ten. Mentcros, 1st. Vice President and (Ion.
Cuceres as 2d Vice President.
The British diplomatic agent at Sofia with
approval of the British government has several relations Willi the Bulgarian government.
Ollier Foreign representatives share tho viows
of the British as they considered tho present
administration of the government without au-

thority,

_

THE DOMINION.
Grand Lodge of Good Templars.
Halifax, N. S., June 13.—Joseph Malins of

of real estate in tire northern part of the city,
which to erect extensive business housen.
Tho transactions are regarded as significant of
the intention of the Chinese to monopolize
trade in Chinese and Japanese goods with eastern Canada on the completion of the Canadian
Pacific railroad.

meeting of the Grand Lodgo of Good
of the world this afternoon.

Too Much Water.
Ozark, Ark., June 13.—A cyclone and several water spouts passod through northeastorn
Arkansas today, causing great damage to crops
and property. No loss of life reported.

from Vera Cruz state that yellow fever Is very
bad there. The authorities are trying to conceal the fact, and pbysioians aud newspapers
there will give no account of the number of
deaths occurring. The fever Is reported to be
of an intensely malignant type.

on

England

was

The Revolution In Ecuador.
June 13.—Velutemilla’s forces
oocupy a strong position, successfully protectthe
ing
city against the attacks of the Insurgents.
Eight Persons Killed by a Tug Boat Ex

Quyaquil,

plosion.

in the United States.

Rain continues on the Atlantic coast, with
cooler southwest to northwest wiuds, Looal
rains prevailed during the day in the Southern
States, Ohio Valley and Lower Lake region,
followed by cooler,
clearing weather aud
wiuds shifting to northerly.
Cooler, clear
weather prevails in the Upper Lake region,
and upper Mississippi valley,, with variable
wiuds. The temperature has fallen about 10°
iu the lake region, Ohio valley aud the interior of the Middle Statefe,
and risen slightly in
the extreme Northwest.
ludications are that cooler and fair weather
will prevail iu the New England States on

audtf

nov23

by

plosion.
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Yellow Fever at Vera Cruz.
Galveston, Tex., June 13.—Private advices

Buknos A ykkh, June 13.—An explosion occurred to-day on board a tug In the Rio Oliuelu, killing eight persons and seriously injuring
nine others. Four were blown a great distance
and horribly mutilatod, and oue smashed to
pleses against the house.

City ot Mexico, June 18. -The government
has ordered troops to the new gold diggings In
bower California, for the preservation of order. The prefect of the territory is ordered
not to admit locations until he receives'special instructions from the federal government.
MAINE MEDICAL. ASSOCIATION.

The session

opened yesterday morning

at 0

efit of the sohool and students. The report was
In all respects highly favorable to the gentlemen in charge.
Dr. E, E. Holt of Portland read a paper on
"Diseases of the Mastoid," a subject of special
interest to all physicians called upon to treat
diseases of the ear. The paper treatod of the

symptoms and treatment of the various forms
of inflammation occurring in the cells'.in that
hard portion of the temporal bone behind and
below the ear. Interesting cases were report
ed. The disease occuring oftener on the right
side, and more frequent in males. Among frequent causes were scarlet fever and injudicious attempts at removing wax from the ear.
Various interesting methods of treatment
were

pointed

out

involving

the

use

of

the committee on publication.
Dr. Burbank of Yarmouth, read a most interesting paper on the Induction of Premature
Labor in cases where the life of mother or child
Is threatened by pelvic deformities.
By tbi8

operation, the lives of many children have
been saved which must have been lost had
pregnancy been allowed to progress to its ulti.
mate period.
Methods of operative procedure
original with Dr. Burbank were minutely da
tailed. Discussed by Drs. Dana, Gordon and
Mitchell citing typical cases; and referred to
the committee on publication.
The following gentlemen were elected members:
David A. Kincaid, Ferry Village; Frank B.
Morrill. West Buxton; B. F. Neal Belgrade;
Henry H. Smith, Machias; Samuel B. Thumbs
Knightville: Almon V. Thompson, Standish;
Samuel C. Thayer, Wateryllle; Gregory Martin, China; N. M. Marshall South Windham;
Charles R. Crandall, Portland; A. E. Fan,
ham, East Madison; M. H. Ferguson, Phipaburz; E. A. Porter, Liberty; Alton Jackson,
Jefferson: G. J. Nelson, China; C. W. Taggart. Wintbrop; J D. Holt, Mechanic Falls:
E. A. McCollister, Gray: F. H. Carter, Portland; C. W Johnson, East Machias; F. H.
Wheeler, Brewsr Village.
Dr. Dana presented verbally same facts relative to the several forms of Bright's disease. It
somewas developed that those [milder forms
times following scarlet fever or diphtheria al~
most always progress to a favorable termination and that of late years the severer chronic
forms are by no means hopeless, and recovery
under persistent and proper treatment may
sometimes be secured. The paper was discussed by Drs. Mitchell, Pendletou and Warren,
and Interesting cases where different varieties
of the c leease existed were adduced.
Dr. Spalding presented paper embodying
the testimony in a certain suit for malpractice
in case of injury to the eye, making it a text
from which to urge the [necessity of early removal of injured eyes to save the remaining
sound eje from sympathetic inflammation.
Adjourned to 3 p. m.
a

AFTERNOON SESSION.

The association met at 3.30.
Drs. Ayer and Colony, delegates from tho
Massachusetts MedicaliSociety, werejintroduced and invited to participate la the discussions.
The association proceeded to an eloction of
officers for the ensuing year with the following
result:
President—Dr. O. A. Horr, Lewiston.
First Vice President—Dr. L. \Y. Pendleton,
Portland.
Second Vice President—Dr. D. E. Marston,
Monmouth.
Treasurer (for 5 years)—Dr. A. 8. Thayer,
Portlaud.
Corresponding Secretary -Dr. J. O. Webster,

Augusta.

Board of Censors—H. N. Small, Portlaud;
W. K. Oakes, Auburn; J. M. Bates, Yarmouth; W. B. Cobb, Standish; J. D. Nutting,
Hallowell.
Committee on Publication—Ohas. D. Smith,
(ex-officio); C. 0. Hunt. Portland; George H.
Cummings, Portland; Charles A. Packard,
Bath; B. F. Sturgis, Auburn.
Business Committee—I. E. Kimball, Portland: W. P. Watson, Gorham.
Dr. Wedgewood of Lewiston then delivered
the annual oration taking for his subject Ha'
tional Medicine and Quackery, Rational medicine was defined as a practice founded on reason; that system of practice whloh. appeals to,
and which can be comprehended by our reasoning faculties. It discards all ‘‘pathies’’ and
"isms;" It discountenances and discards such
terms as "Allopathy" "Homicopathy,” “Eelec

Al1
tlo,” "Thompsonian” or Haydropathy.
the different forms of practice contain something good and those who profess them are not

all kuaves or fools.
Education is essential to rational medicine.
The truly successful physician must be educated not alone in Latin, Greek and mathematics'

He
but he must he universally educated.
Hational medicine remust know to think.
man
who
fuses loadmit or r ecogntze any
adopts exclusive Ideas as to the theory of disease or as to the methods of cure. It recognizes
as its followers men of couud minds and broad
views made so hy education aud honest endeavor. It is a progressive (.douce and is built
np by gradual additions, as for example the result of Hunter's labor in anatomy, Ilarvey iu
physiology, .Tenner in vaccination, Simpson in
obstetrics and Mott in aurgory.
It collects, systematizes and! utilizes every
grain of trutli. No secret is concealed ami
treasured np for exclusive use.
Cicero has said:
By nothing are men
brought nearer to God, than by giving health
It has torn away tho
to their fellow creatures.
mantle of ignorance iliat shrouded Ho early
years. Quackery flourishes from an inherent
weakness of the human mind. It iB tho stamp
of Ignorance and superstition, and belongs to
all trades and professions.
We Imvo charlatans, legal, clerical and medical. No Held la so wide for Uh cultivation as
that of medicine, and wo find it. practised by
men who have diplomas and belong to reputable societies as well as by pretenders.
The quack labors for gain, not for humanity.
The worst resorts and nurseries of quackery
are those supported hy
the church, and (ho
best directed efforts toward legislation for the
elevation of rational medicine have been defeated by men promiueut in other temperance
and religions reforms.
We offend against rational medicine hy (he
practice of such habits as detract frnm the dignity and honesty of an honorable profession.
Above all things, wo must act ourselves, be
true to our honest convictions aud hold fast to
truth.
Our safeguard against quackery is
education for the physician |atid for the pulilic,
alone and iu common.
A vote of thanks was tendered Dr. Wedgwood for his entertaining address, and a copy
requested for publication.
Dr. B. F. Sturgis of Auburn reported a case
of chronic abscess of the Tibia.
Dr. Gordon, committee on necrology, reported the following names of members deceased during the past year: Atwood Crosby,
Waterville; W. H. Brown, Bangor; Roland
Ourtls, Richmond. He stated that obituary
notices had been presented him for each of

Turpentine is quoted
erpool salt has dropped 12385c.

Interesting Opinions of Steamship
Captains.

progress

Saturday last the Anchor line Bteamer City
of Rome, the steamer next in size to the Great
Eastern now afioat, left New York for Europe.
On her way down the harbor she encountered
a dense fog and the pilot tried to govern him.
■elf by his idea of where the buoy should be
when he changed the ship’s course. As a result the ship ran on to a mud-bank and hung
tbero twenty-four hours.
Reporters for the

during

the year of
acc opted and referred

materia]medlea. Report
to committee on publication.
The auditing committee reported through

Dr. Meserve that they had attended to their
duty and found the Treasurer’s accounts correctly cast and properly vouched.
The report was accepted and referred.
Dr. Gordon jmade further verbal report

registration law.
Adjourned to 8

o’clock In the

evening.

KVKNINCl HK-HIOM.

Met at 8.19 o’clock.
A committee, consisting of Drs. Cbas. D.
Smith, Chas. O. Hunt and P. H. Gerrish, were

appointed

to consider the question of a new
This action is rendered necessary by
exhaustion of the present supply.]

diploma.

Dr. 8. C. Gordon read a paper on “Some reof treatment of accidents occurring at
parturition.’’ A great per cent, of the diseases

sults

FOUBTH OF JULT.

la fact, he thought there was
age on the bar.
more water there than in former years.
“We
stop our ships,” said he, “at twenty-six feet.
According to the chart there is a depth of
twenty-six feet of water in the channel on the
bar, but it ought to be deeper. One thing is
certain, if the channel is not deepened on the
bar, the steamship companies will go to some
other port and send their passengers and
freight to New York by rail.”
“Do you refer to any particular port?” asked
the reporter.
“Well, Portland bas a good harbor,” was
the answer. “It is much nearer Liverpool
than New York, and we could go in there with

Meeting of the Committee—The President Compelled to Decline the Invi-

large vessels, carrying thousands of tons more
than the steamers now coming to this port.”
“Bnt would not it affect the ocean carrying
business to deliver freight and passengers so

to women

clining,

may be traced to accidents,

unavoidable or otherwise, occurring daring
childbirth. Great advance in this department
of medicine, mainly in the province of operative surgery, has been made during the past

quarter of

a century.
The uudience was entertained and instructed
by a most valuable patter, caiefully detailing
the minutlio of the most improved operative
proceedures discussed by Drs. Brlckett,Wedgewood, Weeks and Horr.
Adjourned to 9 a. m. Thursday.

far

tation to be Present.

from

the

commercial

centre

of

3c.

Schr Mary E Oliver, Portland to New York, lumg2.
Schr Lizzie S Haynes, Kennebec to Philadelphia,
ice p t.
Nor Bark Oapt Dan, to arrive, Portland to Bowling, Soot., spool wood 65s.
Schr Goo V Jordan, Cow Bay to Portland, coal
1 75.
Schr Marlon, Kennebec to Boston, wood 82 loadber

ed and towed.

Kailrend

rbe WmI Harket.

Boston. June 18— [JR*ported for the Prt$$].—The
following is a list of price* quoted this afternoon:
Ohio and Pennsylvania—
Pickloca and iXX.42 @ 48
Choice XX.39 @40
FineX.. .37 @38

My

Dear Sir:The President has received your letter of the
6th instant inviting himself and Cabinet to be
resent ou the Fourth of Jniy next at the two
undred and fiftieth anniversary celebration of
the founding of the City of Portland.
He
wishes me to express bis (regrets that engagements oovering the date named will prevent
his acceptance of the city’s hospitality so kindly extended to him on the interesting {.occasion
referred to,
Conveying his thanks for the courtesy of
your letter, I am
Very truly yours.
Feed J. Phillips,
; Private Secretary.
The matter of time of ringing the bells was
left to the commitiee on bells with power.
The committee on programme read an elab.
orateiy prepared programme which will be
sent into the country, to bring them to the
greatest celebration which Portland has ever
seen, and certainly it now appears that the
highest anticipation formed of the event wil
be realized.

E

the

XX.36
Fine.
36
Medium.40
Common.30
Other Western*
Flue and .X-• ..36
Extra and

the

The Mayor, as chairman-of the committee on
reduction of city debt, has written Messrs. Billings & Cardozo attorneys of New York, informing them of the action of tbe City Council, and lias received a reply from those gentlemen declining to make known their clients'
names and stating that, if
advertisements for
bids are published, their clients will decline to
bid. Their idea seems to be that if they can
bny the road very cheap, without any com.
petition, they will purchase. The city does not
wish to sell on any such terms.
The committee will report at the next regular meeting o
the City Government.
The Grand Trunk.
Montreal advices state that a conference of
ail the leading officers of the Grand Trunk
from Chicago to Montreal, was held recently
the latter place to concert measures to meet
the sudden withdrawal of the Michigan Central road from the compact that baa existed.
Everything has been finally arranged for carrying on through service to and from Chicago
The reported catting of rates and a war betweeu rival routes is not contemplated here or
expected on the part of tbe opposite side. Accelerated trains, which have been contemplated from West to East, and vice versa, will bo
started sooner than at first intended. The only
drawback to the Grand Trunk will be the
withdrawal of Pullman sleeping cars in the
West, but that will soon be .compensated for,
as arrangements have
already been perfected
and aro in operation for through express trains
both East and West, counectious being made
at Detroit with tlio Michigan Ceutral and
with the New York Central at Suspension
at

nas,

equal

in

area

to

any

Portland Head Light.
To the Editor of the Press.
When the Light House Board, some months
ago, announced the changes it proposed to
make in the lights on this coast said changes
occasioned much surprise and opposition. So
great was believed to be the injury threatened
to navigation by the extinguishment of one of
the Cape lights that not much attention was
paid to Portland head when it was proposed to

are

lialf-dozen circus

season,

a

most

cat down the tower and reduce the light to
the fourth order. Indeed some thought there
must be good reasons for this change thongb
not discernable to the ordinary eye but which

costly and

oaloESal Trans-Atlantic Hippodrome, has been
aided to the great combination. All the race,
riders aud chariot drivers are from the Old
World, aud it is stated that not less than thirty
thousand dollars has been expended lu the im-

portation of English thoroughbreds,
Hippodrome races. These horses are

for

the changes were made.
the worst it was an unnecessary expenditure of money to gratify a
whim of the Light House Board but would not
would appear

the

accompanied by gonnine English Jockeys, who ride
them In the races, affording a combination of
hippodrome talent never before witnessed in
the United States. The nmmmoth| menagerie
has been increased by the addition of hundreds

at

@45

@43

etc.

at

3 0033 50.

Calfskins

ll®l2%*?fc;

Lamb

Skins at

Sheep Skins 20c.

60c;

few pairs in market: not
much call for them; We note sales of
Ibs.
Price.
(Girth.
6
1 pair.6
2500
$117
6
i pair.7
2600
$160
1 pair.6
8
2900
$135
Veal Calves—sold at 3%®6c V* ib live weight.
Milch Cows,&o—There was a fair supply in marcel
and trade slow. We note sales of 2 new milch cows
at $50 each; 2 do at $52 50 each; 1 Springer $45;
1 do at $48.
Sheep and Lambs—Sheep cost from 5%®6%c;
Lambs 7®7%c ^ Ib live weight.
Swine -Western Fat Hogs at 7%®7%c ^ !b live
weight; none offered on market.

^Working Oxen—Only a

('hicaga

Live Stack .Vlarket.

(By Telegraph.}

Chicago, June 13.—Hogs—Receipts 24,000 head,
shipments 2300 head; firm: mixed at 6 3036 70;
heavy at 6 65®7 00; light 6 25®6 75;
26®
6 00.
Cattle—Receipts 4000 head shipments 2900 head;
firmer; good to choice shipping at 5 60®5 80.

skipe^

Domestic Markets.

^By Telegraph.)
York. June 13.—Vloar market—Receipts
11.923ibbls; exports 2778 bbls; very dull, {heavy
and 5@10c lower with a limited export and home
trade demand; sales 12.300 bbls.
■Flour quotations—No 2 at‘2 60@3.60; {Superfine
Western and State atJ3 46 a 4 10; common to good
extra Western and State 4 00(54 60; good to choice
do at 4 70@7 00; common to choice White Wheat
Western extra at 6 25(57 00; fancy do 7 10@7 26;
common to good extra Ohio at 4 10(56 75; cornmea
vfw

to choice extra St. Louis at 4 10@7 00: Patent
Minnesota extra good to prime 5 80rg6 60: choice
to double extra do at 6 60@7 50; City Mill extra at
5 405 5 95;700 bbls No 2 at 2 60@3 60: 800 bbls
Superfine at 3 43(54 10; 600 low extra 4 00@4 30;
3400 bbls Winter Wheat extra at 4 10@7 00; 8700
bbls Minnesota extra at 4 0057 50: Southern flour
is steady; common to fair at 4 36 a. 6 20; good to
choice 5 25@0 76. Whrsi—receipts 132,600 bush;
exports 42.996 bush; cash %@% c; options opened
%@% lower,after wards firm, closing at %@V4c
above .nside rates with a light export inquiry and
less acti\ speculative trade; sales 2,804,000 bosh,
ineluding 140,000 bush on spot; No2 Spring 118
No 3 Red at l 17@1 17Vs; No 2 Red at 1 22% 5
I 22% elev, 1 2251 23 canal afloat; No 1 White
do at 1 23; No 2 White at 1 06; No 1 White, 8000
at 1 10% delivered,
kye nominal; prime State at
76; Western at 72c. Barley nominal. Cera—cash
No 3 fully 1@1% lower; qtbers steady: options %
reaction And
5% lower .closing steadier with
less doing; receipts 162,860 bush: exports 127,279
bush; sales 1,263,000 bushjnciudin*{215,000 bush
on spot; No 3 at 60%@6tc;No 2 at 66% 566c;low
Mixed 64%c; No 2 for June at 66 Vs 565%c, closing at 05V*c; July 65%@S5%. closing 65%c, August at 66% @66% c, closing at 66Vbc; Sept67@
67%c, closing at 67V4c; October at 67% c. Date
*4 5\ lower and moderate trade; receipts 78,400
bush; sales 614.000 bush; No 3 at 44%e: White at
4rte: No 2 at 45% 546 % e | White 47% @48c;No l
at 45Vic; White at f 5Mixed Western at 42@47:
White at 47554c; White State at 52@66o. Hngar
is dull; refining at 6%57c; refined tlrmer;C at 7%
@7%c; Extra C7%@7%c; White do 7%o; bellow
C 71i®7asc: off A at 8@Vfcc; standard A at 8%@
8 7-16c; cut loaf and crushed 9Vac.granulated 8 13,
1G@8* «c: Con. A 8 9-16;Cubes 9c; powdered 9%@
9%. Molasses dull. Petroleum united at 1 18.
Tallew quiet; sales 85,000 lbs at 7%@8c.
Pork
verv dull: sales 116 bbls mess on spot 19 60@19 75;
options are neglected. karri opened lower, closing
stronger; sales 360 tea prime steam on spot 11 35;
110 tes citv steam at 10 66; refined for continent at
II 15; 11
for 8. A. Butter Arm; StAte at 15522;
Western ll@22c. Cheese is firm; State 9%@11%,
Western flat 9%@10%.

slight'

Freights steady.
Chicago, .iune 13 —Flour nominally unchanged;
Spring Wheat 3 6C®6 00; Minnesota at 3 50®4 26;

bakers at 4 2555 hO; patents 6 00£7 60: winter
at 4 25(56 0(>.
Wheat—regular lower; 1 10*% for
June: 1 11%51 11% for July; 1 13<%&1 13%
for August: 1 14%51 14% for September; No 2
Chicago Sprintr at 1 10; No 3 at 93%c; No 2 Rod
Winter at 1 12%.(Coru lower at 66% c for cash and
June; 56%@66%c for July; 66%@56%c August;
67557%c for September. Oats Arm at 39% @39%
cash. June and July;32%@32%o for August; 30%
for September. Rye quiet 61c.
Pork is eaiser at
18 20@18 26 for cash and June;l 8 27%@18 30 for
July; 18 45&18 47 for August; 18 60@lrt 62% for
September. Lard is irregular atll42%@H45
cash and June: 11 47% July; 10 70@10 73% for
August;10 60(510 62% for September. Bulk Meats
in fair demand; shoulders at 7 60; short rib at 9 60;
i short clear at 9 90.
At the closing eall of the Board this afternoon
Wheat advanced % for July and August and % for
| September. Corn advanced! %c. Oats advanced %
for June and Vs for Julv and August. Pork advanced 2 %c for July and August, declined 2% for
September. Ijird advanced 2%c for Juno, August
and September and 5 for July.
Receipts—Flour 9,500 bbls, wheat 41,000 bush,
corn 539,00i> bush, oats 224,000 bu, rye 16,000 bu,
barley 9,000 bush.
Shipments—Flour 11,000 bbls, wheat 7,600 bush

be in any way injurious to navigation. The
great bulk of the community have ever regarded it almost as bad as the extinguishment I
of one of the Cape lights which no man whose
opinion was entitled to respect in such matters
pretended to justify. The extinguishment of
based ou reasons of economy
a light might be

of rare and valuable animals, many of which
have never before being exhibited by any cirIn addition to the wou.
cus In this country.
ders hero displayed is the wouderful heard ol
trained elephants. ‘’Uolivar,” the largest and
heaviest elephant ever captured, forms a spec-

but the shortening of a tower must be ascribtd
toother motives. The changes at Portland Head
were not called for by any class or interest.
But
the
It was satisfactory es it stool.
changes have boon mado and the result is now
apparent. It is already discovered that the
light is much less useful than before. By
shortening the tower the light has been dropped deeper into the fog bauk and is more
roll in
easily obscured. Fog banks as they
over the sea and land are usually of no great
depth and the light in a lofty tower can often
be seen shining clear above them. By diminishing tlie intensity of the light to the fourth
order they have deprived it of much of its
and haze which so
power to penetrate the fog
often obscures the entrance to the harbor.
have
others
and
expressed the
already
Pilots
annoyance they have experienced from these
sources and say that the motives which led to
these changes are even more obsenre than the
X.
light itself.

ial feature iu this department of the show.
A special attraction that has never been o(fereil before Is that of 8ig*. Leonati. This disItalian gymnast performs the incredible feat of ascending add descending at great
speed a spiral roadway GO feet in height and
only 11 inches In width, mounted upon an ordinary bteyolo. This thrilling exhibition of
skill and nerve must be seen to be appreciated,
anil defies description. The street pageant to
be made during tliellrst forenoon of the exhibition will lie the liuest ever known. It will
present for the iirst fime here the magnificent
spectacle of Cleopatra, Queen of Egypt, and
the beautiful Oriuental tableau of Lull a ltookli
Princess of Delhi. These featuros of the display will be supplemented by hundreds of
horses aud ponies, camels, elephants, and wild
beasts loose lit the streets, not to speak of the
(lie uiusio, the whole
cars and chariots and
forming a grand and elaborate display.
We presume everybody will be on hand on
Monday, June 25 to see this world-famed exhibition. It is tho only grsatshow that will visit
us this season.

after

Others thought that

§ 42
@ 38
@ 40
@ 45
@20

Hides at 7% 3 8c p ib ; Brighton Tallow
6%®7; Country Hides at 6% ®7%c # Ib; Country
Tallow 4<34%e f* lb.

port.

rings.
For the present

Bulls,

pleasant this afternoon the steamer will
leave State street wharf at 2 p. m., and Portland Pier at 2.30 p. m., for an excursion among
the islands. The public are invited as far as
the steamer will accommodate.
Messrs. Nichols, Chase and Suiiley, of the
board of directors, and several other gentlemen
were passengers ou the steamer from Newburj-

on Monday, Jane
25. This is the nineteenth annual tonr of the
Great Foropaugh Show, which in ^previous
years lias attracted so much attention and afThis year
forded such general satisfaction.
however, the exhibit far excels in ovory way
all previous displays.
Thero aro four great

@ 33

@37

■Brighton

If

beasts, will bo in this city

pavilions aud three separate

the bar open.

The General Bartlett.

__

38

_

Copt. Chase arrived here with the General
Bartlett at 8 p m. yesterday, after a good run
from Newburyport, leaving that city at 1 p. m.

The Only Great Tented Exhibition Coming to Portland This Season.
Foropaugh's colossal combination of circus
In three rings, Roman lltpprodome and trained

@

@37
@ 42

Brighton Cattle 5Iarket.
For the week ending Wednesday, June 13.
Amount of stock at market—Cattle 9,816; Sheep
and Lambs 9,685; Swine 13,790; Veals 80; horse*
264; number of Western Cattle 2476; Northern and
Eastern Cattle, Milch Cows, &c. 340.
Prices of Beef Cattle ^ 100 tb.live weight—Extra anility 6 25B6 75; first quality 6 60®6 12%;
second at quality at 4 50® 5 37%; third quality at
3 62%®4 37%; poorest grades of ooarse Oxen,

The Late Charles Swift.
Charles Swift, whose death in Boston was
annonnced by telegraph yesterday morning,
was the son of Joseph Swift, cashier of the
old Maine Bank, who nsed to live on High
street, in the house lately bought by Mr. Joseph Bradford.
Joseph left five boys and ssteral girls, all of whom have since died. Charles
was the last of the family, and
was in the dry
goods business Id Boston.

Minor Notes.
It is reported that work has been suspended
Extension railroad
on the
Ltmoille Valley
and that connection
oast of Lacollle, P. Q
will he made with the Grand Trunk at that

@ 36

27
Cape Good Hope.
@32
Australian.40 @ 46
Donskci.26 @ 28
The market remains in precisely the same position as noticed in our last report. Manufacturers
confine purchases to actual wants and are disappointed and discouraged at the depressed state of
the goods market, which, with tne exception of
worsteds, remains dull and do prospects of any improvement.

on.

Bridge.

@43

@87
Medium unwashed.25 @ 30
20
Low unwashed.
@22
California..10 @30
Texas.17 @ 30
Canada pulled.......30
@ 40
Do Combing.36 @86
Smyrna washed.20 @ 28
Uunwashed...16 @ 17
23
Buenos Ayres.
@29
Montevideo.28 @ 33

general programme
Members from the western section of the
Stste will leave Portland. Monday, July ftth,
at 1.30 p. m., by the Maine Central railroad;
Thence proceed by
taking supper in Bangor.
night express to St.John, N. B.; breakfast
Tuesday, July lOtb, at "Hotel Dufferin.” in
St. Jobn, where tbe day will be spent iu visiting points of interest in and abont that city.
Wednesday, if pleasant, take steamer at 8 a.m
for Digby and Annapolis, N. S., four hours’
sail across the bay, reaching Annapolis at noon
and dining on board the steamer.
Taking the
cars at Annapolis the party will passthrough
the beautiful Annapolis Valley, the scene of
Longfellow’s "Evangeline,” reaching Halifax
in time for tea at the Halifax Hotel, where
quarters will be engaged for one or two days,
as
may hereafter be determined. There" is
much to see in and about Halifax, which as a
military poet, is quite as imposing as Quebec,
and scarcely les3 interesting in its historical associations, ,presenting to the tonrist many of
the characteristics of the quaint English cities
ot the old world.
The press of tbe city of Halifax will tender
the association a suitable reception and excursion while there.
Friday afternoon, the 13th, leave Halifax by
Intercolonial railway for St. John, via Truro
and Moncton, (the points of the greatest rise
and fall of the tides) arriving at St. John Saturday morning, in season to connect with the
uighi express through to Bangor and Portland,
passing oyer the European & North American
road by daylight to Bangor, reaching Portland
very early Sunday morning, or perhaps Saturday evening, if the rapid transit train is put

Portland & Ogdensburg.

exhibition

.44
Fine and No 1 combing.
Fine delaine.- .42
Low and coarse.33

frequent passage of deep draught iron
with powerful propellers, would
on

25

superfine.

No 1.m.16
Combing and delaine—

Maine Press Excursion.
The committee appointed to make arrangements for the summer excursion of the Maine
Press Association to Halifax, fit. S., have attended to that duty and submit the following

RAILWAY NOTES.

place.

Medium.2.40

Common........30
86
Palled—Extra.

steamships,

keep the channel

40
32

Medium.
Coarse...

Michigan-

The ocean voyage would be lessened
and passengers could be whirled to their various points of destination by rail, effecting a
great saving of time. One thing may be depended upon. The ocean steamships will grow
longer and deeper, and of course will make
the harbor problem a matter of secondary consideration to the steamship owners, though of
first importance to the New York merchants.”
The White Star manager said: “The harbor is not as good as it might be, but these
extra large craft are not desirable, because of
the difficulty of using them with economy.”
Capt. Jackson, of the Bed Star line, was
surprised that the authorities allowed garbage
to be dumped in the harbor, and he had no
doubt that in time it would seriously interfere
with navigation. He thought, however, that

Executive Mansion, j
Washington, June 11,1883. j

Receipts
Portland, June 13.

Received by Maine Central Railroad, for Portland
27 cars miscellaneous merchandise; for connecting
roads 101 ears miscellaneous merchandise.

tc-day.

exercises.
Asst. Adj. Gen. Donoghue, conveying the ac
csptance of Gen. Chamberlain.
The following letter was also read:

s

hicago Grain Quotation*.
Portland, June|13.
The following quotation# of Grain ware received
by telegraph to-day by Bigelow * Co., 167 Commercial street, Portland:
Chicago--Wheat.-. --Corn.-. Oats.
time. July.
July.
Aug. Sept.
Aug. July.
9.30.. 112
113% 114% 60% 67
39%
10.00. 112% 114% 116% 56% 57% 39%
10.30.. 112% 114 Vs 115
397/*
56% 57
11.00. 112
113% 114% 66% 67% 39%
11.30.111% 113% 114% 66% 66% 89%
12.00 .111% 113% 114% 66% 66% 39%
114
116
39%
12.30. 112
66% 67
1.03.. 111%
113% 114% 56% 66% 39%
113
Call ..112
116% 66% 66% 39%
C

a mistake
to imagine that New
York is the only place where commerce can
thrive. If all the ocean steamships were to
make Portland their port to-morrow, they
would have just as much business as they get

Hall on the Fourth of July.
Brevet. Brig. Gen. Graham—Commanding
at Fort Preble, accepting the invitation for his
command to join in the parade and military

oranges and Lemons have decidedly

_■
FHEIGHTS—The following charters have; been
made for week ending June 18th;
Bark Nellie E Uumbull and Schr J M Fits Patrick, Portland to Philadelphia, ice 60c.
Brig Shannon, Kennebec to Philadelphia,ice 60c.
Schr Wm Beazley, Kennebec to Wilmington, Ice
60c.
Schr C J Willard, Portland to New York, heads

country?”
"No; it is
Quite a fail attendance of the committee
Letters of acceptance were read
was present.
from Miss Noyes accepting the invitation to
read the Declaration of Independence in City

while

advanced.

New York Herald, hearing that the steamer
lines thought the channel was filling up, interviewed the managers and port captains.
The Secretary of the Pilot Commicsioners
said: “It is no uncommon things for captains
and pilots to push their way over a bank by
forcing the keel through fourteen or fifteen
inchea of sand and mud. The grounding of
the steamer does not show that there is any
filling up of the channel mure than ordinary,
but there is little enough water at any rate,
and care should be taken that none of it is los
by the dumping of refuse or otherwise.”
Captain Underhill, of the Guion line—the
line which is now the favorite, owning the
Alaska and Arizona, the fastest Bhips afioat—
said be ^pubted whether there was much garb,

or

committee on publication.
The board of censors read the names of certain applicants for membership not upon the
printed list.
The committee apointed to consider the re.
vision of the By-laws requested to be diacharg
ed and tbe revision of the By-laws referred to

Barbados* Molasses is 23
Livat 42344c.
In Fish, Pollock
is 25c off and medium Shore Mackerel $1 lower.
In Produce, qulto a number of changes will be
noticed, especially in Beans; Turkey; and Chickens
are not quoted and Fowl is
noticeably higher. In
Sugar, granulated Is »Vic and Extra C at 8%e.
Zinc 6 0038 25. Pork, Beef and Lard are all deQuinine advanced 20c.

4c lower.

report advieosthe appointment of a committee
to secure legislation favorable to the establishment of a state board of health, and a commit-

deple-

cold water douches and opiated applications. The deep formation of pus may
require Incision or perhaps perforation. Antiseptic precautions should be employed
throughout. Specimens of diseased bone were
exhibited and Instruments in use by jaural surgeons. Paper [accepted and referred to the
tion, hot

Wholesale market.
June 18.
The following change* are reported the pa*t week
la Drug* & Dyes, Opium has dropped lQ@15c and
FOR THE WEEK ENDING

ing to Portland.

Dr. Weeks presented a report of the committee appointed to consider the recommendations embodied in the Resident’s address. The

peculiar

ANDCOMMERCIAL

of Portland

Review

medical registration before the last legislature.
Voted to appoint a committee to secure a

o'clock.
The report of the committee to visit the Medical Sohool of Maine, was presented by I>r. O
A. Horr of Lewiston. The school still main,
tains it high standard and reputation. A deserved compliment was paid tho Professors in
the several departments. The new State anatomical law is beginning to operate for the ben-

FINANCIAL

New York Steamship Lines Look-

of the business of the American Medical Association.
Dr. Horr explained the failure of the bill for

Proceedings of the Second Day.

HARBOR.

publication.

tee to consider

MEXICO.

OUR

these gentlemen, and that he also had notices
handed him of several other gentlemen de
Dr. J. P. Grant,
ceasod in 1880 and 1881, viz:
8aco; Dr. W. \V. Groene, Portland; Dr. Wm.
Sweat, Hollis; Dr. Rotheus Paine, Camden;
Dr. D. N. Tolford, Portland.
The report was referred to the committee on

tinguished

STATE

NEWS.

FRANKLIN COUNTY.

<

The farm buildings of Granville Childs, of
Franklin Plantation, took tire about ti o'clock
Saturday, the ‘.lib lust., and were burned to the
ground. The family had moved out but a few
days before. Cause of the tire unknown; no
insurance. I jobs about $400.

329.000 bush, oats 116,000 bu,rye 3,700 bu,
barley 2.600 bush.
St. Loris, June 13.—Flour is quiet: family
4 96fi5 10; choice at 5 6055 60; fancy 6 8556 20.
Wheat lower; No 2 Red Fall at 1 18%51 18% for
cash; 1 18% 51 18% for July; 117%@1 18% far
August; 1 18%@1 19% for September; No 3 at
1 13%. Provisions and Lard nominal.
Roceipts—Flour 5,000 bblsj wheat 22,000 bush,
corn 0,000 bush, oats 0,000 bush, rye 0,000 bush,
barley 0,000 bush.
Shipments Flour 3,000 bblsJwheat ll.ooopmsb.
corn 000,000 bush,oats 0,000 bush,rye 0,000 bush,
barley IXKH) bush.
Detroit. June 13 —Wheat dull: No I White fall
cash at l 09% asked; Juno 1 09%:July at 1 10% :
August at 1 12%; September at 1 14% ; N%2 Red
corn

Winter at 1 17

Receipts 19,000 bush; shipments2,000 bush.
New Orleans, June 13.—Cottou quiet; Middling
uplands 9 6-10c.
Mobile, June 13.—Cotton is easy; Middling up.
lands 9%@lOc.
Savanna»»#Junci3.—Cotton steady;5iUldlingup-

lands 9%c.
Memphis JJune 13.—Cotton is dull; Middling uplands iOo.
__

Markets.
(Bv Telegr?a>b.)
L' >KRPOOL,June 13—12.30 P. M.—Cutton mark©
—moderate inauiry and freely supplied, uplands at
6 11-1 Od; * Moan* 6 lH-ldd .sales 10,000 bales, speo
uiatlcn aud export 1000.
l( ii roue mi

Or late years the employment of women
clerks has greatly increased in England
as well as in France; and in both countries

The
unfortunate one. The Secrereceived
tary
in Wall street; tils
coldly
efforts to obtain aid for the Government
were met by a frigid silence.
At length the
President was given to understand distinctly that not a dollar would be forthcoming
from the batiks and financial institutions of
the Metropolis until lie should have placed
in his Cabinet men on whom the friends of
tho Government and the Union could depend. The argument is one to which Administrations are compelled to yield. Tho
President asked what would satisfy them:
and at a meeting of our leading men, held
at the Bank of Commerce, It was decided to
require of him, as a condition to their support, the appointment of General Dix to a
Cabinet position. The understanding among
tile gentlemen present was that the position
should be that of Secretary of the Treasury;

land,

THURSDAY

MORMSfl, JUNE

14.

generally agreed that the syBtern works
satisfactorily. At the llank of France there
are now 100 female
clerks, who receive 3
francs a day to commence with, and whose
annual salary, after a year or two of
service,
rises to 1,800 francs; and at the Paris offices
of the Credit Fonder, where also there Is a
large stall of women, the remuneration beginning at 3.50 francs a day, rises In some
cases to as much as
4,000 francs, or $800 a

The Official Inspectors of Shows.
There was an innocence about the remarks
which Alderman Winslow made at the meeting of the Board of Mayor and Aldermen on
Tuesday evening which was truly charming.
It seems that one night he, in company with
the Mayur.presented himself at theentrance
to

a

show and found

the

clined to admit him.
state whether

proprietor

Mr. Winslow did not

they were provided with
proprietors of shows

tick-

not, but as

ets or

In both establishments the hours of
attendance aie from 0 to 4 on six days of
the week; and the male and female clerks
sit in different rooms—the women
being su*
perinteuded by officials of their own sex,
and thus enjoying tho greatest possible degiee of privacy.
year.

disin-

gen-

erally honor tickets it is safe to assume that
they were there iu the character of inspectors of shows simply. It would have proved
interetting if Mr. Winslow had explained to
the hoard the manner in which he

Mayor succeeded in gettiug inside the door
—whether they informed the doorkeeper
what their official positions were and thus
paralyzed him, whether in their zeal to protect the public morals they kicked down the

door, or whether, which is highly improbable, they went to the ticket office and purchased tickets. However they got Iu and
thus maintained the dignity ef the City Gov.
Mr. Winslow says he
the door so that people

eminent of Portland.

found a bar against
would have been crushed to death in case of
a panic. Perhaps this bar was simply the
means which the doorkeeper had temporarily called into requisition to keep out persons
not

holding

There

shows.

Evidently

adopted govern-

those

rules

were

drawn with great care and feeling, and are
to protect their august authors from

designed

affront from the minor individuals who perform the duties of policemen on the floors

and in the galleries in case of disorderly
conduct, as well as from the proprietors.
The latter are threatened with a revocation
of their licenses if they fail to recognize the
‘‘badge of significant and appropriate design” while the former are to he selected
virtually by the Aldermen themselves. The
only affront to their diguity the astute officials have failed to guard against is an occasional hoot from the
“gallery gods”
spy the

the door.

This

from foot passengers,

by

and that the

Mayor

and

our

to be regret-

Aldermen will
do not

elephants
freely or the clown
perpetrate questionable jokes.

flourish their trunks too

is not

binding

on

subject
treaty of 1778 provides
subject or inhabitant” of
on

the

the

the United States

words, shall be hung if he can be
caught, the same treatment being probably
applicable to all the crew. Besides this, our
neutrality laws (U. S. R. S Sec. 5281 et
seq.) provide that any citizen of the United
States who, within our territory, accepts a
commission to serve against any country
guilty

of

a

peace, shall be deemed

“high misdemeanor,”

and may

be punished by fine and imprisonment, and
contains similar provisions with regard to
fitting out vessels or -military expeditions of
any

kind._

The recent death of Gen. Geo. P. Buell
has called out a letter written by him last
December to a Southern friend who had
chanced to become his prisoner in the clos-

ing months of the war, in which occurs this
suggestive statement: “Once soon after the
war I saw your good mother, who I recollect thought her boy was almost ruined behe had gone to work. I felt sorry for
of course, but could not help laughing

cause

her,
to myself,

for I

(though the

son

of a

rich

his children ^ell) had
taught to work always. I wonder
what that good mother, if she still lives,
thinks of the.poor boy who has the responsibility of 1200 miles of railroad on his
man

who educated

been

mind every moment of time.”

a

take

we

There
good deal of talk just now
about the possible abdication of the Queen
on account of her continued ill-health and
mental depression, Of course that is all
nonsense.
Victoria is very far from being
Is a

Gen. Dix’s

colors, all moving on pageant-like; but
naught could we hear save that hoarse,
heavy surge—one general acclaim, one wild
shout of joy and hope, one endless cheer,
rolling up and dbwn, from side to side,
above, below, to right* to left: the voice of
approval, of consent, of unity in act and
will.

No one who saw' and heard could
doubt how New York was going.
I recall, in this connection, an incident
worth relating; it illustrates the General’s
firmness as a commander, his sagacity as a
statesman, and his equity as a judge. The
condition of Baltimore was like that of a
volcano intent on eruption; signs pointed
distinctly to a terrible outbreak as imminent; and had blood begun to flow in the
city it would soon have been flowing all
over the unhappy State.
What the commanding General would do in case of an
outbreak was anxiously asked; the rumor
was that in such an event he would shell
the town. A deputation of ladies went to
Fort McHenry to see him and remonstrate.
They were received with the courtesy characteristic of the General In hD dealings with
the sex. After some conversation he invited
them to a walk around the walls. At a certain point they came upon an immense columbiad, the largest in the fort. Here the
General stopped and said: “Ladies, there
will tie no trouble in the city unless it is created by persons of your own social position;
the common people will not rise until they
see the aristocracy of
Baltimore moving..
The safety of the town and the lives of its
citizens are, therefore, substantially In your
hands.
Will you oblige mo by mounting
these steps, looking over the top of that gun,
and noting the place to which It points.”
The ladies complied, and one exclaimed:
“It points to Monument Square!” “Yes,”
replied the General, “and I now tell yon
that, if there should be an uprising In Baltimore, I shall be compelled to try to put it
down, and that gun is the first l hat I shall
fire.” There w^s no rising in Baltimore.

which
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every American citizen
to thank him for his loving and faith-
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Our prices are

manu-
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Spring
Spring

is consistent with
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codll

Canton is one of the growing cities of Ohio; the
county Heat of Stark county and a railroad centre.
The debt is less than three per cent of assessed
valuation.
'■’he Debt per capita is only 912.73
Below we give the debt per capita of some other
cities In Ohio, as reported ih the U. 8. censusreturns

Cincinnati. ..
$88.20
Cleveland. 40.38
Toledo. 84.32
24.38
Columbus.
Dayton. 28.48
#

We shall open
Best

Stales and Reasonable
Prices.

eoa2m

BAILEY & NOYES.
Kxciisutgc

Street

One Lot Brocade &

dtf

apr2

Spot Muslin,

TELEPHONE NO. 373.

Sts.

yd.

Case,

SWAII &
ISO Middle

just opened.

Children's Straws, in all colors,
l oung Dent's D.ab Kerseys, just received
Carriage Kobes, in Linen and itlomic Cloth, latest and best patterns.
Hummocks, White and Colored Spreaders, Hopes, Ac,, lowest prices.
Dent's Walking Slicks, nobby patterns, very low.
Manilla Hals, in White, Old Dold, Copper, Drab and Slate Colors.
The ('nest Assortuent, at

E. N. PERRY’S, 245 MIDDLE ST.
LIEBIG COMPANY’S

I have all the latest publications in
Engravings,
Fine Framing a Specialty—
at lowest prices. 1 have
some very Desirable Shapes
in the Barbotine Pottery.

EXTRACT
OF MEAT

and
Nlale,
municipal
bought and Mid. Mpecial
given to bend* cf large citieai aid

Nchool ISondn
attention

Write

if yon

n*t

vriah to bny

CAUTION.—Genuine ONLY with
fae-s.nule of Baron Liebig's Signiboon for which N.tions ahonbl fwleratefol." ture in Biue Ink acr083 LaBel. Thin
n'* Medical PreM, Ixineet,
fir ttnh Medical Journal, <?c.
Caution 18 necessary
owing tO
To be had of all Storekeeper*, Grocers, and Chemiftt*.
Sole Agent* for the United States (wholesale only) G. David & Co., Various cheap and il frrior Sllb9, Fencharch Avenue, London, England.
8titnt68 being in the Market.
o( weak

400

STUBBS,
Congress

0|»|» MTV

juM

my3

St.

If AM..

mar6

(losing

Out

Sale

•OF—

MILLINERY

GOODS.

CONNOR,

j..,,4*38 Congress St.
Makes beautiful
TU/INF
IVVIlfL. Lambrequins, Sofa
P DH PU CT Pillow and Ottoman
OnUbnC. I Covers, Toilet and
Table Mats, Counterpanes, Shoet
and Pillow Shams,CarriageRober;,
Hammocks and Drapery. Instruction Books and all material foi
this now fancy work at the Warerooms of the

“DOMESTIC" SEWING MACHINE CO
Cor.

CONGRESS & EXCHANGE
the head. “HA DJI

Its'anda
Tin Light Running
at

STS.

CCTI P:l

UUIYILo I II,'

the “DOMESTIC”
PAPER PATTERNS. Elegant i;
Design. Faultless in Fit.
COR. CONGRESS & EXCHANGE STS.

LADIES,

use

d3m

ju8

CHART,

HILL

Brlgatine “Johanna.”

—

HAYS,

eodBm

-OF

—

Now landing at Morrill's Wharf, and for sain low.
This cargo was Imported direct by ourselves, there
and of the
fore, we can guarantee tt absolutely pure

PERSONAL.

A. B.

Middle Rt

Room I,

AH business confidential
promptly attended
Communications by mail will receive prompt
um8eod2m*
I
Mention.
and

to.

12,13&I4

instrnction.

CO.,
YORK.

18 NEW STREET, NEW
(NEXT DOOB TO THE STOCK EXCHANGE.)

Petroleum

Julldlw*

PARASOLS.

marl Deodtf

Lined Satin Parasols

PURE LEAF LARD
-MANUFACTURED

—

BY—

large

((

»*

g gg

Office of the Superintendent of Life-Saving Station?.
Fitst District, Portland, Me., June, 1883.

44

44

44

“

2.50

44

44

3.75

July, 1883,

day

will
noon

be
of

received at this

“

Friday the Cth

furnishing Supplies

to

glints,

office.

Proposals to be addressed to the undersigned and
indorsed “Proposals for Supplies/'
The right is reserved to
any or all bids, and
to waive defects, if deemed for the interest of the
Government. Forms furnished at mv offioe.
J. M.
Superintendent Life SaviDg Stations, First District,
Custom House.
Jul2eod4t

reject

RICHARDSON,

(Lace Tii turned.)

We have really a very large assortment of all kinds of Parasols,
Above goods are all fully $1 each
less than last year’s prices, and
usual price now is about same as
last year.
These are new goods opened to-

day.

Notice to Contractors.
Selectmen of Freeport will receive sealed
proposals until June 30th, for the rebuilding
of abutiueuts and wing walls of
“Collins Mill
Bridge.” Specification can be seen at the office of
Dennison A Lewis. The selectmen reserve the right
to reject any or all bills.

RINES BROS.

THE

Freeport, May 28. 1883.
THUS.
H. P.

No. 241 tliddle Street.
Jul5

CEO. C. NAI'HEYS & SON,
Philadelphia.

DENNISON,}

of

) Freeport.

CITY

Parties desiring a pure, wholesome article, either In pails, cases, tolls or
tierces, enquire of their grocer for
■ Ills make.
.June 11,1883.
Jul2-illw

VT

MANUFACTURER'S

Wholesale and Retail Dealer

in

COAL.
Domestic Coals
Prices.

a

Specialty,

at

Brown’s
r

Street,

nAINK
up 1 Giltf

r#colvod by Telephono.

PINE HYGIENIC MATTRESS!
-MAKES THE-

anil
Cleanest, Purest, Sweetest
Healthiest Bed in the World.

$8, $9

Fever

I !M>

Proprietor,

Middle

Street.

POKTLAIM),

mail

ME.

dSwtfli)

fi 1HE sub-committe on examination of candidates
J. for teaching in the public schools of Portland,
will meet for the examination of teachers at
High
School Building on Monday, the 2d day of
July
next, at 0 a. m. Applicants must pass a satisfacexamination
in
the following branches, viz:
tory
Arithmetic, including the Metric system oi
weights and measures. Bookkeeping, Physical and

Descriptive Geography, Kuglish Grammar, including Composition. United States History Physiology,
Elements of Music (Mason’s!,Element ary Free-Hand
Drawing, and Theory and Practice of Teaching.
All applicants must be pieseut on the
morning
above specified, and the examination will continue
through two days unless sooner fiulshed.
No other examination will take place prior to the
opening of the schools.
THOMAS TASli, Superintendent of Schools.
Portland, dune 6, 1883.
jetKItd

large and elegant

assortment

BUSINESS CARDS.

PIANO COVERS,
at aslonisItlnelT
Hie

no»14

or

for

a

Enquire Of iioi'nc and Carriage marl, Portland, or
J. J. AKLEVi
Brighton Corner, Deerlng.
joia

Jiw

Wholesale and Etelail

AT

Congress

Maine.
dow

(DAILY)

FortlanD
G. Allen,
fob3

C.

"IT.

F. Haskell,

B.

M.

Hne Chocolate
AND

4•real Vnriely
»

Drops

Jones,
tl(io)

Insurance

AGENCY
515J-3 Exchange
POBTL AND.

St.,

febS

dtI

Herbert (i. Itriggci,

ATTORNEY AT LAW AN!) SOLICITOR

IfV 'J.11
faithfully

or

—

A Coiclsii I'aiean,

Exchange St, Portland S<*.

kiwtneM relating t.. Patent* iironntly and
executed.
jnlidtf

—

Ollier

oiileetioiiery.

First*

HOUSE Ai HIGHLAND PARK
Will op-

GIVE filial A CAM.!
_"niyyo

H. L.

FESSENDEN,

—

Tab.’efs,

St.

LANCASTER BCILDINO.

Anirririui

Lime Juice

limdat

KENOALL & WHITNEY

SQ.,

Caramels,

«•!«*■*

jiuilS

(No/3.)

—

13 MARKET

A

Portland

CLOTHIERS.
JVo. 470

C. 0. HUDSON

good

tow

at

dtj

MANUFACTURES

Mowing Machine
Exchange

prices

WILL YOU CALL

—

(or Sale

low

Samuel Thurston

—

on

J

City of Portland, ss.
Notice is hereby given as required by the above
order which is made a part of this notice.
Attest:
GEO. C. BURGESS, Citv Clerk.
julSdtd

$IOf

and

I H. GAUBERT,

—

BULLARD’S H Y TEDDER.

Aldermen, \

13, 1883.

according to sU*.

]?IOWEIt

II«> Ing Tools of all kinds
Mtinufneturer’s Prices.

and

that upon the petition of the Portland
Railroad Company for permission to construct
a turnout on Pearl street near Fore street, so that
they may be able to ran their cars so as to better
accommodate the public travel to and from the Islands and along Commercial street. Notice be given by the City Clerk that this Board will meet on
Saturday June 10th, 1883, at 12 o,clock noon, at
the place above mentioned, then and there to hear
all parties Interested iu the matter prayed for, and
thereafter they will adjudge and determine wheth*
er the public necessities and convenience of the
public require such turnout should be constructed.
A true copy of the order.
Attest:
GEO. C. BURGESS, City Clerk.

ORDERED

Lowest Market

Whart

Portland.
Mayor

Real Estate and

ALSO, AGENTS FOU

■IK KEVE

of

dune

THE

YANKEE HORSE RAKE,

AND

322 Comm rcial

FOR

of

I>* Board

3 Free M. Mock, r’OKTLANl).

ALL KNIVES AND SECTIONS WARRANTED.
STATE AGENTS

CHAS. H. O BRION,

PRICT^

ADVERTISEMENTS.

City

Warcrooms of

MOWERS AND REAPERS.

dlt

J. CURTIS,) Selectmen

GEO. H. TRUE,

jn4d3w

“

be

delivered at Portland, Me., for use of the Life Saving Service in the First Life Saving District,or elsewhere, for the fiscal year ending June 30,1884.
The supplies needed consist of ship-chandlery.
oi's, Ac., stoves, Ac., hardware, crockery,
c., and mAny other articles, all of wtiich are enuin*
erated in tbe specifications attached to the forms of
bids, which may be obtained on application to this

PIANO and ORGAN

FOU

£2.00

ii

A

Knives and Sections

ADVERTISEMENTS.

NEW

Proposals for Supplies.

BUTLER,

No Tallow, No Cotton Seed Oil, No Headmatter, no Fat from the Entrails, but

this

on

Instrument given by .Hr.
F. W. W 1.SSENBEKG. at the City
Hotel. Call or send for terms of

KTo. 247 Middle Street

Hamblin

iioki:kt A. DAVIS,

June

We shall olfer a good variety of Shetland Shawls, in IMack. White, lllnc,
and 1 ardinul, at $1.25, $2.00, $3.00 and $4.00. These are mostly heanilfnl hand made shawls, and are both cheap and desirable. In Children's
.J ckots we offer all sizes and colors, a line variety all hand knit. Also Ha*
hies, Uossainer Vests and little Worsted Sorks. W’e shall continue the sale
of White Hed Spreads at «0c, $1.00. $1.20, $1.25, $1.50, $2.25, $2.50,
$3.00 and $3.50. The finest variety of these goods we have ever shown.

da iv

I'rivat* DelfClirA Agfucj1, ISO

JACKETS!

TUESDAY,WEDNESDAY & THURSDAY

POBTI.ANII

jcia

ZEPHYR

LESSONS

popular

HENRY CLEWS &

Prices

BY

WM. CENTER & CO.

BAKTJO !

BANKING HOUSE

dtt

CHILDREN'S

jull-dlw

1alld5t

PRIVATE

Good for Catarrhal and Lung Affections, Hay
and Asthma, Nervous Exhaustion,
Neuralgia and Rheumatism.

SHETLANDSHAWLS

REMOVAL.
Great

4

13, ifO, t£3c.

Tlie I.allies of the B. B. Society
connected with Newbury St. Ch.
will hold a sale of Fseful and
Fancy Articles at their Church,
commencing June 13th and con.
tinuing 14th and 15th—Afternoon
and Evening. Refreshments will
be for sale.

CO.,

Banker**, Chicago.

digestion

..

J. T.

Admission

or

FINEST AND CHEAPEST MEATFLAVOURING STOCK FOR SOUPS,
MADE DISHES & SAUCES.
oases

.Manager

St., Portland, Me.

PROPOSALS

Drab Derby Hats, the be«t yet.

and palatable tonic In ft’.l

“LYCEUM THEATRE.“
Mortimer..

Fred

BARRETT,

office until 12 o’clock
SEALED
for
of

ALL THE LATEST STYLES

An inTaluable
and debility.

C3P~Trains leave at 9 a. m. and 1 p. m. For time
table* for other stations see posters and small bills,
JOHN L. WINSHIP, Manager.
julldtd

IIO.HDA¥, J £.\E 11,1883,

PROPOSALS.

_(13t

Military Band,

by special request, the great Lew Hr ye* and bis
banjo, the V ebtters and all the old favorites retain-

cago.

EASTMAN BROS. & BANCROFT*

♦

—

Ticket, from Portland 60 cents.
4s
Os
Ss
7s
Os
7s

bought and sold on commission for cash or on
margin. Deposits received. 4 per cent, allowed on
daily balances. Members of N. Y. Stock Exchange,
the N. Y. Mining Stock Exchange, The National Petroleum Exchange, N. Y. Produce Exchange and
the Chicago Board of Trade. Private wire to Chi-

styles at 5 cents per yard.

BY

eodtf

Prices for Families and Offices

Will sell Artists’ Materials
25 per cent off from catalogue prices for the next
two weeks.

d3t

$USDA1,JI)I£ 17,

ed.

PRESTOS, KEAN A

Three Cases Standard Prints,

in Straws,

FEED M0ET1MEB, Manager.

Stoekbridge’s.
junl4

l'0KE.\00\ A\D AFTEBNOOlf.

Stocks, Bonds, Grain, Cotton and

tice to stop is received at the office.
We call particular attention to our Androscoggin
Ice for families and offices.
Any customer leaving town, by giving notice at
the office, will lie entitled to a
projier reduction.
Complaints against the drivers, tor any cause, left
at the office will receive prompt attention.
Norris G. Curtis,
Arthur H. Soule.
my 2Ddtfjs

Lyceum Theatre Company,

will appear
In aid of Tbe Portland Noldier* and Nailora
tlonuui, ui.
A great bill is in active preparation.
Admission,
20, 25 and 35 cent.,, lb'served scat* for sale at

sell.

_

HALL.

—

FOB SALE BY

rountie*!

_

dtd

SEBAGO LAKE!

BONDS.

jpia_

junlt

eodtf

n4

23 inch All Wool DRESS FLANNELS, at 15[cents per
yard. This is the same grade of goods that we sold last
week. All in need of a (iOOD FLANNEL DRESS at
about HALF PRICE should call early, as this closes the
lot.

10 lbs. daily, ppr month,
$1.50
“
15 lbs,
2.00
“
“
“
20 lhs.'
2.50
Customers can commence taking Ice at any time
and
will
be
until
continued
nothey desire,
delivery

BROWN LIGHT ARTILLTRV.

Two Orand Concerts

■

before

ever

62 inch Bleached all Linen Table Damask at 50c. pr

choice selected

Under the auspices of Hie

The

Caevernuieut,

CURTIS & SOULE,
More
No. 50 CROSS STREET. One

got fi,

June Ittih.

FOB SALE BY

•
Town of Westbrook
Maine Central R. R. 1st Mort.
Maine Central It. R. Cons. Mort.
“
“
Maine Central R. R.
So Pacifle R. R. General Mort.
Os and
Car, Trurt and Equipment
And other First class Securities

oflcred.

One Case,

Molasses ! FRENCHMAN’S and BLUE

dlw

superior in

very

—

Theatre,

J unc

CITY

BONDS.

(to close Importer’s Stock), cheaper than

PORTLAND.

NEW

IW1ICHELL, CHAIIPLIN & CO.,

are

AT

—

Chandler’s Full
H. M. PAYS ON & CO.,
32 Exchange Street.

to-daiy

$1.00 per yard. These goods
quality and are cheap at $1.25.

Mystic Drill,

Nperial Performance Nuturday Evening,

Portland
Os
Portland Water Co.
<w
Portland k OgdeusbHrg
Os
Mai .e Central Consols
Os
Androscoggin k Kennebec
Leeds k Farmington
Os
Cane Elizabeth
Os
•
St Louis
Os
•
7s
Cincinnati, Ohio
•
Os
Akron, Ohio, School
Os
Youngstown. Ohio, School
and other Desirable Securities.

Square,

One Case Colored Dress Silks,
at

AND THE FAMOUS

We OFFER for SALE

SALEr

GRAND SPECIAL

series of

dec30

PORTEjAIMD.

my 12

h

Portland

Population.II ,0410.
AmcnmuI Vnluation,
.90,*3 1,130
■leal Valuation,..914.000,000
Total Debt,
9103,000

Moulton
Woodbury &Exchange

ST.,

ORLEANS,

Military Tableaux,

Si 1-2 Per Cent

8 to 28
Suits
Pantaloons 2 to
7

Market

—

of 1880:

ALLEN & COMPANY,

*

OK

Will give

Cor. Middle &

/

NEW

0»

stocks.

BONDS.

GOODS.

Gentlemen’s Fine
Gentlemen’s Fine

—

CITY of CANTON, OHIO

Gentlemen's Fine Spring 0versacks$10 to $27

dtf

m;ir‘_’8

335 HOG8HEAD8,
3<fc TIKBCES,
ae BAKIiKl/S.

jail

on

low

as

GOOD

W. 1‘IEUOE.

I'rcM'.il|ilion flcparliiK'iii a i|»cf.
tali) and I'tiily i:<|iii|>|H-<l.

»w

beat’ciuallty.

i

have recently
our counters.

we

POKTIiii UNTO.

—OF—

Ex

which

factured and placed

Cor. CONGRESS & GROVE STS.

CHOICE

Barbadoes

MADE CLOTHING

Continental Guards

O*.

ble rates.

dec 14

OUR STYES ARE CORRECT--OUR FITS EXCELLENT

MTh&w2w23

jun4

of

proprietor & Manager.

Curtis,

Om

...

«.

*

account of the

(

iii

For the relief and prevention
iiiximii il in npplirri, of
Neuralgia, KoiatlVOLTARheumatism,
1
oa, Coughs, Colds, Weak Rack,
Stomach and Bowels, Shooting
a

life, and

concluding extract we give this vivid
opening of the war:
“Howell Cobb, Secreta y of the Treasury
resigned on the 10th of December, leaving
the Treasury empty, and joined the seces
»ion movement, In coming president of the
Montgomery Conference. On his abandonment of his post Philip P. Thomas, of Mary-

$1

Pains, Numbness, Hysteria, Female Pains, Palpitation, Dys.

ful service.
As

Brushes ami Combs, Perfumery ami Fancy Articles lu Croat Variety. Cotifeofoctionory; Cut lory ami Stationery. A iso a U no lino of

jyFliie Toilet Soaps,

f'ULLllv ^dii

The son of such a father has done a noble
work in giving to the world the record of so

noble a

iiimhb iin—<m

«l

^

elegant assortment

CHEMICALS.

thirty dajs.

and Hanford’s Inhaler, all in one package, of all
druggists for $1. Ask for Sanford's Radical
Cure. Potter Jirltj and Chism. Co., Borrow.

purposes.

come a

Is called to the

—

In order to reduce our stock
before moving, we will sell at cost,
and less than cost for the next

A single dose of Mnnford’s Hmliml Cure instantly relieves the most violent Sneezing or Head
Colds, clears the lfeatras by magic, stops watery
discharges from the Nose aud Eyes, prevents Hinging Noises in the Head, cures Nervous Headache,
and subdues Chills ana Fever. In Chronic Catarrh
it cleanses the nasal passngr*s of foul mucus, restores the senses of smell, taste, and hearing when
atlected, frees the head, throat, and bronchial tubes
of offensive matter, sweetens and purities the breath
stops the cough and arrests the progress of Catarrh
towards Consumption.
One bottle Radical Cure, one box Catarrhal Solvent

enough

wide desire to read

AN1>

CAPEN &

remember his bold declaration in favor of
Civil Service Reform, when, as postmaster
of New York, lie absolutely refused to have
taxation enforced
any system of political
and dismissed the Committee on Assessments witli the declaration that not one cent
should he levied on the clerks for political

Superstitious people at Washington
think that Gulteau’s curse on all who had
anything to do with his trial U having its
effect. Sbeahan, one of the jurors, has be-

Mark the prediction: that the new New
York World man will bust before he becomes

up

study this work, and whoever will do this
will be most generously repaid, ilia prompt
help to the Buchanan Administration is familiar to all, but perhaps everybody does not

Re-

raving maniac. Attorney Corkhill’s
wife died soon after the trial. Juror Hobbs’s
wife died. Surgeon General Larues and
Dr. Noble Young, important witnesses, have
died. Dr. Gray, another witness, was shot
at the Utica asylum. Judge Porter is iu had
health. Half a dozen officers connected
with the trial have lost, their ptaces, and the
Scoville famhy has become a wreck.

came

political history

known to create

besides, the
her position are not
burdensome or exhausting. They leave ample time for rest and recreation, and even if
it were otherwise, the Queen has never
shown any disposition to let them interfere
and

a

terrible thunder shower

Thurday of that

justifying

meeting of the society Sir
Henry Rawllnson remarked that on more
than one occasion when the society had
elected a distinguished man for its president
her Majesty’s government had straightway
fixed upon that person to fill some important and distant appointment. It was so
when they elected the Marquis of Ripon as
es of
their president, and again in the
Lord Dufferin and of Lord Northbroke.

an ox.

home

early church-going:

and there were a number of very inferior substitutes. I suspected one of the
privates of carrying on his shoulder the butt
end of one of my fish-poles, broken olT for
the purpose, and 1 know that a pitchfork
was abstracted for the emergency from my
father’s stable. Hut I bad read enough of
war to understand its exigencies, and 1 conacts
sidered them as fully
which,
if committed under a less imperious necessity, would have been wholly indefensible.
When I saw the men moving off under their
gallant commander into the centre of the
street, with the water ankle-deep, and
marching through it with heroic, indifference, I felt the deep injustice I had done
them, before the storm, in suspecting them
of shrinking from the sun. It occurred to
me, It is true, that after the iiery heat of the
day, which was not yet entirely allayed, tire
water was anything hut unpleasant. Hut I
indignantly dismissed this suggestion as the
offspring of an unworthy suspicion, and was
sure that they would have marched through
a pool of molten lead with the same alacrity,
if the good of their country had demanded
such an act of devotion.

the late annual

<<*.-•

sketch of the old

on

7m.

Sterling ami Continental
Exchange
bought ami Mold at most favora-

The ques-

pieces,

the new governor-genera! of Canada, was to
have succeeded Lord Aberdare as President
of the Royal Geographical Society, and at

with her convenience. There may be
gency, but there will be no abdication.

mile

flooded the street, but finally the company
set out to march.
Most of the privates were in their shirt
sleeves, the officers only, with a becoming
tenaciousness of their dignity, keeping on
their coats. There were not many muskets,
and, I believe, not a single bayonet In the
whole line. The guns were chiefly fowling-

It appears that the Marquis of Lansdowne

kind,

a

a

description of the first militia training
long to copy entire, but too good to
miss entirely.
There was much trouble as
to the question of precedence, forming the
ranks, and when about ready to march forth

to

the abdicating
active duties of

street

is too

get Congress to grant the land to
which the State was entitled for half the
territory recovered. There were granted
167,627 acres, largely swamp laud, and
worth altogether but $67,000. McEnery has
taken scrip for his share, located it upon the
best land belonging to the State he could
find, included In the grant or not, and so
has a property worth $69,000. That is, by
the very crooked operations in the case,
Louisiana gave its ex-governor one acre of
land worth $2 for helping to get two acres
worth a little less than $1 each.

of

stud-

II'S

It is demonstrated that the State of Louisiana actually lost money by hiring John Mc-

Enery

profitably

—

Frank

-THE-

Street,

apl7

week. A regiment had arrived from Massachusetts on the way to Washington via Baltimore. They came in at night; and it was
understood that after breakfasting at the
Astor House the march would he resumed.
By 9 o’clock in the morning an immense
crowd had assembled
about the hotel.
Broadway, from Barclay to Fulton street,
and the lower end of Park row, were occupied by a dense mass of human beings, all
watching the entrance at which the regiment was to tile out.
From side to side,
from wall to wall, extended that innumerable host, silent as the grave, expectant,
something unspeakable on their faces. It
was the dead, deap hush before the thunderstorm. At last a low murmur was heard; it
sounded somewhat like the gasp of men in
suspense; and the cause was that the soldiers had appeared, their leading files descending the steps. By the twinkle of their
bayonets above the heads of the crowd their
course could be traced out into the open
street in front. Formed at last in column
they stood, the hand at the head; and the
word was given '‘March!” Still dead silence prevailed. Then the drums rolled out
the time—the regiment was in motion. And
then the band, bursting Into full volume,
struck up—what other tuue could the Massachusetts men have chosen?”—“Yankee
Doodle.” I caught about two bars and a
half of the old music, not more. For instantly there arose a sound such as iuauv a
man never heard in all his life and nevei
will hear; such as is never heard more than
once in a lifetime.
Not more awful is the
thnr der of heaven as, with sudden peal,
it smit“s into silence all lesser sounds, and,
rolling through the vault above us, fills earth
and sky with the shock of i>s terrible voice.
One terrific roar burstfrom the multitude,
leaving nothing audible save its own reverberation. We saw the heads of armed men,
the gleam of their weapons, the regimental

The meeting-house was, like most others
that day, painted white
covered with
shingles, full of windows, with plain, plastered walls inside ; it was cold and dreary in
its aspect within and without. It had no
window-blinds: and as the sun moved round
the building in summer the
congregation
moved about in their pews, to escape from
bis burning rays. The winters were
awful;
the thermometer often fell twentv or
thirty
degrees below zero. There was no fireplace
or furnace, not even a stove.
To this Arctic
l mperature we were exposed two hours in
the morning and two in the afternoon. The
sermon was almost always an hour
long;
and the prayers and psalms, and reading of
the Scriptures occupied about the same
time. In my whole life I have never suffered
so much from cold. My mother always took
a foot-stove with her, and it was more frequently under my feet than hers. Iu the
sleigh ou our way to meeting we were always comfortable, for we were enveloped in
buffalo-skins. But we could not take them
with us into the meetiug-house. When the
wind was high, the cold was nearly insupportable. The window-sashes vibrated and
rattled in their loose frames, and the cold
air poured upon us through numberless inlets.
My feelings were anything but devotional; and I pray God to forgive me the
many secret irreverences of which I was
guilty. The preacher was a learned aud
a conscientious
man; but I hated his long
discourses (drawn out, as it seemed to me
with a malicious perverseness) when I was
perishing with cold. The strangest speculations took possession of my mind. I had
rea4 in some boob in my father’s library
that certain holy men had voluntarily submitted to the severest inflictions. One, whose
name docs not occur to me, lived on the top
of a column for a number of years, exposed
to all the vicissitudes of the seasons. Supposing him to have lived in a good climate,
I wondered whether be suffered as much as
our preacher, holding forth by the hour in
an atmosphere fifty degrees below freezingpoint. I wordered whether the latter, like
the holy father, was acting on a principle of
self-infliction, or whether he was punishing
his congregation for their stubbornness iu
sin.

other

we are at

that can be more

GENTLEMEN

are

seemed enormous to th- popular eye,
toe demand set the whole city inJa
blaze. Never, to my dying day, shall I for-

witnessed

middle

muine t'eutniI
Poriliand and Kennebec
/tnilroM oKijiii nnd Kennebec
l*ortlan«l ami Otfden«buri(
City of l*ortlaml
and other first-class bonds and

—

PO R TLA N D T H E AT R E

BANKERS,
218

Offer for Sale

DRUGS,
MEDICINES,

and

a scene

ATTENTION

------

figures

(New York: HarLoring, Short &

at

shall take out any commission or letter of
marque from any country with which France
may be at war; and that any one who does
so “shall be punished as a pirate,” or, in

with which

D^. Compiled

get

history

From

“citizen,

no

Dix.

this deft account of bis

Article XXI. of the
that

God. we

one man.

The 15th of that month brought President Lincoln's proclamation and a call for
75,000 iron—a bagatelle, as it proved, compared with the number required; but the

long, to the last place
he filled in the public service, he ever did a
worthy and manly part, and his hard sense,
and bis hopeful, high courage make a shining example to bis countrymen.

United States. Bat this country has a treaty with France which has a good deal of

bearing

Son, Morgan

straight

The chance of a war between France and
China seems to have raised the question in
France whether in such a war American
privateers could be fitted out to prey upon
French commerce. The
Declaration of
Paris in 1850, to which France and the other great Powers of Europe are parties, abol-

ishing privateering,

anguish, “My

rose as

cession movements; dreams that New York
might decide on cutting off from the rest of
the country and becoming a free city. These
hopes and dreams vanished in a day. The
reply to the question how New York would
go was given with an energy worthy of her-

ied by the sturdy boy who would like an inspiring example of what real manhood can
accomplish. From bis home In the little
New Hampshire village of his birth, with its

Deer-

not be there to see that the

of

tion bad lieeu asked by those who were
watching events: “How will New York
go?” There were sinister hopes in certain
quarters of a stroug sympathy with the se-

Here are two volumes that ought to be a
part of every good New England Libraryvolumes, indeed, that every Americau youth
can profitably read.
There have been more
picturesque lives than that of General Bix,
but. take it all in all, there are very few in

check any exuberant dancer
whose zeal in her art may get the better of

ing

than

Harmon).

or

only thing

his

John Adams

per & Brothers ; Portland:

the Aldermen will be there to hold up the

The

voice

ruiued!”
The North

Recent Publications.

the stage

ted is that the circus is to exhibit in

iu a

self.

Memoirs of

DEALKItSjlN

THE

of preserving the peace. A messenger entered the room in breathless baste with the
news: “General Beauregard has
opened tire
on Fort Sumter!’’
The persons whom he
thus addressed remained a while in dead silence, looking into each other’s palefaces;
then one of them, with uplifted hands cried,

of vehicles is much
This decrease is noticeable chiefly iu butchers’, bakers’ and milk wagon.s

to offend the most fastidious taste, for they
will know that the Mayor and a'l but two of

her discretion.

less

—

well aware of the consequences which
follow.
In the city of Now York a
number of prominent gentlemen devoted to
the interests of the South, and desirous to
obtain a bloodless dissolution of the Union,
were seated together in anxious conference,
studying with intense solicitude the means

smaller.

We congratulate the Aldermen that they
can now attend to the self-imposed duties
of inspectors of shows without the danger
of anyone’s asking them for a ticket. We
congratulate the show-going public also that
hereafter when they attend an entertainment they can divest themselves of all fear
that the building may tumble down or that

building

is

F.F.H0LLA1&C0.,

Were
must

but that the number

omission which will be remedied in
the near future.

will be said or done on

the Cutlers’

which

ENTERTAINMENTS.

FINANCIAL.

_MISCELLANEOUS.

J. B. Brown & Sony,

Union Administration.
On Sunday, April 14, the fact became
known that Fort Sumter bad surrendered.
The excitement created by the bombardment of that fortress and its magnificent defence by Anderson was prodigious. The
outrage on the Government of the Unf ed
States thus
perpetrated by the authorities of
South Carolina sealed the fate of the newborn Confederacy and the Institution of sla
very. Intelligent Southerners at the North

Ferry official asserts that the number of foot passengers ou the boats are quite
as large as before the bridge was
opened,

dental

anything

session of ail the money that it wanted, and
the country saw a strong Cabinet and a

A Fulton

acci-

an

isfaction; the financial deadlock was at once
broken; the Government found itself in pos

oue-half the receipts for the week preceding.

of

was^undoubtedly

of the appointment was received in
New York and elsewhere with profound sat-

news

The total receipts of the East river bridge
'ast week were $4451, of which $2371 was

“badges
significant
they
aud appropriate design” coming through
when

been agreed upon, that at that moment tie
could be of no service to him in any position
exeept that of the Treasury Department,
and that lie would accept no other post.
The President asked for time. The following day lie had Mr. Thomas’s resignation in
his hands, and sent Gen. Dix's name to the
Senate; it was instantly continued. The

Guild exhibition now open In Loudon is the
magnificent collection of swords lent by the
Prince of Wales and the Duke of Connaught
and other private collections. There are
also ancient surgical instruments and historic relics. Lord Cairns made an amusing
speech at the opening on the historjfcof table
cutlery aud the introduction of forks.
Queen Elizabeth, it appears, had one, but
preferred using her fingers; aud in the days
of her successor, James L, certain clergymen preached against forks and said it was
an insult to Providence not to touch food
which the Creator has provided.

tickets.

people uncharitable enough to
suggest that this unpleasantness with the
doorkeeper had something to do with the
ing

interesting feature of

Ax

are

rales which the Aldermen

although they did not deem it courteous to
express it openly. No higher proof could
have been given of the moral power of a
good name.
On the evening of Tuesday, January 8th,
my father received a dispatch from the
President, asking him to come at once to the
White House. He went immediately, and
was offered the War
Department. Tills he
declined, informing Mr. Buchanan, as had

Democratic Slate Committee Chairman
Maiming of Ne w York expresses the opinion
that Mr. Tilden eaunot now be drawn from
his retirement, aud sharply denies that ho is
engaged in working up a boom for him. “I
have done nothing whatever,” he says, “to
promote or to encourage any expectation
that Mr. Tilden would re-enter public life.
Neither Mr. Tilden nor his immediate
frieuds, or, so far as I know, any person in
confidential relations with him, has inspired
any movement looking to such au end.
Whatever suggestion of that nature has been
made is the spontaneous product of
cpopular
feeliug seeking a representative and a leader.
Mr. Tilden's desire and purpose to remain iu private life is known to all his
frieuds aud deplored by them.”

and the

an

was

it is

We do no’ read
HiionymouB letters and eonummlI lie name and address of the writer are in
eationB.
ail cases iiuiispe sable not uecernarily for ]mblication but as a guarantee of good faith.
We cannot undertake to return or preserve communications that are not used.
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EFFORTS FOR GOOD.

they are poor ami degraded, and need our
help. They have indeed, been well aided, aud
the work ia progressing; the.Lord is aiding the

THURSDAY MORNING, JUNE 14.
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THE f*i{E3S.
May be obtained at the Periodical Depot* ol N. G,
Fessenden, Marquis, Brunell & Co„ Armstrong,
Wentworth, HodsOon, Robert Costello, Gilpatrlck,
Jewett, ltose, McFarland, Watson, 0.trange, Stimson, Gould, Peterson, lainagau, Shehan, Boston A
Maine Depot, and Chisholm Bros.,on all trains
that run out oftbe city.
Auburn, Willard Small A Oo»|
Augusta, J. F. Pierce.
Bangor, Bangor News Co.
Bar Harbor, F. S. Jordan.
Bath, J. O. Shaw.
F. M. Burnham.
Blddeford,
11
A. L. Jellersoo.
Brunswick,!). G. Dennison.
Cumberland Mills, F. A. Verrtli.

Damartlseotta, E. V. Dunbar.
Freeport, W, A. Mitchell.
Fryeburg, R. c. Harmon.

Fairtlold, E. H. Evans.
Farmington, D. H. KuowltM.

Gardiner, Palmer & Co.
Gorham, Jas. H. Irish A On,
Hallowell, C. L. Spaulding.
Lewiston, Chamber A Estes.
Livermore Falls, G. D. Hughes.
Meohanio Falls, A. W. Bridge, E. A. Thwnas.
Norway, S.'L. Crockett, A. O. Noyes.
Old Orchard Geo. E. Fogg, A. L. Jollltnu,
Richmond, G. A. Beale.
Dockland, O. S. Andrews,
Sabattus, E. H. Johnson.
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Portland Theatre—Continental Guards.
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
Eines Bros.—2
Owen, Moore & Co.
Notice is Hereby Given
Grand Mark Down—Geo. A. Gay & Co.
To Let—Tenement.
Dr. Townsend’s Remedy.
Cigars—A. G. Schloterbeck.
Admiralty Sale—Steamer Hunter.
Change of Tiine-M. C. R. K.
AUCTION SALES.
Valuable Real Estate on Deeriug street.
IN WEEKLY.
Forepaugh’s Circus.
Notice is Hereby Given
Stolen—Boat.
Notice of Foreclosure.
Wanted—Prairie iAUid.

Auralgia,

For Asthma,
Rheumatism and
all Lung troubles use the Pine Hygienic Mattress. Price 88, 89 and 810. J. H. Gaubert,
Manufacturer and Proprietor, 199 Middle

mylldtf

O. Bailey & Co. will sell at 10 and 2 1-2
ay, at rooms Exchange street, the stock of
•ntry trader, consisting of dry goods, fanads, boots and shoes, etc., etc. See notice
ation column.
skill and discretion is used
te blending of Hub Punch.
Draw the
cork and it is ready for use.
Buy from Grono utmost

Druggists or Wine Merchants, or the
proprietors, C. H. Graves & Sons, Boston
lass.
jnllMTbF

cers,

Municipal Court.
BEFORE JUDGE OOCLD.

Wednesday.—James Kingway anti John McKay.
Intoxication. Fined $6 and costa
Nicholas J. Feeney, Hugh Doherty and George
Jackson. Search and seizure. Fined S100 and costs.

Appealed.

Brief Jottings.
The mercury stood at 70° all throngh Tues.
day Dight. Yesterday morning it indicated
75° at 8 a. m., from 79° to 84: at noon according to locality, and after the very heavy thunder shower at 2.30 p. m. ran down to 69°, with
the wind shifting suddenly from southwest to

southeast; 66° at sunset.
Three boys named Foley, Finnity
while

and

rowing in

the harbor Tuesday
night
capsized, but were soon rescued.
A party of gentlemen will visit Lake Sebago
this afternoon to view the improvements at
that point.
were

The bisters

and

graduating

class

of

the

Catholic Academy went on an excursion
through the White Mountain Notch yesterday
We understand that sinca the Board of
Aldermen decided to see all shows, free, the
President has decided not to come to Portland
this summer.—Express.
The sheriffs

made seizures at Connors’ on
Moulton street and Cady’s on Fore street yes-

terday.
The Home for Aged Women will be open
for the reception of subscribers and friends on
its anniversary, to-day, from 10 a. m. to 5 p. m.
All persons interested in this institution and
J1 strangers visiting the city are cordially invited.
The annnal band tournament
at
Lake
Maranocook, under the management of MessrsWinship and Collins, will take place this year
July 17th, instead of JnlySlb, as previously
annenneed.
Revenue steamer Woodbury arrived in our
harbor Tuesday evening. She will go into dry
dock and replace the metal lost during her
■

winter’s work in the ice. Her repairs will occupy hnt a few days and it is expected that
Bbe will resume cruising early next week.
On the 21st of this month four hundred

Knights Templar will visit Old Orchard and
have a banquet at the Sea Shore House.
Eastern Star

night

Encampment

voted

Tuesday

parade July Fourth.
There will be a great gathering of Patriarchs
in Portland about September 15th.
not to

Bark J. E. Chase came out of the

Dry

Deck

yesterday recaalked and remetalled and will
load with lumber for Buenos Ayres.
A little Chandler girl on Brackett street was
badly hurt on the head, Tuesday, by the fall
of a bunch of shingles.
A runaway sailor closely pnrsned by three
policemen made fan on Commercial street yesterday morning. After a hard chase the sailor
was captured.
The Anbarn L’gbt Infantry will probably
come to Portland on
the Fourth of July, although they voted not to some time ago.
‘-^fhe Portland Company yesterday delivered
to the Maine Central a new engine, No. 89
which is intended to run the Flying Y'ankee
train. It is one of the finest locomotives
built by this company.

ever

Personal.
Charles E. Clifford, Esq., has purchased the
old Hobbs place, of <15 acres, at West Falmouth.
Ex-Collector Smith of Baugor was in town

yesterday,

a

delegate

to

the Diocesan conven-

tion.
Miss Annie Torrey, Bath, graduated at Abbott Academy, Andover, Mass.
Dr< Oscar Davies of Sidney has been elected
second assistant superintendent of the Maine
Insane Hospital. Dr. Davies is a young man
27 years of age, and a graduate of Bowdoin
College, class of 1879; also of tho Maine Medi"
For two years past he has been
cal School.
connected with the hospital as dispensary
clerk and clerk to tho superintendent.
A very pretty wedding took place last evening at the residence of the brido's parents on
Munjoy, the contracting parties being George
E. Lefavor and Miss Eleanor H. Goodhue'
both of this city.
Rov. C. H. Hayden performed the ceremony.
There were many
pretty, and not a few valuable gifts, from the
many ^friends of both parties and the young

couple

commence

married

committee has to some exteut co-operated
with and have upheld them in their work.
Three Friends continued to act as agents appointed by ns—John D- Mills, at the Cheyenne
and Arrapahoe agency; Saban J. Mills, at the
Osage agency; and Jacob V. Carter, at the Sao
and Fox agency. The number of Indians under their care is about 10,000. The Indian
Commissioner has informed the committee
that they may be called upon to nominnte a
Friend for another agency d"riug the coming
year.
There are seven boarding (schools and two
day schools reported, besides three schools
among Shawuees. in Cherokee county, assisted by us. These had an enrollment of 002
puduring the year; the average attendance,
owever, was considerably less. Six of the
superintendents and matrons have been Frieuds
Of the teachers and helpers in the school seventeen are Friends.
In all the boarding
schools those who are old enough work at farm
or household employment.
Indeed this branch
of education seems to be kept largely in view
in the future of the Iudians.
Great good in
this direction, is, we trust, to be realized from
the school now established at Wabash, Ind.
Grand River monthly meeting of Frieuds
report their number 140.
Daring the past
year 17 have been received into membership,
4 disowned and 43 died.
Every man of them
are leading good,
exemplary lives as Christian
men and women, while some,
having seemingly received the word with gladness, yet having
no root in themselves, soon withered.
Still
many are firm and faithful in the attendance
of the monthly and quarterly meetings.
During a part of the past winter travelling was al-

Eils

Special sale of Parasols and Gossamers at
Bines Bros.’ tc-day.

Flaherty

m.

our

TO-OAY

Street, Portland.

The work of the Frieuds yesterday was but
a continuation of that of previous .days, and
was important for the most part to members of
their own body, though one matter, the report
of the committee on Indian affairs, was of interest to the wider circle of the men and women of New England, who are giving their
moral support to this philanthropic effort.
The meeting assembled in joint session at 10

While nearly all direct labor in behalf of the
Indians must devolve on the associated executive committee of the several yearly meetings,

Company.

Theatre

life with tho

good

most

The same committee was continued for an.
other year, with the addition of Augustus
Jones and Anthony McKimber.
The sum of $419 was raised in the meeting
assist in building the meeting-houses in
Grand River monthly meeting, Indian Terri'
to

tory.
The request for an appropriation was referred
to the finance committee.
A delegation consisting of Timothy B. Hussey and Rebecca H. Smiley was appointed to
convey Christian greetings to the approacliing
Congregational confq|gnce in Farmington, Me.
The following were appointed the committee
on mission work in North Carolina:
Benj. F. Knowles, Alfred H. Jones. Hannah
J. Bailey, Mary R. Jones, Matthew Howland,
James R. Collins, Edward G. Macomber, Chas.
A.'Chace, Rachel S. Howland, Chas. M. Jones,
Nellie Bangs, Joseph E. Briggs, Phtebe S.
Aydelott, Ellen K. Buffum. Susan T. Maeder,
Phoebe Wing, Martha Varney, Arthur M.
Hussey, Jennie M. Cartland, Mary Cartland,
Susan G. Kempton, Mary S. Wood, Richard
Battey, Sarah J. Swift, Nellie Johnson.
The committee to whom was referred a pro-

position of the Vassalboro’ quarterly meeting
for

Estate Transfers.

"’‘"Seeds:

Yarmouth—Maria A. Gooding to Charles W.
Jordan, lot of laud. Consideration 850.
Casco—Samuel Brown, jr., to William L.
Robinson, lot of land. Consideration $500.
Windham—Daniel M. Wescott to Ann Maria
Douglas, land and buildings. Consideration

$1,450.

Oliver P. Haskell to Oliver D. II > k< II, land
and buildings. Consideration $2,000.
Portland—Emily a. Smith et als to John C.
Preston, land and buildings.
Consideration

$100._
Soldiers’ Monument.
Tbe Soldiers and Sailors’ Monument Associ.
ation has received through Bosworth 1’ost the
sum of 825, donated by Hon. James A. Fox, of
Cambridge, Mass., the orator of Bosworth Font

Memorial Day.
Next Saturday evening there will he

on

a

per-

formauce of the Lyceum Theatre company at
City Hall, for the benefit of the Soldiers’ MonTickets are for Hale at
ument Association.

Stockbridge’s.
Abyssinian Church.
The ladies of the Abyssinian church are
holding a fair for the sale of fancy and uselu1
The fair
articles at the church, this week.
be^au yesterday afternoon, and will continue
the afternoons and evenings of Thursday and Friday. Iiefresbmeuts are for sale
also. The object of the sale is to obtain funds
for the purchase of a carpet for the church
and new cushions. This is an object worthy of

^<Grough

we

patronized.

hope

toe

curtailment of Its annual expenses reno change was advisable in the
heretofore practiced in raising funds.

a

ported that

policy

The committee on the subject of peace rethat a memorial address was presented
to both bouses of Congress commending the
subject of arbitration in the settlement of differences between nations.
A committee, consisting of Eli Jones, Tim-

ported

othy B. Hussey and Anthony M. Kimber, was
appointed to attend the international arbitration convention at Philadelphia in November.
The committee having in charge Friends
from British Provinces reported that nearly all
have become self-supporting, but the advanced
age of one renders continued care necessary.
The case was referred to a committee consisting of Hartwell T. Jenkins, John J. Frye,
S. Jane Cox, Thos. B. Nichols, Cbas. A.
Nichols, Myra E. Frye, Jane P. Boyce, John
Metcalf.
An appropriation of $25 was asked.
The committee to whom was referred the

subject brought before the meeting by Friends
in Baltimore reported recommending the appointment of three Friends to confer with the
committee of Baltimore and such other yearly
meetings as may concur in this subject to report next year. They proposed Ezra Hawkes,
George Howland, jr.,,and Benj. F. Knowles
as the committee, and the
proposal was approved by the meeting.
Meet:ng then adjourned until 4 p. m.
AFTERNOON.

fair

will

be

well

Tuttle, a missionary among the Indians.
The in.justioe and.oppressiou which the Indi-

ans have met
ment wus

with at the hands of the governand an earnest
made
for
their succor by the Christian
plea
She referred to the Btrile
people of our land.
with the Modocs in the la^a beds about ten
years ago, their banishment to the Indian Territory, aud their beiug taken in charge by the
Friends. They were found to be anxious to acquire an education for themselves aud children; they were desirous of knowing about the
Christian religion, aud nearly all of the chiefs
and leadiug men accepted it for themselves
aud lived devoted Christian lives.
The sad history of the Poncas was also related.
Isaac Sharp followed with a few remarks
and the meeting closed.

vividly portrayed,

The business session this
at!) o’clock.

moruiug

will begin

NOTKS.

It is expected that the meetiug will dose
about 11 o'olook this morulug.
There will be no pabllo meeting for worship
at City Hall during to-day or this evening.
A meeting for worship will bo held in the
Friends’ meeting house
evening at 7.30 o’clock.

Oak street this

on

The Women’s Meeting held a session in Reception Hall during the afternoon.
The Bicycle Tour.
who ltave iletiuitely siguilied
their intention to go upon the bioycle exoursiou to Washington oounty are Messrs. E. K.

Among those

Worcester,

Hill of

Chief Consul of Massachu-

setts, Henry W. Williams, president of Massachusetts Bioycle Club; Thomas .Widgely, of
the Worcester Bicycle Club, who has accomplished his 173 miles iu tweuty-four hours, over
ordinary Massachusetts roads, aud who has
held the ohampioushlp the longest of any;
Karl Krou, of the New York World; aud G.
E. Holmes, of the Boston Globe. 0. H. Lamson, of this city, intends to accompany the
party, aud will take photographic views. A
well kuowu artist also proposes to go, and
make sketches euroute.
The editor of the
Wheelman will also certainly go. There is a

possibility of the party numbering 36, and a
certaiuty that there will not be less than 30.
The majority of the visiting wheelmen will
have arrived here by Monday noon, aud in the
afternoon will be shown over portions of the
city by the Portland Bicycle Club. Several of
the visitors are Western men, and this will be
their first visit to Maine.
it has been settled that two days shall be devoted to seeing Grand Menan.
There will be
two Star machines in the
party, and also a
machine, just brought out, for which extraordinary claims are made, known as the “Facile.” This last is described as something entirely novel in bicycle construction, and without

au

equal

as

a

surmounter

of steep hills.

The Continental Guards.
The Continental Guards of New Orleans'
who visit Portland next week as guests of the
of the best known military
Artillery,
commands of the South and are famous for
wealth, influence aud social position. Among
its members, it is said, are three ex-Governors,
besides the present Executive, several exMayors of Now Orleans, the present Chief of
are

one

Police, Chief of the Fire Department, the
City Recorder, three ex-Judges of the Supreme Court of Louisiana, many of the leading members of the Bar, many of the leading
business men, capitalists and planters. The
journey North is made primarily for pleasure
and sight seeing, and the tonr embraces several
of the cities besides Portland. One peculiarity
of the Continentals is their cnstom of giving
tableaux and mystic drills for the purpose of

obtaining

fnnds to build a memorial armory in
New Orleans. In these* tableaux are ill as*
trated, with appropriate costumes and scenery,
in the war of the Revolution.
The battle of Bunker Hill, the battle of Lexingtou, the capture of Fort Ticouderoga and
other incidents are faithfully depicted by the

stirring

scenes

Continental Guards for the eutertainment of
Northern audiences. They arrived in Boston
yesterday and will be here next Wednesday.

The Colby Diamond.
The first college animal to appear at Colby
this year bears the pleasant title of "The Diamond.” The reason for the name lies in the
fact that

the

chapte-of

the Delta Kappa
Epsilon Fraternity at that college are the publishers. The paper and typjgrapby of the
work are excellent.
The literary articles in i
are of merit, and the numerous cuts scattered
through it evince brightness in design and
skill in execution. Most notable among them
is the frontispiece, the work upon which was
done by one of our Portland photographersThe "Diamond” contains much information
on studeDt life at the college, many witty sayings which will be read and appreciated by
alumni as well as students, and an original

spirit

rnns

at once

xi

through the jokes, a circumstance
and pleasant. Though the publi-

cation bad its origin in a sense of injustice
done the society, it is throughout elevated and
courteous in toDe.
Wo think the society is to be congratulated
the ability of its members and the success
of their work; and at least until the "Oracle”
shall appear, it seems safe to record our opinion

The following Friends were proposed and accepted to constitute a representative meeting
the eusuiug year:
Benjamin F. Knowles, Wm. C. Taber,
Cbas. M. Bailey, Sophia D. Bailey, Richard
Batty,Sarah F. Tobey,Ellen K. Buffum,Enoch

itself,

Hoag, George Howland, Jr., Augustine Jones,

Wm. Thompson, Henry T. Wood, Rachel B.
Nichols, Geo. Douglass, Wm. O. Newhall,
Ghas. F. Coffin, Charles Taber, Lydia Haight,
Hannah J. Bailey, S. Jane Cox, Anna G.
Wood, Augustas F. Cox, Jacob K. Purington,
Anthony M. Kimber, David K. Akin, James
H. Chase, Samuel R. Bnffinton, 'Mary W. Collins, Reuben T. Jones,Timothy B. Hussey, Eli
Jones, Thos. B. Nichols, Gulielma Thorndike,
Huldah 8. Buffum, Susan T. Thompson, Alfred H. Jones, Harriet D. Collins, Owen Dane.
New York, North Carolina, and
Epitiles
Ireland were read and approved.
Returning minutes were given to the visiting stranger* as follows:
Alexander M. Purdy, Rufus P. King, S.
Adelbert Wood, M. M. Binford, Amos M.
Kenworthy, Phebe H. Kenwortby, Louisa M,
Fulgum, Luke Woodard, John T. Dorland
Jr., Mary H. Rogers and James T. Richardson.
The meeting concurred with the women’*
meeting in adding Ruth and Anna H. Nichols
and Phebe Wing to the educational meeting.
A returning minute, expressing great satis
faction with the presence and ministry and
to

desires for his future
turn

to his native

prosperity
land,

was

and safe re-

given to

Isaac

Sharp.
The following committee of arrangements
were

appointed:

John F. Tucker, Samuel R. Buffinton, Levi
Jones, Augustus F. Cox, George Douglass,
Ezra Hawkes, Eli Jones.
The evening meeting was occupied with remarks by several Friends on Christian mission. Though many words were said for their
own missions the speakers by no
means confined themselves to these, but manifested a
catholio regard for the work of others in
sympathy with the spirit and in obediei ce to
the words of the Master.
After reading of the scriptures and prayer
by one of the Fiicnds, the chairman called
upon Eil Joues, who said in sabstauce:
The subject of missions was of such importance to the world and ns that lie felt called
The Saviour gave this great comto speak.
mission, and at tho same time said lie Itad all
and
would be always witli lilt people.
power
Croat responsibilities rest
tc-day upon the
Christian church, and from wiiat has been
he
believed Christ's
done in the 19th century
church was responding to the call. There was
than this as what has been
no work greater
He instanced the Feejee
dote will show.
Islands and the wonderful transformation-which Christianity had wrought for his t people,
Islands, Patagonia and other
tho Sandwich
well known missions, jt is a great fact that
almost all nations have openul their doors to
Protestant missions and echoing tho Macedonian cry while thousands once heathen are
professed disciples of Christ. Well may we
say, “What, hath God wrought?”
He spoke of the Bible I rods and the wonderful legacy they h ,d left us; all we know of tins
law and the gospel, much of civilization; but
to-day in trouble and despairing, they ask our
help. The Jews and the followers of Mahomet,
Coll upon ua; for though
they believe in the
true God tliev do not
accept the Lord of life
and glofl>. They accept him in his historical
relations, that is all. Fifteen years ago some
Friends
travelling in
Palestine
stop
at
a
some
place
pod
nine
miles
from Jerusalem and founded a girls’
school, to
with h has been adccd a boys’ school, end out
of this has come a cburcu bolding the reneis
and teachings of the Society of Friends. But
true

on

in words borrowed from
"Diamonds are Trumps.”

the annual

Whittier's First Visit to Portland.
This week’s Trrnscript says:
“John G.
Whittier’s first visit to Portland was made in
1835. It was before the days of railroads, and
he came with his own horse from his Haverhill farm, accompanied by his sister Elizabeth.
He was the guest of the lato Nathan Winslow,
who then lived in the house still standing next
below the First Parish church.
On tbisocca
sion ho came upon anti-slavery work, and consulted with Gen. Samuel Fessenden, Gen
Jamas

Appleton, and other friends of the
Afterwards he occasionally came to

cause.

Portland to visit his brother who had takon up
bis residence here. He has always been an enthusiastic admirer of the natural beauties of
our
Tho fine passage in the poem,
"The RangOT," descriptive of Casco Bay, was

gituatioi^

written about
scenes

ADVERTISEMENTS.

_NEW

1848, after several visits to the

graphically depicted.

On one of his
visits he was accompanied by the Ohio statesman and philanthropist, Joshua Giddings, who
had never before seen the ocean.
Mr. Whittiso

with him to Cape Cottage, and enjoyed
the Westerner’s delight in the grandeur aud
bjauty of the scenery go new to him.”

programme of tbo exercises:

Prayer.

Music.
Latin salutatory.
.Harry Clinton Hill
Music.
Essay—A He fin in: Aim in Heading,
Permelin Angell
Declamation—Our Common Schools,
Samuel Wilde Shaw
Music.
Oration—John Chinaman,
Fred Henry Bundle, t
Essay—Mental Etiect of Correct Literary Taste,
Clara Augusta Kvuus
Music.
French recitation—"De la Pocsio.”
iratlon—Industry Necessary to Success,

Music.

The convention opened its second day’s pro-

ceedings yesterday with a
holy encharist at 7 a. in..

celebration of the
Canon sSilla and
Washburn officiating as celebrants.
At 9 o’clock morning prayer was reolted by
the bishop, assisted by Kev. Messrs. f’yne and

“

to other parishes.
The Rev. Samuel Upjohn presented the report of the trustees of St. Catharine Hall, Augusta. They respectfully report the year closing has fulfilled in all respects the promise of
the first year under the care of Madam Mondan. There has been tan average attendance
of 30 boarding soholars and 30 day pupils.
A
cese or

“

iu

behalf

standing committee presented

the

“

The resolution was adopted.
Canon Sills presented the registrar’s report.
In addition to the usual number of diocesan
joarnal8 ho has received for the Cathedral li-

“

Song.
Benediction.

Grand Temple of Maine.
The sixteenth annua! session of the (Hand
Temple ol Maine mot at Hallowed, Tuesday.
The following officers wero elected for the en-

suing year:
Grand Worthy Templar—L). W. Simons,
Auburn.
Grand Worthy Vico Templar—F. T. Thomp-

Bangor.
Grand Worthy Recorder—F. G. Gorham,
Bangor.
Grand Worthy Treasurer—,J. J. Jones, Hal-

son,

lowed.
Gran Worthy Chaplain—G. W, Danforth,
Hallowed.
Grand Worthy Usher—F. W. Patten, Lewis-

ton.

Grand Worthy Guard—John Montieth, Lewiston.
Charles Stewart, of Farmington, a young
man, committed suicide by hanging, Monday,
in a fit of mental depression, probably caused
by injuries received 1u a runaway accident a
Bhort time ago.

.50
.75

24IJWIIDDLE

1.38

Goods,
Cloth,

.75
.10
.17
.22
1.50

extended by the Cathedral priest,
which motion was adopted.
Charles S. Deake was elected Treasurer of
the diocese.
The Rt. Rev. Bishop made a closing address
to the convention and congratulated the clergy
aud laity npon the pleasant feelings existing
among them. The bishop urged them to be
faithful in accomplishing the work of the Master.
The convention closed with the Episcopal

BROS.

ST.

PORTLAND,

-

ME.

AFTERNOON,

Jal*

A t 3 o’clock in the afternoon the members
comprising the Missionary Board assembled in
the chapel and considered the reports of the
work done in the diocese during the last year.
Most enoouraging reports came from all quarters, and it was thought that the diocese was
never in a more nourishing condition.
The annual appropriations amounting to
several thousands of dollars, were voted by the
board.

GRAND
IA

MARK

BUY fOW IF YOU

JUST RECEIVED

Sick People and the Fourth.
The following is the petition presented to the
Mayor and Aldermen on Tuesday evening, and
referred by them to the Fourth of July committee :
To the Honorable, the Board of Mayor and Aldermen, and the Common Council of Portland:
The undersigned, physicians and surgeons,
respectfully represent that there are always in
the city many sick people, to all of whom the
prolonged ringing of church bells and the discharge of arms, especially In the hours usually
de voted to sleep, are an annoyance, and to a
large number a serious injury; and therefore
petition your honorable bodies to take such
measures as shall prevent such ringing of the
hells and the discharge of cannon, guns, pistols, and fire-crackers on the Fourth day of

July

next.

June, 1883.
(Signed)
Wm Wood,
9th

Israel T Dana,
H N Small,
C G Adams,
Irving E Kimball,

Lewis W Pendleton,
Charles A King,
Henry H Hunt,
E E llolt,
Thos A Fostor,
Charles E Webster,
W Carnmett,
Chao D Smith,
Frank II Carter,
C A Baker,
GW Way,
8 C Gordon,

John Buzzell,

Stanley P Warren,
Henry P Merrill,

Char O Hunt.
Gardner Ludwig,
A ug S Thayer,
W Ilynne,
.1 A Spalding,
V K P Meserve,

Nath’l Shannon,
Sarah W Devoll,

Edward Preble,
B B Foster,
G II Cummings,
Chao H Burr,
K Sbackford,

O F

S Im* Heat Unit inn

I’owdrr.

The best baking powder is made from pure
Cream of Tartar, Bicarbonate ol Soda, and a
small quantity of Hour or starch. Frequently
other ingredients are used, and serve a purpose
in reducing the cost and Increasing tho prollts
of the manufacturer.
We give tho Government Chemist’s analyses of two of tho leading baking powders:
1 have examined samples of "Cleveland’s
Superior Baking Powder" and "Royal Baking
Powder," purchased by myself in this city, and
I find they contain:
fir vein ml* Muperior nulling

Powder,”

Cream of Tartar
Bicarbonate of Seda
Flour
Available carbonic acid gas 12,01 per cent,
equivalent to 118.2 cubic inches of gas per oz.
of Powder.
,‘ItoviiI llohiug.Powilor.”
Cream of Tartar
Bicarbonate of Soda
Carbonate of Ammonia
Tartaric Acid
Starch
Available carbonic acid gas 12.40 por cent,
equivalent ,to 110.2 cable inches of gas nor oz.
of Powder.

Ammonia gas 0.43 per cent, equivalent to
10.4 cubic inches peroz. of Powder.

Note.—The Tartaric Acid was doubtless introduced as Iroe acid, but subsequently combined with amoiouia, and exists in the Powder
as a Tartrate of Ammonia.
K. G. LOVE, Ph. D.
Nkw Yokk, Jan’y 17th, 1881.
The above analyses iudioate a
preference for
‘‘Cleveland’s Superior Baking Powder,” and
our npioiqn is,that It Is the better
preparation.—
Hall's Journal of Hmllh.
To the

JCiuMi9/

tlic Prtu:

Having noticed an article in your paper
headed "Look out for the engine," and idgned
•
Geo. VV. Hradley, engineer Maiue Central R.
K.,” I beg

to call public attention to the fact
such person is engineer on this road, at
present, nor ever lias been.
E. E Proctor,
Time Keeper Motive Power Dept.,

that

no

M.C. R. It.
Watervillo, June lltb, 1883.

BROWN.
eodtf

rny 26
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Sewed

OOIXG OUT

BOOTS!

BUSINESS.
Entire Stock and Fixtures must be sold immediately. Now is the
time to secure bargains.

and confort; indispensable when once worn.

CIGARS!

SOLD BY

Wyer Greene & C0

—-

BtfilNS

—

gress Button & Balmorals

REV. HENRY WARD BEECHER I
8AT8 OP

TOWNSEND’S

DR.

REMEDY

—

AND

Brooklyn, N. Y., Sept. 24,1881.
"I believe it will be sure In uiuety case, in a him
dred."
Brooklyn, N. Y., Oet., 17,1882.
"I am happy to say that your remedy has served
mo a mvntl season fully as well as the last year.”
Pamphlets with Mr. Beecher's full letters and
other testimonials furnished on application.
Prepared only by
Dn. m. H. TOWNHi:\U, Freiburg, Md.
Price 80 cents and $1.80 per bottle.
For sale by JOHN W. PERK INS & CO.. !>4 Commerolal 8t., Portland Me., and by the drug trade

H. I. NELSON & CO.

—

$2.00 Veal Clf. do.

iai2

The price Is on eaeh pair. Be
sure anti examine these goods
before paying $3.00 for no
better Shoes.

480

jnnMdU

HIDE
—

May 14,1883—

The bLearner <1 UNTRR. her tackle, apparel and
furniture-formerly owned by Ibo Hatheway steam-

ship Company.

Terms: one-quarter at time and place of gale; bal*
ance ag goon as bill of sale is ready.
The steamer was built at Norw ich. Conn., In 1805;
decks and 2 masts; length 145.5 feot; breadth
27.5; depth 17 feet; and measures 515.77 tons.
She Is a wooden screw steamer, has figure hoad and
;
round stern, and lias been duly registered at. the
port of Boston. She Ik well equipped with anchors,
chains and beats; the staterooms and berths well
supplied with furniture and betiding, and everything
is in readiness for immediate use.
N. 1\ BANKS, U. S. Marshal.
jul4d3t

has 2

iieiikuv
tho subscriber has boon duly
Notm
taken
himself the trust of
i;

in

up COLORS!
or

Give your orders early,
lime ahead.

appointed

Ready for application by sinitriy stirring with
Son-1 for sample cards ami prices, to

a

stick

Congress

J. B. FICKETT & GO.

SPECIAL

Ilcfnil l*aiit( Rralrra,

403 & 405 Fore Street

MILLINERY

PORTLAND, HIE.
_.■mi.tw2wl7

—

MIDDLESEX BANKING

STATE U INK COniTIftSSlONERS

Middletown,
New

Vork,

large

or

Qfliyf

DUHUO

tile

Fourth

if you wish an
small, which will be

a*

—

Bonnets, Flowers, Feathers, Lares, etc.,

Photographer,
Fine Fort rails

Jaufl

a

National Bank

omieod

nutrition, improvishment
Blood, and in all the various
This
fqims of general debility.
preparation is made from the
world renowed Liebig’s Extract
of Beef, Citrate of Iron and Pure
Sherry Wine. Large bottles 50

cents.

ELIXIR “TARAXICUM COMPOUND
of Fresh Dandelion, Wild Cherry
and Gentian, chemically combined
with Iron, Phosphorus and
Quinine. One dose of Elixir Taraixcum will correct INDIGESTION
and from one to three bottles (according to the severity of the disease) will permanently cure the
worst form of the complaint.
APPETITE, One bottle of Taraxicum
Compound will insure a
hearty appetite and increased digestion. Large bottles 50 cents.

CALISAYA

CORDIAL
This

of the

avs)

Dr. F. i».

SELLING AGENTS

BALSAM

than

of

all other

C. H.
GUPPY
<fc CO.
Successors to Guppy, Kinsman ic
Alden.
mar 31

eodtf

FIRE

dtf

Cannon Crackers,
and Ouns to tire
Paper

FOR

UKO. C. NAPHEYS & SON’S
CELLORATED PHILADELPHIA

PURE LEAF LARD

KENDiOA
oi«*ned an office in
Portland anil can be

ban

in

Tierces, Tails, Tubs aud

Cases.

found at

Io. 3 Moulton

So. 276 Middle »U

I

ADAMSON’S

Cough" Remedies United.

Farrlnglon Bl»k.

vr

Edward** and Wal.
era* Hardware store from
June 4, to June 45th

more

WITS! CHASE I IILLIKEN, CRACKERS!

Knife.

fob lOdl

has the endorsement of Jas. G«
Blaine, Esq. Rev. C. F. Penny,
Col. Thomas Lombard, Rev. E. H.
W. Smith, (all ot Augusta.

BIBBER, .W!\\ & C0„

487 CONGRESS ST.,
July

deodtf

Cured without the Use

PLACE.

1883-4t!i OF Ji ll -1883

sjtoeialty,

Portland 3VIo.

at
ol

Investment, whether
A I'lC and profitable,

soucj for circular giving fun informaiiou.
D>l’r2l
•

payable

& WINE.

at areally reduced prices ; call and examine our stock and yon will be convinced that you can save money here.

C OUtlMRY Connecticut1

Mortgage.
or at

FOR

SALE

We shall offer to (lie Ladies «>r Port
lantlaud vicinity all our stork of Hats,

WIU.IAM READ (M. D., Harvard, 1842), and
UOHKRTM. RKAD (M. !>., Harvard, 1870), |i
Suuicmcl MtK'rl, IU*>*i«h give special alien'ion
to the treatment of FIMTUL 4, PIJLJKN * N l>
ALL IIINEANKM OF TIIF liEI TI \?|,
Incorporated under the laws of Connecticut, amt j without detention from business. Abundant refer
sublect to the inspection of tho
cnees given.
Pamphlets sent on application.
Office Hours—12 to 4 o’clock P. M. (except Sun

Interest

BEEF, IRON

St.

my!4___dtt

FISTULA AN1) PILES

secured by First

Utf

We sell

CHARLES CUSTIS k C0„
493

WABRANIED PURE LINSEED OIL PAINTS

To Let.
SMALL tenement at 24 Hratnhall Street.
jun!4
dlw#

6 GUARANTEbD

143 Pearl Street.
fan24

BOTANIC COUCH

ami

as

PER CENT.

always engaged

Soap Mixture.

County

Midill town,

are

i\. that,

of Cumberland, deceasod, ami given
tho law directs. All persons having demands upon the estate of said deceased, are requlr
od to exhibit tho same; and all persons indebted to
said estate are called upon to tnalco payment to
JOSEPH A. LOCKE,
Adm’r with Will annexed.
Portland, June 11, 1883.
juMd 1 aw3wF*

A

as we

some

Administrator
upon
with tho W ill annexed of tho estate of
CHRISTOPHER 0. DAILEY, late of Portland

in the
bonds

5

ORDEIt

The HeRtJIntthtfiWorld.
No Chemical Combination

to

ONE WEEK.
livi

COLCORD,

Adamson’s Botanic
Cough Balsaui

_eoilu

WHEN YOU PAINT

ill be goltl at Weeks wharf, 210 Border street,
Kant. Ronton,
from

private pupils by the subscriber

C. H. GUPPY & CO.

Congress Street.

Monday, June 18,1883 MASURY'S
wharfage

to

and Class,

Studies

The three preparations above
b^ found at just one place in
the City.

FINE

-ON-

to

given

English

Dottle.

ddt

OPPOsrtK FRERI.G HOI UK.

ADMIRALTY SALE,

Subject

Instruction in
ical

REMEMBERJTHE
jnG

—

JOSHUA L. CHAMBERLAIN.
Brunswick, June 1. 1883.
jn4d&wtjll3

preparation an invaluable companion. Price 50 cents for a large

FOR

w

Examinations

can

HAY FEVER, ASTHMA AND CATARRH:

generally.

for admission to college will
be held at the Cleaveland Lecture Room. Massachusetts Hall, on Friday, July 13th, and on Friday, Sept. 28th, at 8.30 A. M.

vian Bark used in medicine and
Aromatics forms one of the best
TONICS in the world.
As an appetizer and promoter
of digestion it has no equal and
persons recovering from fevers or
other sickness, will find in this

C. 0. Emerson $2.50 Olf. Con-

.llw

BO WDOIN COLLEGE

preparation, composed of
Calisaya (or King’s Bark,) the
most valuable species of the Peru-

SALE

We nlso Imve the

ja!4

TUTOR, (his office.
Jel2d3t«

An agreeable Elixir composed

for Ladies.
No nails, tacks or
wax-thread to hurt the feet.
Unsurpassed for tit, style

FINE IMPORTED

S H Weeko,
Clias It Crandall,
Frederic H Gerrish,
J M Cummings,
8 E Sylvester,

F Vote,

J97 Middle Street.

—OF—

A FRESH INVOICE

Clias Hutchinson,
Sarah E Palmer,

E

CO.,*

POSITIVELY

mittee.
Rot. S. F. Small was re-elected Secretary,
and Mr. R. H. Gardner, Treasurer.
Vacancies were then filled by election.

THE
HATTER

THE DAY

Per Steamer “City
of Alexandria, ”

the summer vacation. For a young man or
who wishes to enter upon a busiuess life this
affords a good opening as it would be home instruction, and thorough.
Terms for the teason AIOO cr
if pupil
furnishes board. Address
woman

paired

COE,

WOULD BUY CPEAP.

Comer

Penmanship &c,

during

of the

MlSCKLLANEOy.

Maine Missionary Society.
Tuesday afternoon the annual meeting of
the Maine Episcopal Society was held, the
Rev. H. P. Nichols, the Secretary, read his
report and was followed by the Treasurer, Mr.
R. H. Gardner, from whose report it appeared
that the income of the society last year was
about $1,970; that $1,635 had been paid oat,
and that the society still has a fund of $298.44.
The report was referred to the finance com-

Young Gent’s,
exchange.

Double Entry Book-keeping,
Business Figures,

As a Nutritive tonic, it would be
indicated in the treatment of im.

Mr. Neal of Bucktield, both of whom have
been reoently engaged in missionary labor in

49?.i4CoNCRESS STREET,

m.

A

READY MADE Cr ARM EATS.

GEO. A. CAY &

Regular sale of Furniture and Genera Merchant
Laturday, commencing at 10 o’clock s,
oetSdtf
Consignments solicited

dlse every

BUSINESS JDUC1TI01V.

from the lightest weight Kid to
the heaviest Calf Gloves in all colors and kinds.
Goods delivered in
Dcering, Cumberland Mills and
Saccarappa, free of charge.

To close out Spring Goods. All our $4.00 Jackets at
$2.50. Better goods in same proportion.

their respective districts.
They reported encouraging success and awakening Interest
among the people who had been committed to
their charge.

Mile.ra.aa 1H Eicl an,. HI.
o. W. ALLH>
BAIL*7,

TEACHER who has charge of penmanship
department in the schools of a neighboring
city, would like a private pupil in

GLOVES

DOWN

CO., Auctioneers,

F. O. HAILEY A CO.,
Auctioneers and Commission Merchant!

J. W.

Bishop Nealy.
Short but interesting speeches were made by
Kev. Mr. Sawyer of Fort Fairfield, and Rev.

Bishop presiding.

F. O. HAILEY Sc

Jul4d6t__

EDUCATIONAL.

Ladies’ Bonnet, Zinc, Leather, Patent Excelsior, “Crystalized Zinc,”
Sole Leather and Canvas Trunks.

EVENING.

great importance of the missionary labor, and
closed with an eloquent appeal for assistance in
carrying on the work.
Thanks were returned te the speakers by the
Bishop in the name of his people.
At the close of the services a special contribution was taken up for missionary uses.

Sebago

TRUNKS
AND
BAGS.

.ltf

Estate on
by Auction.

WE

|
|

SILK
HATS.
The Broad way and
only $3.00 and

St.

shall sell on Wednesday, June 20. at 3
o’clock p. m.. the two story French roof
house and lot situated on corner of New State and
leering streets and known as the Dana property.
House is brick, with free stone trimmings, and
contains eleven finished rooms with gas,
water, bath rooms, first and second floors piped for hot
and cold water with set marble basins; good cellar,
furnace, perfect drainage, etc. The location on two
of the fluest thoroughfares of the city, is unsurpassed. The up[>er stories commaud a line view of surrounding country. Within one minute’s walk of
Congress street horse cars, &c. Sale will be without reserve to closo an estate. For further particulars enquire of

In all Styles and Colors.

OWEN, MOORE & CO.

benediction.

The Rt. R8v. Lord Bishop of Quebec follow'
ed with a brief history of his own diocese, of
the Episcopal church in general, and of the

ON

uated about 300 feet from city line In Deering, opposite Longfellow property, Saccarappa road. Tbie
property has a frontage of about 4M) feet, and runs
about half way to
Libby’s Cornet (nils is a desirable
tract of land situated about one inlle from Market
Square; should attract the attention of capitalists.
F. O. HAILEY.& tO., Auctioneers.

Deering

HAMMOCKS

We shall sell one case Ladies’
Full Fashioned English Hosiery
In plain solid inode colors at 25
cents per pair. This is one of
the best bargains in low priced
Hosiery we have ever offered.

hospitality

by

Valuable Land near Portland, by
Auction.
Thursday. June 21, at 3 o’clock p. in., wo
shall sell about 16 acres of val uable land, sit*

Valuable Real

JUISTE 14,

cal Club of the American church.
A digest of the Councils of Virginia, from
the bishop of the Diocese.
Rev. Mr. Washburn moved that a vote of
thanks be passed by the convention for the

O, HAILEY 2H;0.,Auclisse«r»,

JuSdtd

We have lots of specialties in Straw
and Light Hats this Spring. We
have the South American and Cu
ban Hats, made from the French
Palm, which are very light weight
and white; also the latest high
crown Pearl Semi Stiff Hats.

.55

THURSDAY,

Bishop

services were conducted

F.

.75

Warranted,

RINES

The official year book of the Church of England, presented by Geo. E. B. Jackson.
A memorial of George E. Hayes, presented
by Rev. C. W. Hayes.
Churoh documents published by the Histori-

The evening

WE

V. 0.

brary during the"past year the following:
Ten volumes from the library of the late Mr.
Henry B. Carlton.
Hebrew Bible from Rev. Mr. Allen.

Prophesies...Helen Frances Dyer
Valcdcitory. ..Emma Duran Dyer
Music.

Styles,

of the

Resolved, That it is inexpedient for this convention to assent to the ratification of the book
of common prayer as moved by the general
convention of 1880.

the late

in 4

White Nainsooks.
“
Fine “
Children’s Hose, Finished Seams,
Foster’s Best Kid Gloves,

resolution:

An excellent likeness of

Corsets,
“

Dress
All Wool, Pant

$1.00,

following

Burgess.

“

Fine, All Wool,

large class will graduate at the approaching
commencement. During the year a debt of
$7000 has been paid and a small balanoe will
be relumed to the treasury after all bills have
been paid.

Bradley

5.00
2.25
.50
.75
.25

Black Cashmeres,
Heavy
“
“
wide “
Block Dress Silks,

iu substance that the whole number shall
be reported by the rectors of the parishes who
have not permanently removed out of the dio-

Mr.

3.75

40 cent Lisle Gloves,

was

Rev.

$1.00

on

jul2d3t

SOFT
AND
STIFF
HATS.

.75

“

$0.25

participated iu by the Rev. Messrs. IWillman,
Kittle, Upjohn, Dalton, Washburn and others
of the clergy, also by Geo. E. B. Jackson,
Henry Ingalls, Charles B. Merrill and others.
The report of the majority was acoepted and

Country Store by Auction.

LIGHT,

$1.00

$5.00 Satin
Pairasols,
“
Satin Lined
Real 75 cent

it

wc arc

Ladies’ Warranted Rubber Circulars,
“
“
“
Children’s

The convention next took up the amendof the canon relating to reotors of parishes furnishing whole re-tabulated lists of
those who have not communed for any reason
during the yoar.
This canon was discussed at great length,
ment

Class

Class

SALES.

shall sell
THURSDAY, June 14th, at 10
a.m. an<l 2^ p.in., at salesroom 18 Exchange
street, about 200 pairs Boots and Shoes, Clothing,
Cloths, Dry Goods, Fancy Goods, Groceries and Pat.
Medicines. Crockery Ware, School Books,Store Fixtures, Scales, Show Cases, Desks, &c.

HATS.

ollowing
goods
selling this week
at prices never known in any
previous year.
arc

day.’

The

Slock of

ORY GOODS H LOW PRICES STRAW

Pratt.
The convention organized for business at
9.30 o'olock, the Rt. Rev. Bishop iu the chair.
Canon Sills read the proceedings of yester-

George Winslow Ward

Awarding Diplomas.

AUCTION

_

er wont

Cape Elizabeth High School.
Tlio graduating exercises of the Cape Elizabeth High School will take place at the town
hall one week from to-morrow, the 22d, at
2 o'clock in tbo afternoon. Chandler’s orchestra
will famish music and a vocalist will probably
be secured to take part. The following is a

MISCELLANEOUS.

__

Report o'f tne Second Day's Proceedings.

rare

The afternoon meeting began at 4 o'clock.
The minute made in reference to the answer*
to the queries was presented.

EVENING.

The following transfers of real estate in this
county have been recorded at the Registry of

aid, and

impossible.

At Falmouth an amount was subscribed to
pay the expenses of two Iudians to Kansas
yearly meeting. A letter was received, signed
by the Modocs, expressing their gratitude for
the favor.
The Bible schools in Rhode Island quarterly
meeting have collected about $50, which they
have forwarded to John M. Watson, of the L.
Gifford bequest, $50.13 has been used to repair
the White Institute at Wabash Countv. Ind.
The whole amount to be raised by the different
yearly meetings is $3,500, the qaota of this
We recommend that
yearly meeting is $595.
this sum be appropriated.
Sabah W. Goddabd,
I. E. B biggs.

wishes of hosts of friends.
Beal

Proceedings of Yesterday's
Meetings.

The committee on the concern of this meeting for the improvement of the Indians, presented the following report:

MISCELLANEOUS NOTICES.
Riues Bros.
ENTERTAINMENTS.

City Hall—Lyceum

The

a.

CITY AND VICINITY.
IFoa Other Local Matter

More Reports of Friends' Work.

work. Ten years ago a mission was begun on
Mt. l^ebanon, a spot much spokou of in the
sacred Scriptures.
There is now a church
there, anil schools, in which 1100children are
a
Christian
education. He spoko of
receiving
the rapid diffusion of the English language
and the necessity that the literature we send to
other countries be pare, and the missionaries
aud churches at homo whole-hearted and faithful. God had noble work for this century; the
charge to every one was, "Do the host thou
caust,” illustrate the truths of the Gospel by a
life devoted to the service of God.
Eli Jones was followed by Sarah Harris,who
spoke of the work in the South, and Emetine

DIOCESAN CONVENTION.

ovor

|

Street,

Portland, Mo.

Juno 5,1883.

jn0tl3w

Torpedoes, Paper Caps, Bomba
Caps Mammoth Paper Capa
.Japanese Toxqiedoos, Roman Candles, Rockets,
Stulls, Mines, Wheels, Hags, Japanese and Chinese Lanterns, Fire
Balloons, etc., wholesale and
retail.
W Send for Price List
Also a large stock of Uammocks, Feather Dusters, Base Bails, I awn Tenuis, Croquet. Lawn Pool
(new), Baby Carriages, ete.

CHAN. I)A^ JR. & CO.
jttl3

No. 187 Middle Street,

d3w

MISCELLANEOUS-

NEWPORT—Ar 10th, schs S P Adams, Greenlaw, Calais: Star, Hodgdon, Bangor.
Sailed 12tb, sobs C B Paine, from New York for
Eastport: Emma K Smalley, do for Machias.
NEW BEDFORD—Sid 12th, sobs Kdw Stanley,
Sherman, Bangor; George W Jewett, MoKowu, for
Portsmouth.
VINEYARD-HAVEN—Ar 11th,brigRUen Mario,
from Amboy for Salem; Rabboni, do for Bangor;
sobs Lucy Amos. Roudoul for Boston; Rosie & Aura,
Eiizaueibport for do; Albus, Port Johnson for do;
Bertha E Glover, Amboy for Portsmouth; Lucy
Baker, do Welltleet A J York, Port Johnson tor
Gardiner; Gen Howard, Aiuboy for Augusta; Silver
Spray, Amboy for Thomas ton; Walter Frankliu,
New York for Calais; A B Crabtree, Sullivan for
New York.
Sailed, sohs Ida L Howard, Hcnben » astinan, and
Bertha.
KDGAKTOWN—Ar 10th, sobs Delnwont Locke,
from Port Jobnsou for Boston; Abm Richardson,
New York for Saco.
Ar 11th, schs Helen E Russell, from Amboy for
Portland; E G Willard. New York for Saco.
BOSTON—Ar 12th, brig Hattie B Hussey, liodgdou, Baltimore; Express, Hodgdon. Calais; Harriet
Rogers, Nutter, Steuben; Orion. White, Belfast.
Below, brig Ellen Maria; schs Lucy Baker, Lucy
Ames, A H Waite, W S Jordau.
Cld 12th, brig Ouolaska, origgs,
Fajardo.
•Ar 18to, barque (.'has Fobes, Buckman,
Naguabo;
Lnrinda Borsteil, Borstal], Matanzas; brig
l.abaiua,
Crowley, Port Spain; Woodbury, Brown, Cienfuesens Parker M
Hooper, Ooloord, Philadelphia;
uoy Aiues, Melvin, Roudout; W S Jordan, Crowell
Amboy; Abhio Dunn, Robbins, Hoboken; Lawrence
Haynes, Lewis, and D B Everett, McLain, do; S W
Brown, Rladdocks. Rockland.
MARBLEHEAD -Ar Oth, soh fi M Sawyer, Dobbin. Perth Amboy.
NEWhlJHYpoRT—Ar 10th, soh Clias E Sears,
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Wit and Wisdom.
“1

saturated to the epidermis,” said the
high school girl, throwing her gum bools iuto
the eorutr. “1 dou’t wondor|at that,” replied
her mother; ’’they give you such hard lessons
at school.”—Oil City Derrick.

•*i

am

Sanford’s Ginger for the feeble.
The best place to sling a hammock? Why,
sling it iuto the dirt barrel before you go out of
town.—Boston Commercial Bulletin.

*■

There is
married
know

uothiug whatever that either the
single can either require or wish to

or

but

what is

in a uow

fully explained

C>»;

book just published, entitled, "The Science of
See advertise'
Life, or Self-Preservation.’’
merit.

“How to Attain tire Life Beyond,” is the
ritlo of a fifty-cent book. Wo will tell you for
a cent.
Eit a cucumber.—Burlington Free
Press.

Absolutely Pure-_

“Torn Asunder,” is the title of

This Powder never varies. A marvel of
parity,
strength and wbolesotneuess. More economical than
the ordinary kim’s, and cannot be sold iu com pot L
with
tlon
the multitude of low test, short weight
alum or phosphate powders.
Sold on Ip in cans.
Royal Baking Powdek Co., 106 Wall St., N. V.
mch6
dlyr

We should

gether,”

play

Stuck To-

FOKEICJIV 1*0 If I'M.
Ar at Anjier 4tli inst, ship Ice
King, Bartlett,
New York tor Shaughae.
Sid fin Calcutta 12th inst, ship Alameda,
Nickels,
New York.
Victoria, BC-Iu Royal Roads lat inst, ship Kate

effort.—Boston Commercial Bulletin.

BURNETT’S COCOAINE
Promotes the Growth of the Hair,;
And renders it dark aud glossy. It holds, in a
liquid form, a large proportiou of deodorized

Davenport. Mallett, Melbourne.

Shi tm Havana 4th lust, brig John II
Crandon,
Pierce, Delaware Breakwater; 6th, barque Louise
Adelaide, Orr, M stanzas; 7th, Mignou, Paterson,
Sagua; brig Rocky (ileu, Brav, North ot Hatteras.
Ar at Matunzaii 2d inst, barque
Wandering Jew,
Ulmer, New York.
Sid Oth, barque Alex Campbell, Bunker; Philadelphia; brigs Kalnua, Ray. and Auiy A Lane, Coetl-

Cocoanitt Oil, prepared expressly for this
purpose. Xo other coinjtound possesses the peculiar properties which so exactly suit the various conditions of the human hair.

TREAT T11K HUMAN MACHINE
GENTLY.
NEITHER CONSTIPATION.
COLIC, I)IAR-

RHCEA,

DYSKN i’ERY. OK OTHER BOWEL COMPLAINTS. CAN BE CURED BY ABUSING THE
DELICATE MACHINERY OF THE SYSTEM
WITH FURIOUS PURGATIVES.
THE BEST
AND SAFEST REMEDY, PARTICULARLY AT
THIS SEASON. IS A TK YSPOONFUL OF TAMR A vr* K LTZ E RAPE HUNT. TA K EN
IN A GLASS OF W ATER. WHICH WILL GENT
LY RELIEVE. WHILE TONING AND HEALING
TH E IRK1TATE D INTESTINE.
ju 12TThS2w

gan, Delaware Breakwater.
Ar at Cardeuaa 3d inst, barque Walker
Armingtou, Smith, Boston.
At havaua 7th lust, barques Helen Samis, Nor.
ton, aud Bertha, Orickett, for Delaware iiroak*

to have no trace
of bitterness; even sugar lias a drawback—«t
the custom house.—Lowell Courier.
Few things are

so

sweet

as

water.
At Matanias Oth inst. brig Lixzie Wynmn, Gaul,
for Philadelphia, ldg; Josefa,
Goodwin, for North
of Hatteray.
At Cow Bay 7th inst, barque Journal, Hennessay,
for Portlaud.
Ar at St John, NB, 11th lust, barque
Competitor,
Kubu, Portland ; schs Kben Fisher, Reynolds, do;
C Hanrahan, Campbell, Boston.
Cld at Frederickton, NB, 9th inst, soli Westfield,

iufaut crying in the night,
An infant crying for the light,
And with no language but a cry."
The child was in pain, and kuew no better
than to cry until morning, or until somebody
brought him something to relieve his suffering
Everybody who has the care of a small child
“An

Perry, Portlaud.

MPOKEN.
April 15, lat 6 S, Ion 28, ship Storm King, Heed,
from

should remember that the little fellow’s pains
and gripes are ever more severe to him thau
corresponding paius would be to a big man.

Acting

on

this, it is wise always

Davis’s Pain Killer

on

to

New York for Sau Francisco.
April 16, lat 20 S, Ion 49, ship Wachusett, Foster,
from New York for Hong Kong.
June 10, lat 35 60, Ion 75 37. brig J II Craudou.
Pierce, from Havaua for New York.

have Pehry

hand.

FINANCIAL AND COMMERCIAL

An Artistic Success. Mr. Higgins—“My son
Samuel studied art in Paris for six years.” Mr.
Raphael d’Umber—"Ah, did he succeed?”
Mr. Higgius—“Succeed! Well, I guess he did
succeed. Why, sir, he now has the largest
bone fertilizer factory in the State of Ohio. I
call that success.”

ments of the rational medical philosophy which at
present prevails. It is a perfectly pure vegetable
remedy, embracing the three important properties
of a preventive, a tonic and an alterative
It fortifies the body against disease, invigorates an. revitalises the torpid stomach and liver, and effects a salutary change in the entire system.
For sale by all Druggists and dealers
generally.

are aware

•iAil.lNG

LAMAR, RANKIS{& LAMAR,
Wholesale Druggists.
We know tlie

Atlanta, Ga., August, 1881.
gentlemen composing the firm of

Rankin & Lamar.

cstizens of

State,

our

men

They
tf

are

prominent

means, and of

high

and standing.
J. W. ENGLISH, Mayor of’Atlanta.
J. H. PORTER, ash’r Merchants Bk.
P. ROMARE, Cash'r Atlanta Xat’l Bk.
A. O. BACON, Speaker Ho. Reps.. Ga.
ALF. H. COLQUITT, Governor of Ga.

character

Write for

a

little book—free.

copy of the

81,000

Reward will be paid to any Chemist
find, on the analysis of 100 bottles S. S. S.,
particle of Mercury, Iodide Potassium, or any

one

THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO.,
Drawer 3, Atlanta, Ga.

Jn9ST&Thlw

THE

FROM

FOS

NEW YORK

Elba.New York..Bremen
June
St Germain.New York. Havre
June
Bermuda.New York. .St Kitts
Jnne
Republic.New Yor k.. Li verpool.. .Jnno
Hammouia.New York. Hamburg...Jane
Orinco.New York. .Bermuda
Jaue
Jnne
City of Puebla.New York..Havana
City of Alexandria New York..Vera Cruz June

13
13
13
14
14
14
14
14
Cepbalonia.Boston.Liverpool. ..June 16
June 16
Niagara.New York..Havana
Baltic.2Vew Tor*..Liverpool...dime 16
Circassia.New York..Glasgow
June 16
Saber.New York..Bremen
June 16
Switzerland.New York. .Antwerp ...June 16
Alaska.New York.. Liverpool.. .June 19
Scythia.New York..Liverpool.. .June 20
June 20
Amerique.New York..Havre
City Washington. ..New Y’ork. Havana ...June 21

:

—

...

j

■

11

...

ALMANAC.JUNE 14.
4 15 Higli w&ter, .pm
ri«-.
6.40

MINI AT'* HE

I

S tu
Sar1 «et-.7.45

Moon sets..

%lA-R-nSTE
PORT OP

IMMENSE

0.38

NEWS.

PORTLAND.

1
WEDNESDAY, June 13.
Arrived.
Barque Fides, (Nor) Thomsen, Barbadoes, with
molasses to E Churchill & Co.
Vessel to Byau &
Kelsey.
Sch John H Converse, Leighton, New York-coal

to Randall & McAllister.
Sch Canton, Whittier, New York.
Sch Czar, Jones, New York—coal to G T Railway Co.
Sch Dolphin, from New York for Yarmouth.
Sch Samaritan, Nickerson, Bangor for Boston,
leaking bally. Will discharge deckload and haul
out for repairs.
Sch Chas A Mproul, Humphrey, Damariacotta for
Boston.

Ladies’ Curacoa Kid
shall continue the Special Sale on ladles’Curacoa Kid Button 16 day» from .June 1
Button.

Brig fsidora Rior.da, Jones, Moule, Guad—J J^
Hamlen & Son.
Scb J N Fitzpatrick, Doughty,Philadelphia -Clark
& Chaplin ice Co.
Sch Sarah C Smith, Slockley, Philadelphia—Clark
Sc Ohaplin loe Co.
Sch C J Willard. Wallace. Philadelphia—Mark
p Emery.
Scb Utica, (Br) Williams, St John, NB—master.
Sch Caroline Kriescher, Devereux, Bangor—S W
Tbaxter.
Scb Lizzie S Haynes. Gamage, Kennebec, to load
for Philadelphia—J Nickerson Sc Son.
Sch Agnes, Ham, Orland-N Biake.
Sch Black Warrior, Babbidge, North Haven- N
Blake.

A rat. Havre 11th

possible

$180,000 in cash will be expended for equipment
to be placed on the road during the construction of
the line. and$400.0<K> in bonds and $500,000 in
stockwill remain in the treasury when the road is
completed,and will be used for additional equipment
and improvements.
$850.00 and accrued interest from Jan. 1,
1883, Five Shares of Stock, par value $100 each,
and a $1000 Bond will be given, the latter bearing
interest from Jan. 1, 1883.
The price will be
For

advanced from time to time

as

the

road progresses.

building of

the

from the sale of bonds will be deGi tidings & Co. of Boston, for
account of Post, Martin & Co., New York, who are
the fiscal agents for the syndicate.
The

proceeds

Money to pay the interest on all sold bonds,
to and including July 1,1884, will be deposited

trust in

a

up
in

national bank in Boston.

These bonds are worthy the attention of careful
and prudent investors. Full information furnished
on

application

C. G.

to

PATTERSON, Principal Contracior

If. T. MUTUAL LIFE BUILDING,
95 Mlilk Ntreet,

Boston.
eod2m

my 12

Ladiev

('liici's,

Border HaiidkerIO cents.

Hemstitched
Handkerchiefs, la 1.2 cts , worth 25 ets.
White Quilts $1.00, worth $1.25.
White Quills, fringed, 88 cents,
worth

5-8 Damask

J*ai>kius,$i.75,uor(h
$2.

3-1 Damask

$1.00.

»0.

N!npkins,$|.?5.worth
$2.50..

Yard wide Printed Dress Cambrics
6 1-4 ets. ALoa large and choice assortment (if New Dress (loads, Laces,
Hosiery, Huttons, Notions Ac. at very
low prices.

J. M. DYER &
majl

CO.,

511 Conic ress 8lrect.

eodtl

ith work

Low Congress Shoes a specialty. Gent’s
Shoes with Boston toe,London toe and plain French
toe, widths A A, A, B, C and D. Gent’s fancy Jersey Shoes with light fancy tops. Gent’s cheap and
medium Summer Shoes ns low as the lowest. We
have several odd lots of Gent’s low shoes which will
be sold without regard to cost.

Jersey

Received this

a. tn.

another large Invoice of

Woodmansee

&

Garside’s

fine N. Y« Boots, in French Kid, Foxed with French
Matt Kid top, and Patent Leather, Foxed with
French Matt Kid Top. You can find W'oodinansee
and Garside’s fine N. Y. Boots on COBgrevs street,
in several
from which to select. All widths,
sizes and half sizes.

inst, ship Swallow, Duncan,

New Orleans.
Ar at Hong Kong prev to 12th inst, barque Fannie Skolfleld, Dunning, New York.

styles

jiehoranda,
Ariadne, Colby, which arrived at Churchill's
wharf, Windsor, NS, Gth Inst, parted lines 7th and
She was towed to Harding’s Creek
keeled over.
next tide, all right.
Sch Native American, Murphy, from Calais for
Boston, put into Booth bay 12 th inst leaky and with
loss of part of deckload.
Sch Hunter, Rowe, was struck by lightning 11th,
at Jftootbbay. and had maintopmast shivered.

FORjSALE.

schooner

yacht MIST, 10 tons, 42-0x12KKIC1.
0x0, lu commission and ready for immediate
Hoa two stateroom*
with set bowl and

use.

Juiill

Winston, Forsythe Co N. C., March 15, 1880.
-1 desire to express to you my thanks for
1 was troubled with
vour wonderful Hop Bitters.
Dyspepsia for live years previous to commencing
the use of your Hop Bitters some six mouths ago.
My cure has been wonderful. I am pastor of the
First Methodist Church of this place, and my whole

congregateu

can

bitters.

testify to the great
Very respectfully,

dllt

foliage for Sale.
Woodford’s Corner, Deerlng; bouse contains
nine rooms,
bus
brick cistern, llliered
Lot 60 x 100 feet. Terms—one-half cash
balance to suit purchaser.
luUdlw*
WM. Ir jKKItlS.

AT

water.

virtue of your

Rev. H.
V., March

FEUSBfeE.

If you have a sick frioud, whose life is a
one bottle of Hop Bitters wdl restore that

JuMdw

TWIN COTTAGE

burden
friend to

FOR MALE.

seen a

sick

Hitters.

day since

the motl desirable location at FERKY BEACH
two minutes walk of the Bay Vikw
Housk. Very convenient for one or two families.
Beautiful beach and scenery. For price and particulars, luijulre of W. 8. DKNNBTT, Saco Me.

1

took

Hop

I"6_dtf

Mrs. Fanny Green.

Evansville, Wii.,

June

Gorham Village, a story and a lmlf house
with large lot set to fruit trees, five minutes
walk from Normal and other schools, chursbes and
depot A nice place for a lady who has children to
educate, l’rice low. Terms easy. Apply to
G. D. WEEKS, Box 105, Gornam, Me

AT

juu5

Woodford's, 2 tenement House
AT Woodford's,
rented, will be
investment.
GARDINER,

S.

my26d3w*

Carleton and Hraekett Stt., for
merly occupied by .Joshua llobha. Inquire of
JOHN P. HOBBS,
NO. 30 Market Street.
ap7dtf

HOUSE

aprO

Hambletpnian,
of 1883, at I*re-

STARTLE HAMBLETONIAN Is a dark bay,
with block points. 10 hands high and weighs 1060
pounds, was foaled April 11th, 1870, bred by Robert Bonner of Mew York, sire STARTLE, son of
ItYSDYK’S HAMBLETONIAN, dam ELSIE, by
New York Ledger. 2d. dam by Seely’s AMERICAN
STAR.
NEW YORK LEDGER was sired by Hougland’s
GRAY MESSENGER, dam, FLATBUSH MAID,
one of the fastest mares,
single and double in
Mr. Bonner’s famous
Hougland’s Messenger sired HONEST DUTCHMAN, 2.26% ami

(both
stable,

BLENDE. 2.29%.
STARTLE trotted a public trial over Fleetwood
Park, N. Y., before completing his fourth year In
2.19% and is the sire of PORTIA. 2.29%.

4tf

Situated on the line of the
miles from Portland.
Contains 300 acres, a
portion of which is
valuable timber laud, and alone is worth more than
the price of the farm.
It has a modern 1 Va story
house, stable 40x00, barn 40x72, with commodious
all in good repair, and a never failing
There are tifty acres
supplv of running water,
excellent tillage land under a good state of cultiva
tion and cuts about forty tons hay, and has one of
the best mountain pastures in the State. The land is
well adapted for any kind of farming, and is one of
the finest situations on the line of the P. & O. K. K.
Price #7,000. For terms and other information
address
OLIVER D. RICE,
No. 110 Commercial street, Portland, Me.
mar24
dtf

outbuildings

For Male.
Land and Stable on Adams Street, also in Cape Elizabeth a one story House
and Laud, and three acres of Land on
Cape Cottage road, line situation for
j Summer Residence. For particulars inquire of B. J. WILLARD., No. 43 Commercial Street, Portland Me.
eodtf

apH>__

HOUSE FOR SALE.
on

two families and in good order, and is a good in
vestment. Terms easy.
Inquire of
BEN J. THOMPSON,
86 Exchange Street.
apI2eodtf

FOB SALE.
STAND. One of tho best}loca>
tionB in the city. It Is in the centre of
PHYSICIAN'S
district that has been
a

recognized as physician's headcentury or more. The house is
tiurniihed with all the modern improvements,
large
now brick furnace, cemented cellar, hot and cold
water In every chamber, hath room, two water rflosets, gas, &c. No repairs will lie needed for many
years. Has been oocnpied by the same physician
for nearly 15 years. Terms easy. For further particulars enquire at 14 Brown street, or N. S.
mafxlif
UAitDlNEK, 113 Exchange street,
a

Farm For Sale or To Let.
of the best farms incite County of Cumberland. situated in Cape Elizabeth, know* a* the
“Brook* Farm” will be sold at a great bargain. S.
L. CARLETON, Att’y at Law, 180 Middle St. Portland, Me.
mar8dtf

RESIDENCE

FOB

SaLE.

the late Rev.
on Mncoln St.,
Contains tine garden
For particulars apply to

very desirable resilience of
Zenas Thompson, situate 1
THE
Woidford’s

and fruit trees.
ZENAS THOMPSON, Jr,, or
FRED H. THOMPSON, 3ti Union St., City.
«W>22
dtf

W.

A.

S.

Now Orleans.
Cld 9tb, schs Ella Elliott, Russell, for Matanzas;
Jennie 8 Hall, Hail, Providence; Sadie Wllleutt,
SIGN OF THE GOLD
Jackson, New York.
Jf’2
eod dtf
BRUNSWICK-Ar 7th, sch Wni Wilson, Berrv,
New York.
Cld 8th, sch F L Richardson, Balano, St John, NB
Cld 9th, sch Etta A Stlmpson, Bunker, for New
York.
BALTIMORE—Ar 11th, §ch Montana, Brown,
Boston.
PHILADELPHIA—Cld lltb, sch Carrie A Norton, Hodsdon, Kennebec.
Ar 12tb, sch Pbebe J Woodruff, Mayo, Baltimore.
Ar 12tb, sets Ridgewood, Hand, H alio well; AuAm n NCKCirn: far
gustus Hunt, Baker, Boston; C W May, Davis, Kennebec; Standard, Bennett, do.
Cld 12tb, schs E O Knight, Potter, Salem; TB i
Witherspoon. Sheppard, Portland.
Below, sch Clara Leavitt.
Ar at Delaware Breakwater 12tb, brig Kaluna,
Ray, Matanzas 7 days.
PERTH AMBOY-Ar 11th, sch John (Jorard,
Has met with unparalleled success wherever it bos
Brown, New York.
been introduced, not only curing cases of niraole
Sid 12tb, sch Florida, Ferguson, Jacksonville.
forms of these diseases hut many wonderful cures
NEW YORK—Ar lltb. schs Lucy Hammond,
of CHRONIC RHEUMATISM arc lecorded, and
Robinson, Biml, NB; Jas Warren, Harper, St John;
thus far not a single instance where relief has not
Freddie Eaton, Warr, Calais; Mary Brewer, l oll
been afforded.
maD, Rockland; Leonora, Bonsey, Grenada.
This medicine is put up -with groat care, containschs
Belle
Ar 12th,
Hooper, Warren, Matanzas;
ing nothing that would bo in any way injurious to
SPThurlow, Tabbut, Windsor, NS; Xirnetia, from
the most delicate constitution. Every one win* has
fm
F
Gocd,
Pike,
Macbias; Mary
Whiting; Osprey, used it has recommended it to other
sufferers, and if
Crowley, St John, NB; Sea Bird, McMullin, Ellsgiven a fair trial It will prove Its own merits
worth; Katie Mitchell, Oliver, Augusta; EJbrldge
The
testimonial
to
came
us entirely unfollowing
Gerry, Perry, Seal Harbor; Frank Maria, Keunls
solicited, and Is a specimen of scores w* have on
ton, Rockland; Mary Sands, Greenloaf. Westport;
the
number
file,
increasing daily.
Cb irley Hanley, Dyer, Rockland,
New Haven, January 1,1883.
Cld 12tb. schs Cyrus McKown, Brown, Frontera;
R. N. SKARLFH:
Pearl, Groucber, Windsor, NS.
it .Silt.—I am glad to certify that your RheuUfa
Passed the Gate 12th, schs R W Denham, and A G
matic cure, Athlophoros. has cured my wile when
Pease, from New York for Portland; T K PJllsbury,
all other remedies ami Ilie doctors failed. Shi- was
do for Boston; E M Branscomb, New York for Prowith severe rheumatic pain—could scarce
vidence; Eiouise. Elizabethport for Portland.
ly move in bed. A fter taking thr* o doses, according
PROVIDENCE—Ar 3 2th, sch Stephen G Hart,
to direction, I assisted her into a carriage, and she
Torrey, Brunswick; Abigail Haynes, Smith, from
enjoyed the ride very much after being confined to
New York.
her bed for three weeks, boning for something to
Hid 32th, schs Allendale, Welch, New York; Alarelief. She lias taken nut one bottle to effect a
give
bama, Warr, do.
permanent cure. Yours respectfully,
SOMERSET—Ar 12th, sch Haltio 8 Williams,
REV. E. N. SKELYK,
Georgetown, DC.
Agent Hoard of Charities. New Haven, Omn.
DUTCH ISLAND HARBOR—Sid 32th,brig Mary
For Sale by II. H. HAY A SON, Portland Me.
E Peviuell, from Fall River tor New
York; schs EdPREPARED MV
ward W Perry, St John fer Charleston;
Klbrldgo
Gerry. Vinalhaven for New York ; Harry C Chester,
Mad ias for do; Thayer Kimball, Rockland for
f
Wall
I
do;
Hired, New lforlt.
Marla Adelaide, and Edwin A Stevcne, Bangor for
John W* Perkins ffk Co., Portland, Me.,
do; Idaho, Rockland for New j<ondon; R L Kenney, Wholesale Agents.

BOOT.

SEARLES’

ATHLOPHOROS

Rheumatism

\eiiral^ia,

rendered Impure
or

over

by

prostrate

Bray,

THE ATHLOPHOROS
ap21

COMPANY,
d&w3m

A public

SO vears duration in every

our

country of Udolpho Wolfe's

its unsolicited endorsement by

the medical faculty and

a

sale uneqnnled

Young, Ifliddlc-

by any other alcoholic distillation have

The untold miseries tliat remit from indiscretion
in early life may bo alleviated and cured.
Those
wlio doubt this assertion should purchase and read
the new medical work published bv the IVubodT
flrdiciil luwiiiaiic. Boston, entitled The Nclrnrr of l,ifr; <ir, NrIf-I'hmiviiiion.
It is
not only acotnpletnand perfect treatise on Manhood,
Exhausted Vitality, Nervous and
Debility,
Physical
Premature Deelii.e In man, Errors of Youth, etc.,
hut it contains one hundred and t wenty-live prescriptions for acute and chronic diseases, rnch our
of wliicli is iiivfiiuu !»!«*,so proved by the author
whose experience for 21 years is such as probably
never before fell to the lot of any phvslolan.
It
contains 800 pages, bound in hoautlfiil embossed
covers, full gilt, embellished with the very finest
steel engravings, guaranteed to bo a liner work In
every rouse—mechanical, literary, or professional—
than any other work retailed in this country for
will he refunded.
#2 .50, or the
Price only
mall. Cold Modal awarded by the Na$1.25
tional Medical Association to the officers of which
the author refers. Illustrated sample sent on receipt of six cents. Send now.
Address PEABODY MEDICAL INSTITUTE, or
Dr. \V. IL PABKEIt, No. 4 BuiUnch Street, Boston,
Mass. The author may be consulted on all diseases
requiring skill and experience.

insured for it the reputation of salnbrity
claimed for it.

WINES d

LIQUORS

R. STANLEY & SON,

18 BEAVER

STREET,

..

l.ANU, MAINE.

Al»i>, Goneral MaiiHg.'re
FOR

for

Now England,

T11E OEliKBKATED

dljr

EltOM

aogio

Mineral

S|>riii£ Water,

IIAIMMNON, MAINE.

Yes. it
undoubtedly a good plan to take
to the summer home a irell selected set
booksfor singmy and for playing.
For HiuginK, laltr;

Gems of

($2. boards,

Advertising Agent,

WASIII «T*N NT.,
IIOSTON
Contract, for AdvartlBemanu In Newspaper, tn a
oltla, and town* of the United State* and the
Britieb I'rorlneee.

and

intermediate

Portlaud

New York, Trenton &

Fabyan*.

Montreal, Ogdensburg, Burling

St ‘inns in Philadelphia
>h.la Sc Reading: R. R.
NINTH
VD UHKEN streets,
■t*hila

Uumford Falls & Buckfleld

AN)

Hr

Songs, Old and New.
Song.

192 Ibis; 92.50 Cl.]
Admirable assemblage of the sweetest sacred lyrics. Plano or Orgiii accompaniment.
For Plsyinit, Mkr;
§

Musical Favorite,

(f2NB,'S,r;”ycw)an

chosen collection of Plano IMeces of medium ditti
culty.
» Each
*1.1TI-* « r NT u A r.SJN.
Bds.
92.
IJK.TIN or TIIK DtkNCK. i
92.50 ClothThe very brightest piano music published.
Descriptions of dO other first-class collections sent
on

application.
Nearly

Itr

tb:

A Grand Book of WAR SONGS.
For Camp
out for It.

Fire.,

and

all G. A. H. meeting..

Look

Aiiy book mailed, postpaid, for retail prlco.

OLIVER DITNON & CO., BmIol.
JWnlZ

sure t©

buy

TTUSS&wZltf

iickcu

BOUND

(at any

railroad

or

PARE,
Way,
J
One

WANTS.

vtaaza

New England) ria
BROOK BOUTK.

boat office In

Leave Lewiston at 7.10 a. w. and 1.67 p. in.
Stage connections with Byron, Mexico, Dlxdeld,
Pern, Livermore, West Snmner and Turner.
L. L. LINCOLN. 8npt.
Portland. Oct. 16, 1883
oct!4dtf

New \ork and Philadelphia | Exe.nl..,

Wanted.

83.30
4,00

young’,men In the city
country to
take
LADIES
light work at their homes; auy
ilo
work sent

it;

objection,
BURT A

or

junl3

by mail, good salaiy,

one can
distance no

■')

canvassing. Address with stamp.
EMMONS, Boa 2178, Boston, Maas.
no

ENGLANDAGENCT,
Washington Street, Boston,

ail

ami

_ten.

H. P. BALDWIN
Pam, Agent C. K. B. o

Boston & Maine

dlw*

J.

Railroad,

FALL AM) WINTER ARRANGEMENT.

Wanted.

On aud after Monday, Oct. 16, 1882,

GIRL to <1, housework at 234 STATE ST.
None but a good cook, washer and ironer,
need apply. Call between 3 and « o'clock p. m.
jel3
dtf

PASSENGERTKA1NS MILL LEAVE
PORTLAND far RONTON

A

_

ftSH*JWS!l»t 8.45 a. m., 1.00 and
fw=^anhh| at Boeton at

3.30

p. m.,

1.15. 6.10
8.00 p. m. RONTON FOR
PORTLAND at 9.00 a. m., 12.30 and 3.30
p. m„ arriTing at Portland at 1.00, 6.00, and 8.00
m.
PORT! AND FOR NCARRORO
P.
REACH, and PINE POINT, 8,45 a. m.,
3.30
and
5.40
m.
p.
FOR
(See note.)
OLD
ORCHARD
REACH,
BID DEFORD AND KENNENACO,
RtJNK at 8.45 a. m., 1.00, 3.30 and 5.40 p. m.
FOR WELLS at 8.45 a. m., 3.30 p. m. (See
note.) FOR NORTH BERWICK, SALMON
IS RE IT
FALLS,
FALLS,
DOVER,
EXETER,
HAVERHILL,
LAWRENCE, ANDOVER AND LOWand

Wanted.
a child OBe year old and
a nurse, good
accommodations with
hoard iu a private family, (or House
where very few boarders are taken) in
the neighborhood of Portland near the
sea, and easy of access. Address at once
with full particulars as to locality, advantages and terms &e. BOX 926,
Montreal. Canada.
janlldlw_
For two ladles,

ELL at 8.45 a. m., 1.00 and 3.30 p, m. FOR
NEW MARKET at 8.46 a. m. 3.30 p. m.
FOR ROCHENTEKandFARMINGTON,
N. H., 8.46a.m., 1.00 and 3.30 p. m. FOR
ALTON BA V at 8.45 a. m., 3.30 p. m.
FOR
MANCHESTER AND CONCORD N. U.,
(ria Lawrence) at 8.46 a, m. (Tia New Market
Jet.) at 3,30 p. in. MORNING TRAIN
LEAVES KENNERTNK FOR PORTLAND at 7.25.
NOTK-The 1.00 p. m. train from Portland
will not atop at Scarboro Beach, Pine
Point,
or
Well*
la
except
Take
Passenger* ForHoaton. Parlor Can on all
through trains. Seat* aeonred in ad ranee at

Wanted.

first class cook at 183 High Street. Reference
required. Call between seven and eight o’clk
in the evening.
jnt-dtf

Wanted.
about 1C years of age, to learn the gilding
trade. M ust be strong and willing to work.
Apply at 533 Congress St.
jul-dtf

BOY

WANTED.
FIRST-CLASS Drug Clerk for the Summer
months. Apply to C. H. GUPPY A CO.
Corner Congress A Preble Streets,
J liltf
Portland, Maine.

A

Wanted

Depot Ticket Office.

£JF~rhe 1.00 p. m„ train from Portland connect* with Sound Line Steamer* for New
V ork and all Kail Line* for the West and the 3.30
p.m., train with all Kail Lines for New York
aud the South and West.

Immediately.

reliable

Agents
1VENin Maine, energetie
Lester’s History

for best territory
of the United
Book just out. Agents are doing au immense business with it.
Apply Immediately to S.
K. LUCE, U. S. Hotel, Portland, Maine.
jun4
d2w*

Train* on Boston A Maine road connect with all
steamers running between Portland and Bangor
Rockland, Mt. Desert, Machias, Kastport, Calais!
St. John and Halifax. Also connect with Grand
Trunk trains at Grand Trunk Station, and Maine
Central and Portland & Ogdenburg trains at Transfer Station.
All trains stop at Exeter ten minutes for refreshmeats. First class Dining Rooms at Portland
Transfer Station, Exeter, Lawrence and Boeton
THROUGH TICKETS to aU points West and
South may be had of M. L. Williams, Ticket
Agent, Boeton A Maine Depot, and at ITmion
Ticket Office, 40 Exchange St.
J. T. FURBER, Gen. Snpt.
S. H. STEVENS, Gen. Agent, Portland.

Wanted.
A FIRST-CLASS cook, to whom good wages wil
/A be paid. Enquire at 603 CONGRESS ST.
my 31
dtf

GIKLS W ANTED.
Portland Star Match Co., West
Commercial Street.
myl2-dtf
____

CANV ASM’, Its WANTED,
Energetic Canvassers to sell the Eagle
Wringer on installments. Men who eau give

_

ap5

GOOD

Address

noyl5

can

have outside territoNo. 35 Temple St.

Portland and Worcester Line.

dtf

_TO

PORTLAND & ROCHESTER R. R

LET

Arrangement
---

Sept 15. a cottage at Woodhorse-cars. Largo lawn with
Clarke, Corner Lincoln ami
Deering sts., Woodford's
junlSdlw*
near

grW-4

M. D.

lr
51.15
t>«

t*Tti»ad at 7*30

and 7.30 p.

m.

JuO-dtf

.V Wwith

jliddtoSt,

the M r.l.
Close connections made at Wr.lbr.oh jaar.
lion with through trains of Me. Central R.
R„ and
at ilrandTrnnk
Transfer, Portland, with throngt
trains of Grand Trunk R. R.
Through ticket* to all point* South and West, at
Depot offices and at RoUtna ft Adam*’ No. 23 Exchange Street.
3* Does not stop at
oodfbrd’s.

_dtt

J- W. PRTKRS, 8upt.

jel7

LOST AND FOUND

Eastern Railroad.

wallet containing

money. The loser
this offico proviug

can

R.’

Shia.

lti4

of

Warcr.trr,

Vfaliimorr, tVaabingion.
and
the
oath and with Koat.a A Albany R. R. for

BELOW

a

and

Worcester

JaNpriaRflrld,

the Post Office whore all the
large
Wholesale Jobbing Houses are located, in dry
goods, Fancy and other Classes of goods. Fitted up
with two Counting rooms, Brick and Iron Safe Elevator. Counters, Tables, Oas and Water, with light
ami airy basement all in jxirfoct rcjiair. Heated by
a furnace.
Inquire of 11. E, THOMPSON
Brackett St. where the keys mav;be found,
oot2

Cape Cottage,

n.,

Returning learn

li.rbaaij

Kooius to Let.
let two adjoin In: rooms; also parlor on first
tloor. 8(1 8TATK ST., cor. liray.
myl9dt

near
a small sum
same

a*

at
m.

For idlntan,
Ayer, June.,
Fitchburg,
>T..biin, l.ewrll. Windham. nod Ky
pins at ».:io n. ■». and 1.05 p. ns.
For 'lancbr.irr. t.ncord and points
North, at
1.05 p. m.
F.r Re. hr.irr,
WasAlfred,
Mprtagv.Ir,
rrb.ro and Sara Hirer.7.30 a.
as., 1.05
p. as., and (mixed) at 0.30 p. as. Retnrnin*
leave Rochester at (mixed) 6.46 a. m.. 11.16
a. m., and 8.36 p. m.;
arriving at Portland
(mixed) 9.40 a. m., 1.36 p. m. and 6.46 p. m.
For
Marrarappa, CnanbrrlnD.I
Wnlbrsek
Hill.,
and
tv eodf.rd’s.
“J-*® »• ns., 1.05, 0.00 and (mixed)
ft.3© p# m.
The Is05 p. m. ti Ain from Portland connect* at
H«asae Taonrl K.alr for
tt«West,andat l Bias »rp.t,
for
N*w 1 ork via Harwich l
iar, and all rail,
also with N. V. A N. K.
R .(“Steamer Maryland Ronte") for Phlladcl.

dlw

TO LET
Store Nos. 117&119

FALL ARRANGEMENT,

lmio

by calling at
jlaying charges,

jeUMllt

BUSINESS

DIRECTORY

projxirlv,

Commencing Sunday,

October 15, 1882.

Binder.

wa. *• Ql'INUV, Itooin II, Printer.
Bichaagr 5*. II* Exchange hired.

Trains

Iravr P«vilna«l

DaU.> .Night Pullman) lor Saco,
fttddefori.
Kennebunk, Kittery, Portsmouth
Newburyport, Salem, Lynn and Boston, arriving
at 6.30a. in.
A apeetal
Sleeping Oar will be
4

At

|

a.

am.

rendv for occupancy In Portland station, at 9.00
p n
Sunday nights Up. in., and is attache*! to
this tram for Boston.
t S, »,* a. iu. for Cape Elisabeth,
Scarboro, Saco,
Biddet’ord, Keuuebunk, Wells, North and South
Berwick, Con way Junction, connecting for all
stations on Conway Division. Kittery,

Portsmouth,

Dit. E. C. West's Nmtvn ash B
.1
Niyfit guarante dtpe fit foi
1
'nnvul.dons, Fits. Ncrvou* New* gid,
Nervous Prostration caused by tin u « ?
!. >!
or tobacco, Wak*;'uln< sMental 1' p
of the Brain resulting In Insanity c-id 1
,!u>g
to misery, decay and dc.ah, Premature 01 I
\go,
Impotcncy, Weakness in either sex, lev, lunt.'iry
Losses and Sj*crmatorrhtva caused by o\ m -exert u
of t.he brain, self abuse or over-indulgencf
I uh
box contains oue month's treat men
$t.al. x v

IIj

eninjj

price., We guarantee ti boxes to cm e any case. \\ 1 h
each order received forfiboxesaccomp .nictl with
we will send the purchaser our wiiit. n
gu tract-',
to refund the mom y if the treatment d-n
t,
.-tf, t
• cure. J. C. West Jb Co., Proprict-rs, ism-.anteesthrough II. II. HAY A CO Druggist; ,,’*/*
agents, Portland,Me.Junction Middle and h’r- Sts■

T.

C.

EVANS’

Advertising Agency and
Warcliousc,

Printers’

«0« WASIIINUTOa 81..
II STOV
Denier in Wood and Metal Type, and nil kinds of
Printers’ Materials. Advertisements inserted In ail
paper In the United States or Canadas at pahlisherr
direst prices Send for estimates.

LEWISTON!
CAPT. CHARLES DEERIA'O,
Will leave Railroad Wharf, Portland_

Tuesday & Friday Eve’ngs,
11.15 o’clock

At
or on arrival
Steaml»oat Express Trains
;« of
~v*»*"’■ “fccf from Boston, for Uucklaml, Cas**wiWKSCf tine, Beer Isle, 8edgwick, (Stage
from Sedgwick to Blue Hill on arrival of Steamer*,
South West and Bar Harbors. Mil bridge, Junesport
and Maehiaaport.
Connect at BOCKI. AND with Steamer for
HI.I B
*t KU£1 and
IIII.I..
Kl.l.ftWOB I H. At H.IK II AKIIOIt with steam,
erf rCOI I.I^KOHO1, I. A MOIAfc. || % V(<MK. Mli.I.I V A\ and KM.BVOKTII.
Also with B. & B. Steamers at Hockland, going
East, for Uiver Lauding*.
*,^ K‘**^*,> will leave
every
Monday and Thursday^it 4.30 a. m., touching at Intermediate landings,and onnecting at Portland with
Pullmau and early morning train for B'rftton.
^
Connect with Boston and Bangor SteainerB af^^
Rockland, (coming West, and receive passengers and
from Bangor and Uiver Landings for Port-

Appmn
-.11* >

r
*

Machiasport

freight

June 18, the Steamer
City of Richmond will be
placed on the Bar Harbor Route, making Three
I

rip* per Week.

GEORGE L. DAY,
Treas. ami General Ticket Agent
E. CC8HIXG, General Agent.

Portland,

June

5,

1883.

Julldtf

FOREST CliY SJMBOIT CO.
STE4HER .niWEUUIl

Will leave Custom Houae Wharf for the Inland,

daily except Sunday at S.46, 7.00, 0.00 a. m., 2.16,
4.20, 0.10 p. ni.f returning Immediately after cash
trip. All mail matter should be sent to For ext
City Steamboat Co., or
C. H. KNOWLTON, Manager.
rnyodtf
WHITE UTAH TINE.
C. 5. aa4 Royal Mail Steamers

Liverpoo^fyia

to
Queenstown.
Kates reduced for Fall and Winter. These steamers take the ex
rente >oui

---

herly routes,avoiding

all dangers from icebergs. Cabin $00 and $80; Excursion $110 and $144; Steerage at low rates. The
are as follows:
Germanic.Jan. 20 I Baltic.Feb. 1
25 | Brttania .Feb.
Republic.Jan.
For sailing lists, cabin plans, passage rates s
drafts, apply to J. L. FARMER, 22 Exchange St

sailings

desiring to nd for friend, in the Old Cot
try will Mire money by bu> ing their prep'
steerage ticket* at the General Ocean S teamen.
Office, No. 22 Exchange Street, (don’t mi-take the
number) at the »ign of the big Locomotive, at present reduced ratea by tbeGunard and other fact
Bret
claes mail steamers coming direct acrom the ocean
on the warm Gnlf Stream route, thus
avoiding ui*
dangers from lee and icebergs. I can sell prepair'
steerage passage tickets from Queenstown, Londonderry and lieluvt for *21.00; Dublin, *22.00; London, Bristol, Cardiff and Galway, *24.00; Hamburg, Antwerp, Havre, Jlanheim, Amsterdam Rot
terdam, Paris, Bremen and Har ingen, $27.00
Copenhagen, Christiana, Christh a Hand, Bergen
Trondbjem, Qoteborg, Malino, $28 JO; children un
der 12 hair fare.
and Scandinavian exSterling
J. L. FARMER, Agent,
change at low rates.
jan 24dtf_22 Exchange St.

ALL

Steamship Company

Semi-Weekly Line to Yevr York.
and after Saturday the second day of June,
next, the steamers ELEANORA and FRANCONIA will leave Franklin Wharf, Portland, every
WEDNESDAY and SATURDAY, at 6 p. m., and
leave Pier 38, East River, New York, every WEDNESDAY and SATURDAY, at 4. p. m.
During the summer mouths these steamers will
tenth at Vineyard Haven on their passage to and
from New York. Price, including State Room, $6;
these steamers are fitted up with hue accomodations for passengers, making this a very desirable
route
for
travelers
between
New
York
and Maine; or for parties desiring to take a
pleasure excursion in the summer months to Vineyard Haven.
Goods
by this line destined beyond Portland
or New \ork, will he at once forwarded to their
destination on arrival.
Tickets and State Rooms oan be ohtained at 22
Exchange Street.
J- B. COYLE, Jr., General Agent:

ON

shipped

Portland, May 10,18S3

—

dtf

and

—

PHILADELPHIA
Direct Steamship Line.

FromBOSH>»
Erery Wednesday and Saturday,
From PHILADELPHIA
Every Tuesday and Friday.
From Long Wharf, Boston, 3
m.
From Pine Street Wharf
Philadelphia, at 10 a. in.
Insurance one-half the rate of
sailing vessel.
Freight for the West by the Penn. R. R.. and
South by connecting lines, forwarded free of commission.
Pamagr Tra Dellars. Bound Trip 818.
Meals and Room included.
For Freight or Passage apply to
B. B. SAUPNO.V. Agent,
deSltf
VO l.eng Wharf, Bouton.
p.

port. Salem, Gloucester, Koockort,
Newbury
and Boston, arriving at 1.16
Lynn. Chelsea
p. m.
t I
p m lor Cape Eliaabeth, Scarboro, Saco.
Biddeford, Keuuebunk. Wells, No. Berwick, So.
Berwick, Co*way Junction, Kittery, Portsmouth,
and Boston,
Nowburyport.Salem, Lynn, Chelsea
at 6.10 p. ni. connect! ngwith Sound and
Kail Lines for all Southern and Western points.

arriving

Train* leave Ho*ion.
At

9,09

tu

U

Portland at 1.(t]
n. a*, and arrive in
ll?.i>«> p. m. and arrive in Portland at f ;t)
7d*o p. m. (daily). *ud strive in Fortlau

\t
p.
at 11.00
m,

i>. in.

t*Hltnmn I'nrlor Clara,
9.00
*
tr>.
ihi
trains
leaving Boston, at
12.30 and 7.oo p. m. »M trains leaving Pot land
M 4f> h. m., and
p. in. (Through Pullman Sleep
In <:ai> o»i trains leaving Boston at 7.00 |. n»
'W>a. m).
and iv n>.<o
j. »• uioall
esiniM West
Vhv> "
of *J, M. French. Ticket Seller,
g#oii
'epot and at Union Ticket Office
Kasteii- Kafir*-.:*40 K*chang* f*trm-».
Ticket* for Sesu **•(
PuIIbihk C'*
Berth* **oS«l mi depot Ticket Ofllrc.
Now, first class dining room at Portsmouth.
Through train mt*:(. Iu minutes for meals.
ueaerui

Steamers!
FARE si.oo.
The favorite Stammers Forest City and John
Brooks will alternately leave i RAN K LIN WHARF,
Portland, at 7 o’eloek p. m. and INDIA WHARF,
Boston, at 7 o’clock p. m. (Sundays excepted).
Passengers by this line are reminded that they secure a comfortable nights rest and avoid the expense and ineoavenienee of arriving in Boston lata
ckets and Staterooms for sale at D. H.
'S, 272 Middle Street.
Tickets to New York, via the various

Through

Bail and Sound Lines for sale.

Freight

taken

as

usual.

J. R. COYLE, Jr., <»eneral Agent.

_dtf

.Henday, Oct. 1H.
lmPiweapr Train* wuneare

m.
or
to

A Flensnm up Muirs rent.
31 Itleelinutc Street.

TO

STBAMBH

of Trains.

On and after

Onion Depot, Worcester, at 7.30 a. m. and 11.16 a.
m., arriving at Portland at 1.36 p. m. and 6.46 p.

DOW, No. 12Markct Square.

l»n»

m

at

To Let.
in Market Square suitable for Offices,
ROOMS
light Manufacturing purposes. Aunlv
FRED N.

Company.

Portland For Bo-ton and Way station* at
1.00 p.m. Roston For Portland at 6.00
p. m.

States.

ry to handle.

I

it. I

And Maehlas Steamboat

SUNDAY TRAINS.

on

good refereuoe or security

T

Portland

Maine

NEW

or

of Sacred

dlHD AND BERKS 8Tb.

Express Trains. Double Track Stone Balias

Leave Janton for Portland and
4,16 and 9.30 a. m.
f.C"£f%3iifBMLewisU'ii.
"A
Leave
Portland for Canton, at 7.30
■.
—“-“—a. m. and 1.30 p. m.

teith you
qf music

neous selection of popular songs, with accompaniment extant.

Philadelphia.

STATION IN NEW T0KA\8«fc.

J. KIAHHIdTOiN. Nuperiutendeu
Portland, November 13. 1882
uovlSdtf

a

Ifarnswell and Portland

CHEAP OCEAN TICKET

-BETWEEN-

:

English
Song. ■MSS?
$31.50 eloth), the boot miscella-

In l'ri'*» »nnl

S. It., NILES,

10.00

a. m.—from
r. M.— from

an

SUMMER MUSK ROOKS
FOR SUMMER RESORTS

U

Summit.

10.60

Hook

NEW YORK.

Importers, Beauties

NlTUiKT,

Fabyan'*

Train* arrive

ami

Intermediate landings daily at 7 a. m., arrive in
Portland it a. m. Iteturn leave Portland at 4 p. m.,
arrive in Harpsweli tj
p. m.
Alter July 1st, will make two
trips daily between

delb__jdly

Bound Brook Route.

Found.

(92. Boards, 92.50 Cloth). Best and only collection of the World-wide, famous Plantation, 'Jubilee and Mluatrel songs.

.

3.00 P. JM.— For
station*.

SUNDAY

SALK IIY-

4 SO NEW NO. FORK

until further notice

the
ami

Minstrel

P44liAC4i:«,

PAY80N TUCKEIt, Gen’l Manager.
F. E. BOOTHBY, Gen’l. Pass. & Ticket Art.
Portland, dune 12. 1883
jul3dtf

N.‘A5 A. HI.—For Fabyan’*. Littleton, Lancaster,
and ah point* on B. C. M. B. It., St.
Jolinabury,
Burlington, Ogdenaburg and all point* on O. A L,
C. B. It., Newport, Sherbrooke, Montreal and all
point* on Southeastern Railroad and branches.

and Urocers.

'hind*, in tlio

OK 1441

rates.

On and after
Monday, Nov. llttli,
• us'i, P»«WD((fr Train. Iravr Portland

For sale by all Druggists

money

IMPORTED

OUDE^Bl'RU, 1>. V.,
AM) JIONdltEAL,

other causes,

other alcoholic preparation.

a. in

I.lmiied Tickets firs! nnd second class for
h.Joho and (lalifnx an s ale nl reduced

TO LET.

Aromatic Schnapps is superior to every

my80d&wly22

BIJKLINGTO.M, VT.,

a.

June 15 to

SCHNAPPS.

vegetable decomposition

by

—TO—

FROM
ford's,
Mrs.

Schiedam Aromatic

Schnapps,

|

AKKAN«mi;i«T,

Only Line Through In Same Day

trees.

section of

SHGL DEALER
421 Congress St.

&OgdensbiirgR.R.

To Let—Furnished.

WOLFE’S

saltr of

DOMESTIC FORTH.
ASTORIA,O-Ar 4tb, ship Titan, Norris, froru |

Portlaud

Comer, Deering.

beverage and necessary

A Hook for Krcry Iflnn !
ngcri nnd Old.

JOSEPH HICKSON, General Manager.
J. STEPHENSON, O. P. A.
W. J, SPlOEIi. Superintendent.
oct7dtf

ONE

KYSDYK’S HAMBLETONIAN, the greatest of I
trotting sires, living or dead, has 33 of uls get in
the 2.30 list.
STARTLE HAMBLETONIAN Is a yonng horse j
of great promise, descending directly from the great
As a general
HAMBLETONIAN and STAR cross that produced
Dexter, Nettle, Jay Gould. Orange Girl, Harvest
corrective of water
Queen and many others. Terms, $25.00 for the
Mares not proving in foal can bo returned
season,
next season free of charge. The horse can bo fnuud
at the Park, from 8.30 a. m.. to 4 p. m., and at
Gilbert’s stable. Cushman St., Portland, at other
as
times and will do cheerfully shown to visitors by
maylfteodJmASHER M, SAVAGE.

KNOW THYSELF.

(North went,

Turner’s
story dwelling
AT Island,
Cape Elizabeth.near the Eastern Railroad
Company’s shops. The house is arranged for A

SUBURBAN

Fraarite*,

all point* in the
VPeat and Mouth weal.

and

large

quarters for

m., 3.15 p. in.; Hkovrhrgan,
3.05 p. m.; Walerrille, 0.20 a. m.
2.16, 3.83 aid 10.08 p.m.: Atigu.tn, 8.00 a.
m 10.03 a. m., 3 00, 4.12 and 11.00
p. m.:
(■■inline'. 8.17 a. m., 10.20 a. m„ 3.18,4.27
and 11.18 p. ra.; Balk. 7.00 a. m.. 11.00 a. in.;
4.16 p. in., ami Saturday!* only at 11.56 p. in.
Brunswick, 7.26 and 11.30 a. ra. 4,45 a 5.10
p. m.12.36 a. in.,(night.)Kockland,8.16a.m.,
1.25 p m.. and Monday, only at 4.80 a. m. Lewi*lon,7.20 a.m. 11.16 a. m., 4.35 p. m. 11.20
pm.; Phillips,7.06 a. ra. Parnsiagion. 8.30
a.
m.i Hitinnnrook, 10.11 a. ni 3.25 p. in.;
ra.
Wiulbrop, 10.18 a.
3.37
p.
in.,
being due in Portland as follow*: Tb* morning
trains from Augusta aral
Hath 8.35 a. m.
l*ewieion, 8.40 a. ra. Tba day trains from
Bangor, and all In ter madia to station, awl eon
necting roads at 12.36 and 12.45 p. m. The
afternoon trains from Waterrille, Augusta. Bath,
Hoekland and Lewiston at 0.00 p. m. The St.
John Fast Express at 0.15 p.m. The Night Pullman Express train at 1.60 a. m.
Kxrursiou Kales lo .Unrnnurook and return la parties of Are or mare.
8 30

iuuuti, Nt. I.oui*- O luuhu, Magiu*
aw
Nt. Paul, Nult Cuke City,

Farm Cor Male.

house situated

f»sf,6.4o

Harpsweli Steamboat Co.
alter Monday, dune 18, 1883, Steamer
OK Gordon
will leave Harpsweli for Portland and

»****?

1.50 p. ci.; tluekspori, 6.10 a. in. 10.00 a. in,,
5.05 p. m.: Bangor. 7.20 a.m., 2.06 p. m.
8.00p.m., ISexier, 7.00 a.m,8.10p. m. Bel

NT.

To
Ciuf

a

WO

LEAVE FOB PORTLAND AND BOSTOB

From llulit'jix, 8.10 a. in., 0.15 p. in.; Hi. John,
7.00 ami 8.00 a. m., 0.00 p. m.; Ilouliou. 7.00
a. m., 8.30 p. in.;
Hi. Htephen. 7.30 a. in.,
0.00 p. in. Vn.ieb.ro, 2.00 a. m. 10.10 a. m.,

Tickets sold at Reduced Rates,
Cnnadu, Detroit, Chicago, PJIII wanker

bargain.
A O. R. R., thirty
AT P. great

i

beyond Bangor on Sunday mornings.

rtAILROAJD.

A first class retail Boot and Shoe store,
clean stock, good location in the city of
Portland, good trade and increasing business. Reasons for selling will be satisfactorily explained to purchaser. Address “A. B.” Box 1035 Portland, Me.

ran

in. train Is the
night express with
car attached and runs every night Sundays iucluded but not through to Skowbegan on
Monday mornings or to Bucksport and Dexter or

-AND-

FOR SALE.

Chambersburg, July 26,1876.

season

cornor

morning.

74'EXCHANGE STliEET

Man

Winlbrop,

sleeping

TICKET OFFICE*

Denver,

Houmontk.

JThe 11.15 p.

Montreal.

ton, Ac.

For Male.

Anna Maria Krider, wife of
Tobias K.

THOITHO STALLION

JKRRIS.

ONK

thank the Lord, and feel grateful to you to know
that in this world of adulterated medicines there is
one compound that proves and does all it advertises
to do, and more. Four years ago 1 had a slight
shock of palsy, which unnerved me to such an extent that the least excitement would make me shake
like the ague. Last May l was induced to try Hop
Bitters. I used one bottle, but did not see any
change: another did so change my nerves that they
are now as steady as they ever wore.
It used to
take both hands to write, but now my good
right
hand writes this. Now, if you continue to manufacture a9 honest and good an article as you do, you
will accumulate an honest fortune, and confer'the
greatest blessing on your fellow-Leu that was conferred on mankind.
Tim Burch.

Beware! of the vile, poisonous whiskey
bitters with the word “Hop” in their name,
sold in violation of the U. S. Law, by evildoers on the credit of Hop Bitters—the best
of medicines, which have a green cluster of
hops on the white label, and sold by all
druggists and the Hop Bitters M'fg. Co
Rochester, N. V.

WM. H.

For Male.
of the heat houselota in Portland, hoe a nice
.table and atone for cellar now U|x>n It; will
sell on time and advance $2600 to help build a good
houao on the premlaea. For particulara call on
L. TAYLOK, 386 Congreaa St.
Jan22dtf

Honest Old Tim.
Gorham, N. H.f July 14,1879.
Gents:—Whoever you are, I don’t know; but I

A Rich Lady's. Experience.

a

French Roof Cottage No. 38 Howard street.
f|!HE
A Contains eight rooms, good dry cellar, Seba^o
water, price $1500, half cash, balance to suit.

neighbor’s

I travelled all over Europs aud other foreign
countries at a cost of thousands of dollars in search
of health and found it not. 1 returned discouraged
and disheartened, and was restored to teal youthful
health and Bpirits with loss th n two bottles of Hop
Bitters. 1 hope others may profit by my experience
and stay at home.
A LadV, Augusta, M»,
My mother says Hop Bitters Is the only thing that
will keen her from her old and severe attacks of
paralysis and headache.—Ed. Oswego Hun.

at

Cottage lor Sale.

effect on her that she was able to dress herself and
walk about the house. After taking two bottles
more she was able to take care of her own room and
walk out to her
and has improved all the
time since. My wife and children also have derived
beueflt
from
their
use.
great
W. B. Hathaway, Agent U. S. Express Co,

My

st.

sold

Apply to N.
my30d3w

DESIRABLE

physicians being of no avail, I sent forty-five miles
and got a bottle of Hop Bitters. It had such an

wile was troubled for years with blotches,
moth patches, freckles and pimples on her face,
which nearly
annoye * the life out of her. She spent
many dollars on the thousand iufallible (?) cure*,
with nothing but injurious effects. A lady friend,
of Syracuse, N. Y., who had had similar experience
and had been cured with Hop Bitters, induced her
to try it. One bottle has made her face as smooth,
fair and soft as a child’s and given her such health
that it seems almost a miracle.
A Member of Canadian Parliament.

No.

good
03 Exohauge

residence at Paris Hill/ Oxford
County, Maine. House of twelve rooms, all
modern improvements, thoroughly finished, healed by furnace, full view of White mountains and
surrounding country, Shire town, excellent church
and school privileges. Enquire of MRS. E. M.
MARBLE, 284 Congress street, Portland or J. S.
WRIGHT, ESQ., Paris Hill.
may28dtf

over seventy years, had been sick for the past ten
years; she had net been able to be around. Six
months ago she was helpless. ller old remedies, of

aud what the medicine has done for
cure themselves with it.
anna Maui a.

AKKI VAfiMi

wivrnt

IVhat It did for an Old Lady.
Coshocton Station, N. Y., Dec. 28,1878.
Gents:—A number of people had been usiug your
Bitters here, and with marked effect. A lady of

was

now
a

FOR J3 ALE.

they

they

Grant st.

on

price which will be

good'among

me, so

dtf

For Suit*.

Superior, Wis., dan., 1880.
I heard in my neighborhood that your Hop Bitters
was doing such a great deal of
the sick
ami afilicted with moat every kind of disease, and as
1 had been troubled for fifteen years with neuralgia
and all kinds of rhe umatic complaints ami kidney
trouble. 1 took one bottle according to directions.
It at ouoe did me a great deal of good, and I used
four bottles more. 1 am an old man, out am now
as well as 1 can wish. There are seven or eight families in our place using Hop Bitters for their
family
will
medicine, and are so well satisfied with it
use no other.
One lady hero has been bedridden for
years, is well and doiug her work from the use of
three bottles.
Leonard Wuitbbck.

| This is to let people know that I, Anna Maria
Krider, wile of Tobias Krider, am now past seveutyfour years of age. My health has been very bad for
j many years past. 1 was troubled with weakness,
bad cough, dyspepsia, great debility and constipation of the bowels. I waf so miserable 1 could eat
nothing. I heard of Hop Bitters and was resolved
to try them. 1 have only used three bottles, and 1
feel wonderful good, well and strong again. My
bowels are regular, my appetite good, and cough
gone. I think it my duty to let the people know

m.

I INDIA

rim

him! Wurauucook, 8.15 a. m. 1.16 p. m. Oak
laud and North Aonou, 1.16 p. m.
6.10
t The
in.
train Is the Mt. John
p.
F««t Expri ss. with Reclining Chair Car
atand
between
Portland and Bangor
stops
tached,
at Brunswick,
(jardlner, Jfallowell, Augusta,
Watervllle aiid Newport only, arriving In
Bangor
at 9.46 p. in. and St. John at 0.80 following

From li«wlMion mid Auburu, 8.40 a. lu..
12.36, 3.16 and 6.60 p. mi.
From Ortrlmiu, mixed, 0 40 a. m., 6.10 p. m
From Chiniifo, ifloulrra au«i Quebec.
12.36 p. m.
Pullman Palace Sleeping Cars on
night train and
Parlor Car* on day train betweeu Portlam; and

DEPOT AT FOOT OF

SALE..

FOR

28,18M2.

Gentlemen:—No medioine has had one-half the
sale here and given such nnivorsal satisfaction a#
your Hop Bitters have. We tako pleasure in speaking for their welfare, as everyone who trios them Is
well satisfied with their results.
Several such re.
markable cures have been made Avith them here
that there are a number of earnest workers i
the
Hop Bitters causo. One person gained eleven
pouuds from taking only a few bottles.
Smith &1dk.
Bay City, Mich Feb. 3. 1880.
Hop Bitters Company:—1 think it my duty to send
you a recommend ror the benefit of any person
wishing to know whether Hop Bitters are good or
not. I know they aro good for general debility and
indigestion; strengthen the nervous system and
make new life. 1 recommend my patients to use
them.
Du. A. Platt, Treater of Chronic Diseases.

how bad 1

Farmington,

i.T.I,

Ror Auburn uu.l !.<• wi.lou, 7.30 a.
in., 1.16
5.16 p, m.
For t*<»rl*ftm, mixed, 7.40 a. m., and4.00
p.ra.
For <ff oatrenl,
<
uutl < kirnvo 1.30

IN within

happiness.
Bradford. Pa., May 8,1881.
“It ha# cured me of several diseases, such as nsrof
sickness
the
vousuess,
stomach, monthly troubles

MONDAY, June

Put«eii|[er Trains will

Foiilimil for Dexter*
llangor,
and
Vniictboi-o, Mi Jobu, Halifax
the Province* 61. Andrew*, Ml. ntepheu,
Fredericton Aroostook
County. au«l All
stations on If. A Fiwcataqaia ft. K.,1.15
t5.i() p. tv. ’11.16
in.,
p. in., 1.20 p.
and
Helfant
I». in ; for
Mkowhegau
1.15 p.
1.20 p. in
iu.,
lll>15 p,
in.;
1.16
Waterrille, 0.45 a. Hj.
p.m,, 1.20
m. t6.10
m.
Au
p.
111.15 p. in
p.
KUHta, Hallowed, (Gardiner and llrau
Mwick 0.45 a. m., 1.20 p. m., t6.L0, 6.30 and
;11.15 p. m.; Hath 6.46 a. m. 1.20 p. ra., 6.30
p. m. and on Saturdays only at 11.16 p. m.
ftoekland, and Knox A l.incoln K. R.,
0.46 a. m,, 1.20 p. m. and on Saturdays only at
6.30 p. m.; Auburn and
Lewi*lon, 8.16
a. m. 1.16 p. m.,
6,05 p. m. Isevriaion ria
HruuNwirk 0.45 a. m., 111.16 p. m.;

ana

p.

uflcr

I.envf

UKPAUTUKKM:

milK beautiful re.lUeuce of tbo late A. K. HhurtX leff, No. 82 Free Street, one of tbe best built
bouaea In Hie city; commumU a tluo view of the
harbor ami Inland.; baa all the modern
Improvements; heated by steam. Terms easy. Address
SYLVAN SllUUTLRFF, 82 Free
St., Portland, Mo.
Of B. SitAW, No. 48 V.
Exchange st.

health aud

1 have not

nf««r

and

follows

an

Railway of Canada.

VIO M> 4 V, October
ON“«'l
I X.S4, trains trill
follows:

For Kale,

Gents: -I have takou not quite one bottle of the
Hop Bitters. 1 was a feeble old man of 78 when 1
got It. To-day 1 am as act ive and foci as well as I
did at 80. 1 stfo a great many that wood such a
medicine.
D. Royck.

Ac

Grand Trunk

M CENTRAL RAILROAD.

On
I Mill,

On mill after June 17th, 1883, a new
Time Table will he in effect on MAINE
CENTRAL R. It., the principal feature
of which will be the establishment of
EAST TRAINS between ST. JOHN ami
BOSTON. For time of this ami all other
truius the public are
respectfully referred to Time Tables, Fosters and other advertising matter to be found at the
various stations of the Company.
FAYSON TUCKER,
General Manager.
Portland, Juno lot, 1883.
juld2w

run as

11,1880.
Rochester, N.
Hop Bitters Co:—Please accept our grateful acknowledgement for the Hop Bitters you were so
kind to donate, and which were such a benefit to us.
Wo are so built up with it wo feel young again.
Old Ladies ok the Home of the Fuienhlkks.
Delevan, WIh., Sept. 24 1880,

perfect

water

closet, four berths In cabin, which Is finished in hard
wood; is sound, able and wcutberly; nr perfect order, and has complete Inveutorv. Address OWi'KK
H Congress street.Itoom
17,Boston, or MctiRADY’S
YACHT ACKNCY, 308 Atlantic ureuue, Boston.

Gents:

M A N II OODI

PIHVIERHKN.
Ar at Gloucester 12th, sehs Octavia A Dow, of
Vin&lbaven, and Ranger, of Portland, shore fishing;
David Brown, of North Haven, and Roger Williams
of Camden, mackerellng.

Providence for New York.

Plum Streo*.

Limestone, Sulphate of Copper Ac, the

Scb

APALACHICOLA—Ar 7th, ecb Fannie L Child,
Hart, Bath.
PENSACOLA—Ar Oth, ship Riverside, Langdon,

I

Inquire at
HORSE & CARItlAUE MARI’,

Jul3dlw

STEAMERS.

RAILROADS.

JSAIaE.

COW ami CALF.

medicine introduced to the public has ever
me^
with the success accorded to Hop Bitters. It stand*
to-day the best kuown curative article in the world.
It’s marvellous renown is not due to the advertising
it haB received. It is famous by reason of its inherent virtues. It does all that is claimed for it. It is
the most powerful, speedy aud effective ageut known
foi the building up of debilitated systems and gen.
oral family medicine.

Startle

GENTLEMENS

RAILROADS.

No

sumpscot Park, Reeling, Me.

anil

Ladtes’jColored

w

FOR

The Greatest Curative Success of the Age

will make the

Mary

New York.

posited with Tower,

We

Please call and examine the Ktd Button
ed button holes, only §1.75 per pair.

(FROM MERCHANTS' EXCHANQK.l
Ar at New York 13th, steamer City of Washingfroir.
ton,
Havana; brig Eaisy Boynton, Hhackford,
Mat an zap.
Ar at Cardenas 6th, brig Maria W Norwood, Maguire, New York.
Sid 5th, scb Kostina, Philbrook, New York; 8th,
brig Fannie B Tucker, Wheeler, Delaware Break-

water,

The syndicate of Boston and New York capitalists
interested in the building of this road having paid
in the full amount subscribed, the work will lx?
pushed forward with all
speed. The road
runs from Topeka to Delhi, 181 miles through the
great wheat belt of Kansas, a territory without adequate railroad facilities, and where a large amount
of business is waiting for direct communication
with the markets of toe South and Kast.

12-Ar,

ATTENDS OUR

OF

Cleared.

*cb

Success
SPECIAL SALE!

Scb Mary Eliza ceth^Punton.'Booth bay.

KENNNEBUKPOUT, May
Stow, Booihby, New York.

WESTERN R. R.

STOCKS.!

Missouri Pacific.106%
Wabash preferred. 45%
Omaha common. 47%
Denver & R5G. 47%
Omaha preferred...105%
Northern Pacflc preferred. 89%
Northern Pacific common.62%
Pacific Mail...
42%
Mo. K. &' Texas.
81%
Louis & Nash...* 52%
Central Pacific..
7b%
Texas Pacific. 38%
BOSTON STOCKS.
Flint & Pere Marquette common. 27
A. T. &S. F.. 84
Boston & Maine...,...169
Flint & Pere Marquette preferred.105%
L. R. & Ft Smith. 27
Marquette, Hughton & Ont. common. 47%
Mexican Central 7s. 09%

...

SAILED—Sch Fred Jackson.

TOPEKA, SAUNA &

96%
87 %

Block Market.
llie
quotations of stocks are reported
and corrected daily by Woodbury & Moulton, cornel
of Middle and Exchange streets.'

Daft) OF STEAMSHIPS.

who will

mineral substance.

152%

Union Pacific Stock.
Wee tern Union Tel.

Alps.New York. PortPrinc. .June 12
Servia..New York..Liverpool.
June 13
France...New York..Havre
June 13

history and read the accounts of the discovery and application of steam, railroads, electricity, etc. Were not those who preached that it was

Lamar,

Northwestern pref.

New York Central.
124%
Rock Island...126
St. Paul.
105%
St. Paul pref.... 120 Vs

following

Turn to

Atlanta, Ga., Jan. 1,1882.
managers of the Swift Specific Co and
own a controlling part of the stock
of the said eompaand endorse every word uttered by them.

Honey xHnrkei.

Shore.112%
Michigan Ceuktal. 98
New Jersey U®hral. 88%
Northwestern.136%

of the

are

It and

Lake

In Westport, June 11, Andrew McCallum, aged
50 years.
lu Brunswick, Juno 5, Gertrude W.. daughter of
Oliver T. and Lydia S. Newcomb, aged (5 years.
In Nobleboro, Juno 2, Mrs. Arabella S. Moody,
aged 40 years 11 months.
In Kennebunk, June 12, William Gooch, aged 67
years 3 months.
Jn Eden, June 4, Dea. Jared Emery, aged 72 yrs.
In Tremont, June 3, Mrs. Lorenia F., wife of Capt
Ezra D. Reed, aged 60 years 3 months.

that we are combating a prevailing
profession and people when we asserf that we can and do cure Diseases
of the Blood
with a vegetable remedy! We ourselves were not easconvinced.
But
does
it
make
ily
anything less a
faet simply because you do not believe it*

We

M toe

(By Telegraph.)

OKATDN

PLAIN TALK !

possible to accomplish such grand results, as we see
realized to-day, pronounced crazy? And did not
scientists say: “impossible.”
We do not ask that
you accept our icord! We bring corroborating testi
mony. In short, w« demonstrate by firing, rcttable
witnesses that every word we say is true.
Ask yourself the question, could men occupying
the political .social, and financial position these men
do, afford to endorse those engaged in a work of de"
ception and of fraud? Xow, let them speak.
Every word we say in regard to our remedy is
true, and the certificates we publish are from men
of undoubted veracity.
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO.

York

■—

eod&wlm23*

We

New

New York,June 13.—Money ou call loaued very
easy between 2@2%; prime mercantile paper at 5
@6. Exchange is steadv at 4.86% for long and
4.89 for short. Governments % higher for 3s, but
otherwise unchanged. State bonds dull and feaIn the days of adulterated articles of food it
tureless. Railroad bonds generally firm.
The transactions at the Stock Exchange aggregatis a pleasure to use the Congress Yeast Powder
ed 326.000 shares.
which is absolutely pure.
Ine following arc to-day’s closing quotations of
Government Securities:
UnitedStates bonds, 3s...103Va
do
do
do
MARRIAGES*
5s. ext. 103%
do
do
do
4%s, reg.112%
do
do
do
4%8, coup.112%
In this city, June 13. by Rev. C. A. Hayden, George
do
do
do
4s, reg.118%
E. Lefavor and Miss Eleanor H. Goodhue, both of ;
do
do
do
4s, coup.119%
Portland.
Pacific 6s. ’95.128
lu Gorham. May 23, Fred O, Sturgis and Clara E.
The
are
the closing quotations Stocks:
following
Douglass, both of Gorham,
In Horth Vvssaiboro. June 2, Everett W. Brann I Chicago'* Alton. 13Gj
and Miss Emma J. Watts
Chicago & Alton pref.
In Farmingdalc. May 30, Harry Cook and Mrs.
126
Chicago, Bur. & Quincy.
Sadie Ingalls, both of Gardiner.
Erie.
38
Erie pref.80
Illiuois Central.147%

nire

prejudice

Newburg.

PORTSMOUTH—Sid 12th, schs Yankee Blade,
Coombs, Bangor; Addle M Bird. Pales, Rock land;
John Brace well, lor Hallowell.
Boy l H BAY—Shi Pith, schs Sympathy. Tain ter,
(from Portland) for Frankfort: Avon, Gilley, ((torn
Portland) for Bar Harbor; Julia S, for St John.

Mucilage;
suggest
a good name for the author’s next
or

as

new

a

1 urner,

FOR SALE.

A VOICE FROM THE PEOPLE.

LUCIUS TUTTLK,
*aengei and Ticket Agon

O. W. SANBORN, faster Trangportmtlcu.
oclO
dll

General Ocean Steamer Ticket Office,
sale of passage tickets by the White Star,
Canard. Anchor, Stale, American, Red Star,
North German Lloyd, Hamburg, American, Rotter-

FOR

dam, Amsterdam and Italian lines, all tlrst class
fast passage steamers, to and from all points in
Europe. Cabin, 2d Cabin and steerage outward and

prepaid tickets from Portland at lowest rates.
Steerage prepaid tickets from inland places in Euto inland places in the United States.
Sterling and Scandinavian exchange at lowest rates
rope*

Choice Cumberland and Acadia coal for sale by th
cargo. For cabin plans, circulars, sailing schemes
&c. and other information apply to J. L. FARMER
Agent, 22 Exchango St. P. O. Box 979.

TanlO

dly

TRAVEL TO EIROPE!
Efttimnien of Cost for Tour* lo nny purl of
Europe and the Orient.
Reliable information oheerfully imparted and
TICKETS ISSUED. Full particulars in monthly
Travel, with maps, sent free. Address AMERICAN
EXCHANGE TRAVELERS’ BUREAU, 1G2 Broad»
way, New York. C’. A. B A HATTON I, Manager
mar24
eod3ui*

international steamship COTie..
Calais, Tie.. St.
John, IV. B., Halifax, N. S., Ac.

Easlporl,

SPRING
THREE

ARRANGEMENTS.

TRIPS"PER

WEEK.

ON AND AVTKK MON.mu.
55 WAY, tlAYIIth ViMUB*
t
'« aJS’s
at
ihi. I.iuc* will
«ri
on"
I.esvf Railroad Wlisrf,
foot of State street, every Monday, Wednesday
and Friday at 8 p. m., for
Eastport and 8t.
John, with connections for Calais, Robbinston, St.
Andrews, Pembroke, Houltou, Woodstock Grand

kJL,

Menan, Campobelle, Dlgby, Annapolis. Yarmouth,

Wiudsor, Halifax, Moncton, Newcastle, Amherst
Picton, Sbediac, Bathurst, Daiheosle, Char
lottetown fort Fairfield, Grand Falls, and otbei
■tattoos on the New Brunswick and Canada, inter*
oolonial, Windsor, and Annapolis, Western
ties. Rail Hoads, and Stage Booths.
received np to 4 p. m. and any inESF'Freight
formation regarding the same may be had at the
office of tbe Freight Agent, Railroad Wharf.
For Circulars, with Excursion Routes, Tickets
State Rooms and further information apply h|
Company's Office, 40 Exchange St.
T.C. HEB8EY, President, and Manager
may 12
_dtf
_

PACIFIC MAIL S. S. CO.
FOR

CALIFORNIA,
CHINA.

Maadeick

IsUadH,

.Nrw

Asnlaiui

«a>l

Australia.
#W>m New York on 10th, 20tb and
a
30th
of each month,
carrying passengers for San
*
800
all of the above ports.
^nc
Steamers sail from Sun Francisco regularly for
Japan, China and Sandwich Islands, New Zoalaxd
and Australia.

For Freight, Passage, sailing lists and further
information, apply to or address the General Km’ore

Agents.

«' 5
Sfctic a**

4

•
U'TT A CO..
* r«n«l mi.. fcioMtow,
co
to >V. r* LMTLJfc & CO.,
31 Y x •>-ano- St.. Pcrtlsi’d

v.
or

iMWtdVf

? T L A w j

s.

STEPHEN BERRY.

Book, Card and Job Printer.
So. 37
j«a

I' 1 tint Street.
dun

—

